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PRELIMINARY.
The Indian Tariff Board was directed to hold an enquiry into

the circumstances of the Match industry in India by the following
Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce Depart-
ment, No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October, 1926:

" The present rate of duty on matches imported from abroad is

Re. 1-8-0 per gross, which represents a duty of more than 100 per
cent, ad valorem. The duty was raised to the above figure purely
as a revenue measure, and the Government of India have con-

sistently rejected requests from manufacturers in India that the

duty should be declared a protective duty. Nevertheless, a high
revenue duty naturally has a protective effect, and since 1922,
when the present duty was imposed, numerous match factories have
been established in India, some of them using indigenous woods,
and others wood imported in the log from abroad. Concurrently,
there has been a progressive decline in the customs revenue derived
from matches. This revenue amounted to Rs. 154 lakhs in 1922-23
and Rs. 138 lakhs in 1923-24, but in 1925-26 it amounted (inclusive
of the revenue from splints and veneers) only to Rs. 118 lakhs.

As ihe Indian factories overcome technical difficulties and attain

their full production, the decrease in customs revenue is likely
to become more serious.

2. In these circumstances, the Government of India consider
that the whole position requires investigation, and they have de-

cided to entrust this task to the Tariff Board. The first point for

enquiry is whether the three conditions laid down in paragraph
97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in

the case of the match industry in India, and whether the industry
'should be protected. If the answer 1o this question is in the

affirmative, the Tariff Board will report at what rate the import
duty should be fixed in order to give the industry the protection it

requires and whether alternative measures of protection could

suitably be adopted. If the answer is in the negative, the Govern-
ment of India theoretically will be free to lower the import duty
on matches in the interests both of the consumer and their own
revenue from this source. But the Tariff Board will report to what
extent vested' interests have been created in India as the result
-of the present rate of duty, how far those vested interests require
consideration and what prospect there is of the match industry in
India establishing itself, if the present rate of duty is maintained.
If the Tariff Board decides that consideration must be paid to the

industry brought into existence by the present rate of duty and that
.the duty should be maintained at the present figure, or approximate-
ly at the present figure, it will further report whether the loss of
customs revenue can be made up in whole or in part by any other

appropriate form of taxation of the industry. In this connection,
the attention of the Board is drawn to the remarks of the Honoxir-
able Commerce Member on the 24th March 1924, in the Council of
State. Generally the Tariff Board will investigate the whole

( Til )



yiii PRELIMINARY.

question, and make such recommendations as seem germane to the-

subject."

2. On receipt of this Resolution, the Board issued on the 29th

November, 1926, the Press Communique reproduced below which
outlined the scope of the enquiry and invited

muniqut.

**Td> * Com*

the representations of firms or persons who*

desired to claim protection for the in-

dustry. The communique drew particular notice to the unusual
nature of the enquiry inasmuch as the industry under reference

had been called into existence owing to the imposition in 1921 and
1922 of high revenue duties iipon imported matches. This factor

complicated the enquiry to the extent that even if it were to dis-

close that the industry did not qualify for protection when judged
by the usual standards, it might still be necessary to consider

whether vested interests had been created which might reasonably
claim the continuance of the help afforded by the duty.

" In the Resolution of the Government of India in the Commerce

Department No. 235-T. (14), dated the 2nd October, 192G, the

Indian Tariff Board was directed to investigate the question of

granting protection to the Match Industry in India.

2. The Board has been instructed to examine the whole position
of the industry but its attention has been specially drawn to the fol-

lowing points. Firstly, whether the three conditions laid down in

paragraph 97 of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission are
satisfied in the case of the Match Industry in India, and whether
ihe industry should be protected. Secondly, if the industry satisfies

these conditions and is to be protected, the amount of protection

required and the methods by which such protection should be given.
Thirdly, if the Board finds that the industry does not satisfy the

conditions laid down in the Fiscal Commission's Report, whether it

is necessary, in view of any vested interests which may have been
created as a result of the present revenue duty, to maintain the duty
at the present figure or at approximately the present figure ; and if

so, whether the loss of customs revenue, which is likely to result

from the expansion of the industry in India, can be made up in

whole or in part by any other appropriate form of taxation of the

industry.

3. Any persons or firms who desire to claim protection for the

industry in India or who consider that the present rate of duty qua
revenue duty should be maintained, are requested to submit to the
Tariff Board a full, statement of the grounds on which they do so.

Persons or firms who claim protection should state inter alia the

grounds on which the industry can be considered to fulfil the condi-
tions laid down by the Fiscal Commission, and whether any protec-
tion which may be found necessary should be given by means of

protective duties or in any other form. In the case of those who
desire that the present rate of duty should be maintained in view
of any vested interests which may have been created, the nature
and extent of such interests and their grounds for thinking that the
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match industry has a fair prospect of establishing itself in India,

should be fully set forth.

4. All representations (with six spare copies) must be addressed

to the Secretary and reach the office of the Board at No. 1, Council

House Street, Calcutta, not later than the 31st December, 1926.

After their receipt, the Board will, if necessary, issue question-
naires. The representations, the questionnaires and the replies

thereto will then be printed and published, and the opinions, in

writing, of those who wish to support or oppose the claims made
will be invited. The dates for the oral examination of witnesses

who wish to appear before the Board for that purpose will be

subsequently fixed/'

3. At* the time of the publication of the above communique,
and for some two months later, the Board was fully occupied with

the Statutory enquiry then being conducted
The Board's procedure. in connection with the Steel industry and it

was not until January, 1927, that the investigation dealt with in

this report could be commenced. Early in that month, after a

number of the Calcutta match factories had been visited, a ques-
tionnaire was prepared and sent to all Local Governments asking for

information regarding the condition of the industry in each pro-
Tince and the situation in respect of the existing supplies of raw
materials. The Board then decided to begin its enquiry in Burma
as the replies from the Local Governments indicated that from the

point of view of forest resources tliat province appeared to offer

the best field for investigation. Accordingly, the headquarters of -

the Board were removed to Rangoon during the last week in

February. After considering the representations received up to

that time from manufacturers whose factories were located all over

India, the Board issued a questionnaire covering, as far as could'

then be seen, the most important points connected with the manu-
facture of matches, and, following a preliminary conference with
the Forest Department of Burma, proceeded to inspect the local

factories and forest areas in the vicinity of Hangoon and Mandalay
and to record the oral evidence of the various Government officers

concerned and of the owners of the factories. The Board returned
to Calcutta early in April. A combination of circumstances ren-

dered it necessary to suspend the proceedings in connection with
this enquiry until the following October. At the time of his preli-

minary oral examination in Calcutta just before going on leave,
Mr. Schele, the General Manager of the Swedish Match Company,
"had not received the permission of the Company to disclose its costs.

While on leave he was able to explain the nature of the Board's

enquiry to Mr. Ivar Kreuger, the Chairman, and the Company
very courteously agreed to place all the information regarding the

Company's costs in India at the disposal of the Board. It was,
however, not until his return to India in Decembc? last that the
Board was able to resume the unfinished examination of Mr. Schele,
the principal witness in the present enquiry. Further, about this
time the President went on leave out of India and although this

c2
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eilfcttmstautce would not ordinarily have involved the suspension of

an enquiry in progress, in view of the impossibility of makinjr
further progress until the Swedish Match Company had placed
their cost figures at our disposal, and also of the fact that it was

proposed that the President should take the opportunity, while in

feurbpe, of visiting a number of match factories in England, Sweden
arid Belgium, it was decided to suspend work on this enquiry until

his return. When the enquiry was recommenced the Board was-

still in Calcutta. After the oral evidence of the owners of certain

factories in Calcutta had been taken, the Board moved to Bombay.
From the beginning of November to the middle of February the

Board was occupied in recording further evidence of Local Govern-
ment officers, local factories and of the representatives of the

various commercial bodies such as Chambers of Commerce, etc., in

Bombay, Calcutta and Dehra Dun and in visiting match factories

in the Presidencies of Bombay and Bengal, in the United Pro-

vinces and the Punjab. The details of the Board's movements and

inspections will be found in Appendix J. In addition the

Board found it necessary, in view of the presence in India of a

number of factories operated by the Swedish Match Company, to-

send in December, 1927, a circular letter to the various Chambers,
of Commerce and Match Manufacturers' Associations asking the

opinions of these bodies upon the situation created by the activities

of that Company and upon various methods by which they could be
met. This letter which has been printed as an appendix* to

the report deals in detail with the allegations made by the Indian
manufacturers against the Company and puts forward for consi-

deration suggestions for the future control of the industry.
4. The Board desires to acknowledge the assistance which it has.

received in the course of its enquiry from Chambers of Commerce,
Associations and individual firms of match-

Acknowledgments, manufacturers. In particular, the Board's
thanks are due to Mr. Schele, the General Manager of the Swedish
Match Company in India and Ceylon, and to the managers of other

large Indian factories. Heavy demands have been made on their
time and these have been met often at the cost of much personal
inconvenience. When the President was on leave in Europe last

summer he was placed on deputation for a month by the Govern-
ment of India. The Board's thanks are due to Sir William Clark,
Controller General of His Majesty's Overseas Trade Department,
Mr. H. A. F. Lindsay, Trade Commissioner, and Mr. J. Picton

Bagge, His Britannic Majesty's Commercial Secretary at Brussels,
for their assistance in obtaining access for the President to various
factories and for useful information supplied. The acknowledg-
ihents of the Board are due in a large measure to Mr. Ivar Kreuger,
Chairman of the Swedish Match Company and his colleagues. At
the sacrifice of much time and personal convenience they supplied
the President during his visit to Sweden with information which
has proved of great assistance to the Board.
-f
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Report on the Match Industry in India.

CHAPTER I.

Progress of Industry: Main features.

Our terms of reference require us to consider to what extent
Ike Match industry fulfils the conditions for

protection
laid down

bv the Fiscal Commission, and logically it

Com^siT
f FUCal

might appear that some conclusion should be
reached as to the suitability of the industry

for protection, before any attempt is made to estimate the measure
of assistance required. But as the industry is at present organized
in India, the raw material used is not always the same in every
factory. This will be apparent from the different classes of wood
used in the industry, which is the chief raw material in the manu-
facture both of splints and of boxes. The following kinds of

matches are made in India, often in the same factory:

(1) Matches with aspen splints and boxes;

(2) Matches with Indian wood splints and boxes ;

(3) Matches with aspen splints and Indian wood boxes.

Clearly, therefore, we must first determine which class of match
can best be manufactured in India, and for this purpose an ex-

amination of the works costs and overhead charges is essential.

Further, the degree of importance which must be attached to each
of the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission varies for

eadi class of match. It is a peculiarity of the Match industry that
no country in which matches are made is self-supporting in regard
to all or most of the raw materials required. Consequently, when
aspen, which is not grown in India, is used for match manufacture,
if the claim to protection is to be established, it is essential that the

industry should fulfil the third condition laid down by the Fiscal

Commission, namely, that it will eventually be able to stand with-
out protection. No final conclusion can be arrived at as to the
class of matches for the manufacture of which India offers a reason-

able scope unless an estimate is framed of the future fair selling

price of Indian matches and of the future landed price (without
duty) of imported matches. An examination of the costs in Indian
factories and of the course of prices of imported matches must,
therefore, precede any attempt to determine whether the industry
fulfils the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission.

2. We propose, therefore, to commence our report with an

introductory chapter in which the processes of manufacture are

described, a brief history of the industry set
Plan of report. forth and the main distinguishing features of

match manufacture in India explained. We shall then, on an
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examination of the costs in Indian factories, frame our estimate o!

a fair selling price for the industry. Having determined the level

of prices of matches, we shall be in a position to consider whether

the conditions of the Fiscal Commission are fulfilled and, if so,

what should be the measure of protection. In the succeeding

chapters we shall consider Government's revenue requirements, and
the special measures (if any) which are needed to ensure the future

development of the industry, to minimise the danger of mono-

polistic control and to encourage match manufacture as a cottage

industry.

3. The raw materials required for the manufacture of matches
are wood of suitable quality, paper, paste or glue, an.d various

chemicals, of which amorphous phosphorus
Process of manufacture.

?nd chiorate <rf potash are the most import-
ant. With the exception of paraffin wax and redoxide, both of

which are produced in India, the chemicals required have to be

imported. Matches are manufactured in a large variety of sizes,

but in India three sizes only are at present made, viz. :

Dimensions of box,

Full size ...... 2Ji"xlJ}"X|f'
Three quarter size ..... 2$3"xlJS"xt"
Half size ....... l"xl

Two kinds of matches are made, viz., safety matches and sulphur
matches. The former, which form by far the largest portion of the
total output, ignite by friction on the specially prepared surfaces of

the sides of the box. The latter ignite by friction on any uneven
surface and to assist ignition the splints are dipped in melted sul-

phur. Whatever the size or kind of match, the processes of manu-
facture are substantially the same, though the methods employed
are often different. In many factories hand labour is still used to

a very large extent for work performed in the more modern factories

by machinery. The types of machines also vary somewhat ac-

cording as they are obtained from Sweden, Germany or Japan. In
some factories each process is carried out by means of a separate
machine, while in others a single machine is used for several opera-
tions. Thus the Simplex machine, by means of a continuous band
pierced with holes in which the- splints are held, performs the

operations not only of paraffining, but also of dipping the splints in

chemical composition and drying them. The following description
relates to the methods employed at the Swedish Match Company's
factory at Ambernatn.

4. The logs are first sawn into convenient lengths by means of
a circular saw ; they are then stripped of their bark in a machine de-

. signed for this purpose, and are taken to the
Box making.

rotary jathes Each iathe ig a(jj ll8ted accord-

ing as the veneer is required for the manufacture of outer or inner
"boxes or splints. The veneer required for the manufacture of boxes
is scored by means of spur knives attached to the lathe, so that it

may be readily bent into the required shape. After being fixed in
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the lathe, the logs are rotated against a fixed knife blade and the

veneer flows out in a continuous sheet. The veneer for box making
is then cut into the required size by means of a cutting machine
of the guillotine type, and taken to the box making department.

Separate machines are employed for the manufacture of outer and
inner boxes. Both machines are entirely

automatic and beyond
occasional adjustment require only to be fed with the veneer, glue
and paper out of which match boxes are constructed. After being
dried in a drying chamber, the boxes are closed and labelled in a

separate automatic machine. They are now ready to be filled with
matches.

5. Veneer for the manufacture of match sticks is chopped into

splints in a power driven guillotine chopper. The splints are then
immersed in an impregnating solution

Splint making. to prevent tbem glowing after ignition,
dried and polished in a circular revolving drying machine. From
this machine the splints are blown by an air blower on to an in-

clined grating to which is imparted a sideways motion. Defective

splints fall through the grating to the floor while the remainder
are straightened into rows in a receptacle provided for this purpose.
The remaining processes are filling into frames, paraffining, dipping
into composition and drying. Frame filling is the necessary preli-

minary to the other processes. Frames are square in shape, the

top and bottom being of wood and the sides of iron rods. Within
the frame are a series of thin movable lathes which when compressed
together grip the end of the splints. Between these lathes the

splints are shaken by means of an oscillating perforated container.

The frames are then tightened up, placed on racks within an iron

receptacle fitted on wheels and taken to the paraffining machine.
Here they are passed over a hot plate to increase the facility of

absorption of the splints and immersed to a depth of about
-|

/; in

melted paraffin wax. They are tnen again placed in the racks and
taken to the dipping machine. The frame after insertion in the
machine is moved in such a way that the ends of the splints are

pressed down into a thin layer of igniting composition. After
removal from the machine the frames are taken in racks to the

drying chamber, where the heads are allowed to dry. The match
sticks are then removed from the frames and are ready to be filled

into the boxes.

6. Box filling is carried out by a separate automatic machine, the
boxes being opened, filled with the requisite number of matches and
_ .

closed mechanically. The machine requires

.ndpack%'.
Pamtmg considerable supervision and the boxes have

to be carefully examined and occasionally
further closed by hand on leaving the machine. Side painting is

effected by passing the boxes between revolving brushes by means
of a moving band. The brushes are fed with the paint by rollers

circulating in a basin of the mixture to be applied. After the

paint has been applied, the boxes travel through a covered way
heated by steam pipes, on emerging from which they are ready to
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be ppcketted. A special machine is used for dozen packetting and

labelling though a considerable proportion of this work is still

done by hand at Ambernath. Gross packetting and labelling is

carried out entirely by hand. Packing is in wooden cases, each

containing 50 gross matches. The cases in the monsoon are lined

with zinc and at other seasons of the year with tarred paper.

7. The growth of the Match industry in India dates from the

year 1922 when a revenue duty was imposed on imported matches
at so high a level as to afford substantial

industry.
y

protectipn to the home industry. Up to

1916 the duty on imported matches was 5

per cent, ad valorem. In March of that year it was increased to

T| per cent, ad valorem and subsequently in March 1921 'was fixed

at 12 annas per gross. This duty was again raised to Us. 1-8-0 per
gross in March, 1922. Before the year 1921, the number of match
factories was inconsiderable. From time to time factories on a
small scale were established, but these soon closed down either
because they were situated in unsuitable localities or on account of

insufficient capital or faulty management. The only match factory
in India which was successful in maintaining its position was the

Gujerat Islam Match Factory in Ahmedabad. Founded in 1895
under Indian management, this Company though faced with severe

competition continued to sfyow a small profit, but it was not until
the duty was raised in 1921 that its position became secure. With
this eyception there appears to be no case of successful manufacture
of matches on a commercial scale in India before the year 1921.

8. With the imposition of a duty on imported matches varying
between 100 and 200 per cent, ad valorem the position changed

rapidly. At first undipped splints and
ven

.

eers on wllich no increased duty was
leviable were imported from Japan, and
dipped or made into boxes mainly in Bombay.On matches thus manufactured large profits were secured. From

1st March, 1924, however, with a view to protect Government
revenues, an import duty of 4 annas 6 pies per pound on undipped
splints, and 6 annas per pound on veneers was imposed. Some ex-
perience in match manufacture had now been gained and a further
step forward was taken. Machinery for the manufacture of splints,
veneers and boxes was obtained and erected, and aspen wood, on
which a 15 per cent, ad valorem duty is leviable, was importedfrom Japan or Sweden. A genuine industry was thus established.
For the manufacture of veneers for boxes, Indian wood gradually
supplanted aspen, but for the manufacture of splints, aspen wood
continues to be used to a very large extent, especially in the fac-
tories round Bombay. Meanwhile in other parts of the country
also the increase in the duty stimulated the establishment of match
factories working on a large scale. In 1923, the Esavi India Match
Manufacturing Company with an output of 3,000 gross matches a
day was established in Calcutta. Early in 1924, Messrs. Adamjee
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Hajee Dawood and Company commenced manufacture in Rangoon
with a capacity of 6,000 gross a day, while many other factories of

smaller capacity were started in other parts of the country. In

1925-26, the Mahalakshmi Match Factory at Lahore and the Bareilly
Match Works, equipped with the most up to date machinery, com-

menced work. With the home production so rapidly increased, the

imports of matches showed a corresponding decrease, declining from

13'68 million gross in 1921-22 to 6' 13 million gross in 1926-27, while

in 1927-28 the figures for the first nine months indicate that imports
will not exceed four million gross. As the largest importers
of matches into India, the Swedish Match Company could not afford

to stand aside and risk the loss of the whole of the Indian market.

Accordingly it decided to establish factories in India. The dates

when operations started at its factories, and the approximate

capacity of each are shown below :

Gross per diem.

Swedish Match Company, Ambernath, July, 1924 . 10,000

Swedish Match Company, Calcutta, September,
1924

Swedish Match Company, Parel, September, 1926

Assam Match Company, July, 1926

Burma Match Company, August, 1925 .

Mandalay Match Company, October, 1925 .

20,500

Of these the Parel and Mandalay factories are now closed. The

approximate capacity of the factories belonging to or under the

control of the Swedish Match Company may be taken at about 6

million gross a year. It has not been possible to obtain an exhaust-

ive list of all the match making concerns in India, particularly in

Calcutta, where match manufacture is carried on as a cottage in-

dustry. We estimate, however, that approximately 27 factories

exist in India with an outturn capacity of 500 gross a day or over

and that their total capacity amounts to about 18 million gross of

matches annually.

9. With the increase in the total number of factories and of the

output, there has also been a large reduction in the works costs.

Thus in the Swedish Match Company's fac-
Beducfcion in costs. torv at Ambernath, the works cost of half

size matches has fallen from Us. 1-12-2 per gross in 1924 to Us. 1-0-2

per gross in 1927. In the National Match Works, Bombay, the

works costs which in 1924-25 stood at Us. 1-7-8 per gross, had fallen

in the following year to Us. 1-2-5 per gross. The Bombay Match
Works similarly have reduced their works costs from Us. 1-3-6 per

gross in 1925 to their present figure of Re. 1-0-0 per gross. As

regards factories producing full size matches, Messrs. Adamjee
Hajee Dawood and Company, Rangoon, have reduced their costs

from Rs. 1-10-11 per gross in 1924-25 to Rs. 1-6-2 per gross in 1925-

56 and Rs. 1-4-0 in 1927, while the works costs of the Swedish
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Match Company's factory at Calcutta have fallen from its. 2-0-10
in 1924 to Bs. 1-8-11 in 192.7.

10. These reductions have been rendered possible in part by an
increase in production and to some extent also by a fall in the

. . . . . price of chemicals. But the largest decreases

<ost8
USe8 reductlon in occur under two heads, viz., wood and labour,

and may be attributed to two causes, name-

ly,
the introduction of modern machinery and the improved effi-

ciency of labour. Savings from the former are set off to some
extent but not entirely by an enhanced capital cost. The improved
efficiency of labour, however, represents the largest factor in the
reduction of costs. Both in factories where the processes are still

largely carried out by hand and in those in which the most modern
machinery is employed, the improvement in efficiency is remark-
able. Not only is the labour force now capable of producing a
much larger outturn in a given time, but the greater skill displayed
in the various processes and in particular in handling the delicate

machinery used has much reduced the wastage of materials in the
course of manufacture. Thus it has been stated in evidence before
its that in Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood's factory the wastage of

paper and veneers in the box making machine amounted to 40 per
cent, in the first year of manufacture (1924). By the commence-
ment of 1927 this had been reduced to between 15 and 18 per cent,
and it was expected that finally the wastage would not exceed 5 per
rent. Taking veneers for boxes alone, of the total reduction in
costs of 4 annas 9 pies per gross between the years 1924-25 and
1925-26, reduced wastage resulting from improved efficiency in box
making accounts for nearly one quarter.

11. During the period under review, there lias also been a very
great improvement in the quality of Indian matches. We should

Improvement in quality.

h
f% e

?P
lain ^ matches manufactured

oi Indian wood '

are of a somewhat
darker colour than those manufactured of aspen wood and that
there exists a distinct prejudice against dark coloured matches
The reason of this is not far to seek. The products of the earlier
match factories in India were very inferior in quality. Mot onlywas the manufacture poor, but the composition of the heads was
defective while the wood of which the splints were made was
frequently of unsuitable quality. The matches, therefore fre-
quently broke in striking or failed to ignite, particularly in the' mon-
soon months. Inferiority in quality has, therefore, come to be asso-
ciated m the public mind with splints of a darker colour This
prejudice tends to be perpetuated by the manufacture in so-called
cottage factories of matches from splints rejected in the krffer
factories. We have made exhaustive tests of Indian matches, parti-
cularly in the monsoon months, and so far as we are able to lucljfethe matches manufactured of Indian wood in the most up-to-date fac'
tones, though less finished in appearance than, imported matches
are for practical purposes little inferior.

'
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12. The most important advantages which the Indian industry

enjoys are the existence of cheap and efficient labour and tjie

possession of a
large

home market. Although
Labour. labour charges form one of the largest

items in the cost of production, the labour force required judged by
the standard in other industries is not excessive. Those factories

which for the present employ.hand labour in box making, labelling
.and packetting, require a larger labour force than the more modern
factories utilizing the latest labour saving machinery. Box making
is, however, carried out largely as 'a cottage industry, the factory

supplying the veneers and paper, which are taken to the houses of

the workers and made into boxes largely by female and child

labour. In the better equipped factories, the number employed
(though in some instances capable of reduction) is not large in

comparison^ with the output and it is probable that, were the

industry properly organised, the whole Indian demand could be
met by a few large factories employing not more than 9,000
workers in all. We are satisfied, therefore, that the supply of labour

is ample for the needs of the industry. The processes of manufac-
ture are simple and readily learnt by Indian labourers. The evi-

dence of the expert German Manager of the Bareilly Match Com-

pany shows that the number of employees ;n an Indian factory
does not much exceed the standard prevailing in European coun-

tries, and it is probable that in the immediate future the number
will be still further reduced. The remarkable progress in the effi-

ciency of Indian labour has already been pointed out and, bearing
in mind the relatively low scale of wages as compared with Euro-

pean countries, there is reason to believe that in a well organized
Indian factory labour charges form a smaller item in the cost of

manufacturing matches than is the case in other countries.

13. In the case of inexpensive commodities in daily use among
all sections of the community, it is self evident that in a country

of the size of India the demand must be
The home market, both jarge and cont jmious . Between the

years 1900 and 1910, there was a steady increase in the imports of

matches into India, the value* rising from about Us. 40 lakhs to

Its. 81 lakhs. Since in these years the value of matches showed no

very large fluctuations, it is reasonable to suppose that in this

period the demand was approximately doubled. By 1913-14 the
value of imported matches had risen to approximately Us. 90 lakhs.
In the succeeding years tlier disorganization consequent on the war
renders the figures somewhat unreliable as a guide to the normal
increase in the use of matches. The average annual import during
these years amounted to about 145 lakhs of gross boxes. As we
have already pointed out, before the year 1921-22 match manufac-
ture in India was on a very small scale and the imports in that

year (13-68 milHon gross) represent the bulk of the consumption of
the country. Allowing for manufacture in India, we think the

*
Quantities for these years not available.
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consumption in 1921-22 may be taken at about 14^ million gross.
In the years 1921 to 1927, this figure must have largely increased,,

partly on account of the improvement in the standard of living
and.

partly also as a result of the substantial decrease in the price of

matches. Though during and immediately after the war there was no-

increase in the market for matches in India, this was probably due to

the high level of prices. In more normal circumstances a moderate

expansion may be expected and though the very rapid increase in

demand which occurred between 1902 and 1912 is not a safe guide
in attempting to estimate the market at the present time, it appears

reasonably safe to assume that during the years 1921 to 1927 an in-

crease of at least 20 per cent, occurred. If this assumption is correct,,

the market for matches in India may be taken at about 17* million

gross. During the year 1926-27, the import of matches amounted to

6-13 million gross. From the replies received from thp various fac-

tories in India, it appears that their outturn of matches for the last

complete year 1926-27 was about 10 million gross boxes. This re-

presents the bulk of the production in India. Allowing for the

outturn of factories from which no reply has been received which
is not likely to exceed half a million gross, the output of matches
in India in 1926-27 may be placed at about 10\ million gross boxes.

Assuming that a market has been found for all matches produced
in India and allowing for an import of 6-13 million gross, the

demand for matches in this country may be taken to be about 17

million gross per annum. On the basis of production the world's
annual consumption of matches is estimated at about 150 million

gross boxes. It is clear, therefore, that India constitutes an im-

portant market for the sale of matches and in this respect the Indian
manufacturer has a distinct advantage over foreign competitors.
Of these the most important is Sweden and we have been informed
that in that country the market for matches is so small as to form
a negligible factor in the operations of the Swedish match com-

panies. Notwithstanding the size of the Indian demand it can

readily be met by Indian manufacturers. Recently the capacity of

Indian factories has been much increased and we estimate that at

the present time about 18 million gross of boxes could be produced
annually in the country. Owing, therefore, to the operation of the

high revenue duty, the stage has alrerady been reached where the-

price to the consumer is limited by effective internal competition.
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Wood: Wastage in different processes: Economic
limit of price.

14. Before entering on a critical examination of the cost of

manufacture of matches in India at present, it is necessary to con-
sider separately certain problems affecting

foSgn wood
lDdian and

t]
?
e I18e of In(*ian or foreign wood in the

different processes of manufacture. This
course will both simplify our exposition of the costs and facilitate

an appreciation of the present situation of the industry. The cost

of wood represents from one quarter to one-third of the total cost

of the finished box of matches, and since the difference in price
between Indian and foreign wood is marked, it is a matter of con-

siderable importance to determine the kind of wood which it is

advisable to use and the price at which, allowing for wastage, its

use is economic. At present, as we have already noted, three classes

of matches are manufactured in India: i.e., matches made from

(1) aspen splints and packed in Indian wood boxes,

(2) aspen splints and packed in aspen boxes,

(3) Indian wood splints and packed in Indian wood boxes.

The question whether it is more economic to use aspen or Indian
wood is conditioned by the price at^works and the quantity required
of either kind. The price of aspen is very much higher per ton,
but all manufacturers agree that the quantity of aspen required per
unit of production is very much less than that of Indian wood. Our
first step, therefore, must be to attempt to ascertain the relative

wastage in the course of manufacture of Indian wood and imported
aspen .

15. The Swedish Match Company has supplied us with the fol-

lowing figures for the quantity of wood required for the manufac-

Figures supplied by the ture of 100 gross of half size matches
Swedish M-tteh Company.

Fresh wood. Old wood.

c. ft. c. ft.

(a) Aspen for splints 6 -6 8

Aspen for boxes 6 -

6 8

13-2 16

Average of fresh and old wood for

splints 7'3

Average of fresh and old wood for

boxes 7'3

14.6 c. ft.

{&) Aspen for splints 6'6 8

Indian wood for boxes ... 9 12

15-6 20

( )
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Fresh wood. Old wood.

c. ft. c. ft.

Average of fresh and old wood for

splints 7'3

Average of fresh and old wood for

boxes 10*5

17.8 c. ft.

(c) Indian wood for splints ... 9 12

Indian wood for boxes ... 9 12

18 24

Average of fresh and old wood for

splints 10*5

Average of fresh and old wood for

boxes 10'5

21 c. ft.

16. We have now to consider whether these figures as to the-

quantity required may be accepted as correct. Matches have been
manufactured in India on a large scale for

ca?bl accepted!

6 flgUFeS the last
t
hree r f Ur ^6

.

arS nl^ an
.

d imPorted
and Indian wood of different kinds have

been used singly or in combination for splints and boxes. Two
factors, lack of experience on the part of most of the manufacturers
and want of trained labour, have combined to increase the wastage
in the process of manufacture. The higher management of the

Swedish Match Company has experience of match-making both in

Europe and elsewhere, but whilst its labour was being trained

and indeed it must still be regarded as under training the amount
of wastage must have been greater than would be considered reason-

able in an established industry. Further, such data as the Com-

pany has been able to furnish from its Indian experience, have lost

much of their value owing to the abnormal conditions of working
to which we shall refer presently in greater detail. It will be suffi-

cient here to state that partly as a result of the rapidly increasing
output and partly owing to want of organization of the aspen supply
it became necessary to store large quantities of Indian wood. No
water storage facilities exist at the Swedish Match Company's fac-

tory at Ambernath. The Indian wood in store became infected
with borers, *and the infection spread to the aspen in stock. It is

indeed unfortunate that in a year when labour was better trained
than in any previous year and when better results might have been

expected such abnormal conditions should have prevailed. But it

is clear that conclusions based on these results require to be care-

fully scrutinized before we can assume their accuracy. This is all

the more necessary in view of the fact that the consumption figures
of the Swedish Match Company appear to be higher than those of
most of the Indian factories.
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17. The task of ascertaining the
precise wastage of a raw mate-

rial in the processes of manufacture is at all times one of difficulty.
This difficulty is still greater in the case of a

figures!**

6 impHed raw material* as variable as wood in
respect

of the shape of the log, consistency of fibre

and formation. The difference between the quantity of wood in the

log used per unit of production, and the cubical contents of the
finished article manufactured from that quantity represents theore-

tically the waste during the processes of manufacture and the re-

sults obtained by such a calculation may be accepted as approxi-
mately correct. The cubical contents of the wood in 100 gross of

finished half size splints and boxes are as follows :

Cubic feet.

Splints 3'82
'

Boxes 2'64

6'46

%

Comparing these figures with the quantity of wood in the log used
for 100 groSvS of splints and boxes, as given by the Swedish Match
Company, the following percentages of waste for the different classes

of wood are obtained :

Wastage percentage tables.

Percentage
of wastage.

1. Fresh Aspen
(a) Splints 42*1

(6) Boxes 60'0

(c) Splints and boxes 5VO

2. Old Aspen
(a) Splints 52'2

(6) Boxes 67*0

(c) Splints and boxes 59*6

3. Average of fresh and old aspen
(a) Splints 47'6

(b) Boxes 63'8

(c) Splints and boxes 55' 7

1. Fresh Indian wood
(a) Splints 57'5 '

(fc) Boxes 70'6

(c) Splints and boxes 64*1

2. Old Indian wood
(a) Splints 68-1

(b) Boxes 78'0

(c) Splints and boxes . 73'0

3. Average of fresh and old Indian wood
(a) Splints 63'6

(6) Boxes 74'8

(c) Splints and boxes ....... 69*2

It will be observed that the amount of wastage involved in the
manufacture of boxes is higher than in that of splints. The veneer
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lor boxes has to be peeled slightly thinner than that for splints and
in the box-making processes the percentage of wastage is greater.
The figures show that the average wastage on splints and boxes is

in the case of aspen more than half, and in that of Indian wood
more than two-thirds of the wood in the log used. The average
wastage on boxes alone is in the case of aspen a little below two-
thirds and in that of Indian wood just under three-quarters of the
wood used in the log.

*

18. For reasons which we have already explained we had some
hesitation in accepting these figures. It was accordingly arranged

, .

,
that some, tests should be carried out in the

Board's Supervision

^
presence of one of the members of the Board
at Ambernath works on the 3rd and 4th of

January, 1928. In Appendix B is the report submitted 'to us by
the Swedish Match Company upon the results of three of the tests

thus carried out. The stock of wood at Ambernath was, at the
time, very short, and most of it was old and of poor'quality. The
shembat (Odina Wodier) which had to be selected was of average
size and shape, but it had been stored for six months and was in

consequence dry and in poor condition. But a good specimen of
fresh simul (Bombax malabaricum) was secured as also a lo,g' of
Polish aspen from a consignment which had just arrived. This
aspen had, however, been in store in Europe and at least 10 months
had elapsed since cutting. The results obtained were as follows :

Wastage.
Per cent.

Shembat ......... 87
Simul .......... 72

Aspen .......... 31-5

Experiments were carried out in respect of boxes only but the theore-
iical contents of both the splints and boxes are known, and apply-
ing the same ratio as is shown in the wastage percentage tables the

percentage of wood required for splints can be calculated from the

percentage of wood required for boxes. On the basis of this experi-
ment the wood required for 100 gross will be:

Splints Boxes
S^ig and

boxes
*

c. ft. c. ft. c. ft.

Shembat .... 15'9 20'3 36'2

Simul ..... 91 9-4 18'5

Aspen ..... 4-8 39 87

19. A comparison of these figures with those given to us by the
Swedish Match Company in paragraph 15 brings out certain points

Result of comparison.
of in*erest

; F^st, j?*e
r
case of aspen, the

practice of the Swedish Match Company has
iiot yet approached the results which by a careful selection of aspen
it is possible to attain even with Indian labour. Secondly, in prac-
tice fresh simul has yielded to the Swedish Match Company fairly
uniform results. Thirdly, shembat if stored for six months or more
^deteriorates so rapidly that the results obtained from this experi-
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ment can throw no light on the suitability of other Indian wood foi

making boxes ; and further shenibat of this description cannot be
used economically for match manufacture. Our conclusions, there-

fore, are that as simul is a species of wood in very general use

throughout India, we should be safe in accepting the wastage
figures relating to it as typical of Indian wood. As regards aspen,

though we feel that some reduction in the quantity used might
reasonably be made we have refrained from adopting such course,

partly because the material available is not sufficient to enable us
to determine an exact figure, but mainly because we consider it im-

portant in estimating the future position of the industry and in

particular whether it will be able finally to stand without protec-
tion, to< adopt the less favourable figures. Whether such a course
will result in a somewhat higher estimate of the measure of protec-
tion necessary is a point which we shall consider later.

20. Since 'the percentage of wastage varies considerably, if the
wood used in manufacture has been stored for any consideralxle time,

it is necessary to consider the proportions in

of
F&7n%d wS6 *hi

;h
f>'"sh ?*

8t red wood respectively are
used for match making in India. Chmatie

conditions in Europe prevent the export of aspen in the winter to

any considerable extent, and there is a period of about five months

during which the regular import of aspen into India is impossible
except from stock. Save in the provinces of Burma and Bengal,
the extraction and transport of Indian wood from the forest to the

factory cannot be undertaken during the monsoon. For a consider-
able portion of the year, therefore, both aspen and Indian wood
have to be stored. We think it safe, therefore, to take as our stand-

ard figure for wastage the average of the figures for new and old

wood. At the same time, it must be pointed out that this standard
leaves a considerable margin for improved practice. If reference

is made to paragraph 38, it will be seen that the quantities of wood
used by the Swedish Match Company per 100 gross of half sized

matches in 1927 were approximately those which are given above
as representing the normal average consumption. Since in 1927
the wood used by the Swedish Match Company was distinctly below
the normal in point of quality, it is obvious that better results than
these can be obtained. This is an aspect of the question which we
propose to discuss in a subsequent chapter. In the meantime it is

desirable to proceed cautiously, and to base our conclusions on re-

sults which have actually been obtained. Accepting then the aspen
figures supplied to us by the Swedish Match Company and taking-
simul as typical of all Indian wood, the amount of wood in the log
required for the manufacture of 100 gross of matches is as follows :~

Cubic feet.

(a) (1) Aspen for splints 7'3

(2) Indian wood for boxes 10*6

17'8

(6) Aspen for splints and boxes . . . . 14'**

(c) All Indian wood for splints and boxes ... 21
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21. The limit at which it will be profitable to use Indian wood
.rather than aspen depends on two considerations, viz\ y the respeo

. tive wastage of the two classes of wood in
rice o aspen. ^^ course of manufacture and the average

price at which aspen carl be delivered at the factory. We have

already investigated the question of wastage and it remains now
to ascertain the price of aspen. In 1927 the Swedish Match Com-
pany purchased some Japanese aspen. Partly owing to a rise in

exchange it cost them about Its. 2-13-8 per cubic foot or about
Rs. 142-11-4 per ton delivered at the works. The average price of

Finnish aspen, however, was Rs. 2-5-0 per cubic foot or about Ks. 115

per ton. Mr. Schele, the General Manager for India, Burma and

Ceylon of the Swedish Match Company, states that he foresees in the

immediate future no great fluctuations in the future price of aspen
and that it may be taken at about Us. 120 per ton. We shall adopt
this figure for our calculations.

22. In estimating the economic price of Indian wood for the
manufacture of splints, there is one circumstance which must not

be overlooked. Splints of half size manu-
factored of aspen wood realize a price of

from 2 to 4 annas per gross higher than those

made of Indian wood according to quality and reputation, and for

full size splints the premium is proportionately higher. This differ-

ence in price may disappear or be reduced in future, and even at

present it does not remain constant in all localities or in regard to

all brands. But so long as the difference remains, it must be taken
into account and we think it will facilitate comparison if it is

allowed for by deduction from the costs.

23. Adopting the consiimption figures

founts'*
*hich we have already set forth, we oBtain
the following result:

Rs. A. P.

Aspen 7*3 cubic feet per 100 gross of boxes of

splints at Rs. 120 per ton .... 17 8 3'84

Less 2 annas per gross 12 8

5 3'84

If Indian wood is used, 10*5 cubic feet are required to make 100

gross boxes of splints, and as the cost of this quantity must not ex-

ceed Its. 5-0-3-84, the economic price of Indian wood for splints per
ton of 50 cubic feet is Rs. 23-14-5-7. We have found that in India

generally the price of local wood varies between Us. 35 and Rs. 40
and it would thus appear that the use of Indian wood for splints
is at present prices not economically sound. This however is only
partiallv true. The

railway freight of aspen to upcountry factories

is prohibitive, while the railway freight on matches from the ports
affords additional protection to the local markets. Such factories

can afford the use of Indian woods for splints at a very much higher
figure. Again, it must not be forgotten that in Rangoon and Cal-
cutta Indian wood can be obtained fresh during most of the year
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stnd storage for lengthy periods is unnecessary. In consequence the

output is greater and the Quality better, while where the supply of

Indian wood is more regular and dependable its use for splints at

about the level of Es. 40 may be justified. But in Bombay where
the supply of Indian wood is irregular and the quality comparatively
unsuitable for splint manufacture, its use is clearly uneconomical at

a price above Es. 24 per ton. The lowest price* at which Indian.

manufacturers have obtained local wood in the vicinity of Bombay
is about Es. 40 per ton. It follows, therefore, that in the interest

of manufacturers themselves aspen rather than Indian wood should
be used for splints in the vicinity of Bombay. We understand that

recently the Swedish Match Company at Ambernath has completely
discontinued the use of Indian wood for splint manufacture.

24. As regards the wood required for making boxes, the point
at which substitution of aspen for Indian wood will begin is much

higher. We have no definite evidence that,
Points of substitution as jn the case of aspen splints, the consumerSf ndian^

?n b
S

ormaking
nian

will pay any higher price for matches packed
in aspen boxes. In fact, if boxes made out

of Indian wood show a reasonable amount of finish, the consumer
is not likely to notice any difference, and the evidence suggests that
he will pay about the same price for them as he would for matches

packed in aspen boxes. This being the case, the choice of the manu-
facturer will be governed entirely by the comparative cost of the
two kinds of wood. As we have stated, the quantity of aspen re-

quired for 100 gross is 7-3 cubic feet, which, at the rate of Its. 120

per ton will cost Rs. 17-8-3-84. The quantity of Indian wood re-

quired is 10-5 cubic feet. If lie were to purchase that quantity for

Es. 17-8-3*84 the price would be in the neighbourhood of Es. 83

per ton. In other words, at any point above this limit, he would

begin to find Indian wood less economic than aspen. There are,

however, other reasons which would prevent the price from being
pushed up to its full economic limit. The quantity of aspen usea
in producing- any given quantity of matches is, as we have shown,
much less than the quantity of Indian wood and this must to some
extent affect the charges for sawing, storing, handling and veneer-

ing. Further, in certain processes, particularly in box making,
box labelling and box filling, the wastage is on the whole slightly

higher when Indian wood is used. It follows that in any given
time the output is smaller when Indian wood is used, and the labour,

power and supervision charges are higher per unit produced. We
mention these matters because there is a difference between Indian
wood and aspen in these respects, though the total additional ex-

penditure thereby incurred is not considerable. At the same time,
the price being equal (after allowing for wastage) the manufacturer
would probably prefer to use aspen since the quality is less variable
and the outturn more dependable. For these reasons we consider
that the actual point at which the substitution of aspen for Indian
wood for box making will begin will be at a price of about Es. 75

per ton. Equal quantities of Indian wood being used for splints
and veneers for the manufacture of half size matches the average
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Between economic price for splints and veneers, namely Bs. 49 ,

represents the limit at which it is economic to use Indian wood
rather than aspen for both splints and veneers.

25. Before drawing our conclusions regarding the use of Indian

and imported wood at present and in the future, it is necessary to

consider the price at which Indian wood can
Present price of Indian b o])tainej and whether it is probable that

wood. . ., . .-.-I* ii

any increase in flint price will occur in the

immediate future. Our investigations lead us to believe that except
in Bombay the price of Indian wood for match manufacture sto *

at between Es. 35 and Es. 40 per ton. Since, speaking generally,
the supply may be increased without further increase in cost, there

appears no reason why the price should rise in the future. It is

reasonable, therefore, to assume Es. 40 per ton as the present and
future price of Indian wood delivered at a representative factory
outside the Bombay Presidency. The position is, however, different

as regards the factories situated on the outskirts of Bombay. It is

true that some of these factories have been obtaining their Indian
wood at as low a price as Es. 40 per ton, but supplies have been

irregular and insufficient. The Swedish Match Company informed

us that in December, 1927, the cost of wood to them was as much as

Es. 62-8-0 per ton. We think that although at the moment it may
be possible for a factory equipped on an economic scale, but not so

large as the Ambernath factory, to obtain its requirements of wood
at Es. 40 per ton, this condition of affairs cannot last for long, and
it would not therefore be safe to adopt that figure as representing"
the average future price of wood, especially for the larger units.

For the present output of the Bombay factories, some 10,000 or

15,000 tons of Indian wood is required for boxes alone. At the-

present price of E. 40 per ton, an assured annual supply of some
4,000 tons is available from Government forests. As the price rises,

the distance from Bombay at which extraction is profitable is in-

creased. In view of the present deficiency and irregularity of

supply, it appears probable that in the future the price of Indian
wood will approach the limit at which the substitution of aspen for

box making begins, viz., Es. 75 per ton. We think, therefore, that
for future calculations, it would not be safe to take a figure of less

than Es. 75 as the price of Indian wood in Bombay.
26. It is now possible to formulate certain general conclusions-

regarding tne use of Indian wood in match manufacture. In Bom-
bay so long as the difference in price between

Conclusions regarding matches made of aspen and Indian wood
use of Indian wood in r ,

j. o -n i

Bombay. splints remains even at 2 aim as, it will not
be profitable to use Indian wood for splints,

and as the Bombay market shows a very marked preference for

aspen splints, it is unlikely that in the future splints of Indian
wood will be produced on any considerable scale. On the other
hand, so long as the price of aspen continues at its present level nnd
the price of Indian wood does not exceed Es. 75 per ton, the use of
Indian wood for boxes will be the more profitable. It appears,.
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Use of Indian
elsewhere.

"therefore, that as far as possible in Bombay boxes will be manufac-
tured of Indian wood and splints of aspen.

21. In Calcutta and Eangoon also the price at which it is econo-

mic to replace Indian wood by aspen for splint manufacture is

Es. 23-14-5-7 per ton, while we have found
wood

that the present and probable future price
of Indian wood is Es. 40 per ton. Here too

it would appear that tie use of Indian wood for
splints

is unprofit-
able. But, as we have already explained, special circumstances
'exist which render any such conclusion of doubtful validity. In
these towns wood is obtainable fresh almost throughout the year and
the necessity for storage for long periods is avoided. The quality
of the,wood also is better and the colour whiter than in Bombay.We doubt, therefore, whether save in times of exceptional competi-
tion, the difference in the price of aspen and Indian wood splints

(half size) would remain as high as 2 annas. The advantages of

regular supply may well make it desirable to use Indian wood,
while in Burma in particular a careful selection of the logs for

splint making should lead to improved results. We think, there-

fore, that in Calcutta and Eangoon it may be found advantageous
to use Indian wood for splints at a price of Es. 40 per ton, while
in upcountry factories a considerably higher figure will be justified.

28. For convenience of reference we give below the costs of

wood for different classes of half size matches manufactured in Bom-
bay on the basis of the figures of consump-
tion of wood per gross of matches which have

already been explained

Estimate of wood costs in Bombay, (half size).

1. Aspen splints (average old and
fresh wood) ....

Indian wood boxes, (average of

old and fresh wood)

Aspen splints (average of old

and fresh wood)
Aspen boxes (average of old arid

fresh wood) ....

Indian wood splints (average of

old and fresh wood)
Indian wood boxes (average of old

and fresh wood)

Cost ol

wood

per to.).

Rs.

120

40

Wood cost

per gross
of

matches.

A. P.

2

1

Knture costs.

Cost of Wood cost

wood per grot*

9-63

4-12

4 1'75

per ton.

Rs.

120

75

120

f

mactbe*.

A. P.

2 963

2 624

5 3-87

2 9'63

2 9-63

5 7-26



CHAPTER III.

Fair Selling Price.

SECTION I.

General Principles.,

29. The two ports of Bombay and Calcutta have been the princi-

pal centres of competition between the Indian and the foreign manu-
facturer. Of the productive capacity of

Prices in Bombay of about 18 million gross, excluding the cot-

^LtLrlf^cafol tage factories, Bombay accounts for M
foreign competition. millions, t.e., nearly half, and Bengal tor

about 5 millions or just over a quarter.*
1*

Practically the whole of the Bombay production, which in 1927
amounted to 7 million gross, if we accept the manufacturers' esti-

mates as correct, is of the half size safety match, though a very small

percentage of the full size safety and a small quantity of both sizes of

sulphur matches were also manufactured. The only factory in

Assam also specializes in this size. In Calcutta the Swedish Match

Company manufactures only the full size, but two large factories

produce a percentage of the half size also. In Burma also the half

size is produced though only to a very small extent. The total

productive capacity of the two factories in the United Provinces and
the Punjab, and of one factory in the Bombay Presidency which

specializes in the three quarter size is about 1 million. Moreover
half size matches constitute the bulk of the total imports of foreign
matches into India. In these circumstances, we think that we
should be justified in taking the half size as representative of the
whole industry and the price of that size without duty as the govern-
ing price of the foreign matches against which the Indian manu-
facturers have to compete. The c.i.f . prices in Bombay of imported
matches are lower than those at any other port and it is obvious
that any scheme of protection must be based on the lowest import
prices. Further the present cost of production in Bombay, on which
our fair selling price is based, is probably lower than in other parts
of India while our future fair selling price, owing to the estimated
increase in the cost of wood in the vicinity of Bombay, exceeds the
level which could be justified for factories situated in localities

where the wood supply is more plentiful. Both in considering
whether the industry satisfies the third condition of the Fiscal

Commission, viz., whether it will eventually be able to stand with-
out protection and also in estimating the measure of protection re-

quired, if the Bombay figures serve us as a guide, our conclusions
will be of a most conservative nature. We propose therefore to
consider the present costs of making full size matches for the pur-
pose of comparison only. An additional reason for this course is

* Vide Appendix D.

( 18 )
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furnished by the fact that while the full size match is more expen-
sive to manufacture, it sells by the box at any rate at about the

same price as the half size. Its sale is therefore less remunerative

than that of the half size and its manufacture is likely to give way
gradually to that of the half size.

30. Both in order to enable us to satisfy ourselves that the in-

dustry will eventually be able to stand without assistance and also

to decide on the' measure of protection (if

Selu
r

n7pric
a
e

n
defineT '"*

?) * b* Canted, it
is. necessary for us to

determine the selling price which we con-

sider reasonable for an Indian manufacturer. We propose there-

fore to .estimate the
present

and future fair selling price of Indian
made matches of halt size, and since these are manufactured almost

entirely in Bombay, we shall base our estimates on Bombay costs.

By the present fair selling price we mean the total works costs,

overhead charges. and manufacturer's profit, which we consider

reasonable for a representative, well equipped factory with a pro-
duction which experience shows can be attained with the present
level of competition. By the future fair selling price we mean the

total of these charges estimated on the assumption that full econo-

mic output has been attained and otlier possible economies have
been effected.

31. Now the fair selling price may be considered either for goods
delivered at the railway station nearest to the factory, in which

case further charges of transit are borne by
t0 * purchaser, or for goods delivered to the

purchaser at a point selected by him. In

many of our previous enquiries we have found it necessary in deter-

mining the measure of protection on a comparison of the fair selling

price of Indian goods with the landed price of imported goods, to

take into consideration the cost of transit to market. For where
the main market for the goods produced is located near the centres

of production, the cost of transport of foreign goods from the sea

ports acts as an indirect protection to the home industiy. Where
production is confined to one or two factories and the market is

either local or restricted mainly to the larger industrial centres, the
effect of transit charges can be calculated with some degree of accu-

racy and cannot therefore be ignored in framing proposals regarding
the measure of assistance required. In the case of the Match in-

dustry, however, the market is so diffuse, the areas of competition
so variable and the number of factories so large that any attempt to

estimate the average cost of transit for the home industry and for

imported goods must clearly fail to yield any reliable result. Nor
is there a guarantee that if such an estimate was made, it would
hold good for any definite period. For the areas and extent of com-

petition might, through the operation of economic forces or thii*

deliberate control by a combination among manufacturers, be com-

pletely changed. We propose, therefore, in this enquiry to adopt
the fair selling price f .o.r. works including the dealers' commission
as the basis for our estimates.
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32. In attempting to frame an estimate of a fair selling price-

which may be considered representative of the industry as a wnole,
we are faced with very serious difficulties.

Varying conditions in The number of factories is large, while the*

pa

e
ri

t

son
adStrender

its *
P/oduction

differ greatly both in size

and methods of manufacture. Apart irom

the smaller factories, there are 27 concerns producing 500 gross
boxes of matches or more daily from 18 of which we have received

representations. At one extreme are the cottage factories, the small-

est of which is said to have a capacity of a gross a day and at the

other the Swedish Match Company's factory at Ambernath with

a capacity of 10,000 gross a day. It is one "of the peculiarities of

match manufacture that with the possible exception of peeling the

wood for splints and box veneer, all the other processes of which

there are many can be performed either by hand or almost entirely

by machinery. There are only two factories in India, the Maha-
lakshmi factory at Shahadara and the Bareilly Match Factory,
where all the processes are performed by machinery. But the-

former has only a capacity of 1,000 gross per day and has been

working for only two years, whilst the latter with a capacity of 1,500

gross per day commenced operations less than a year ago and neither

of them has attained full output. In other factories machinery is

used to a varying extent. Even in the largest of the factories, that

of the Swedish Match Company at Ambernath, the splint is not

finished into a match on a continuous machine but is subjected to-

many separate processes which involve more expenditure than
should be necessary in a first rate modern factory. These different

methods of manufacture make any comparison of costs not only veiy
difficult but of little value for our purposes.

33. The accounts of a well conducted modern works are gene-
rally kept so as to show not merely the profit and loss on the whole

business, but also the cost of each unit in the

Jfixed .XT^E* P??88
J

""*cture But with the ex-

ception oi those received irom. the factories
owned by the Swedish Match Company, we have not received from

any match factory in India cost sheets maintained on a cost account-

ing system. Indeed it has been admitted that such accounts are
not kept. It is doubtful whether many of the proprietors know
what their actual costs are with any degree of precision. As most
of the factories are owned by individuals singly or in partnership
or by private companies, the accounts have not been subjected even
to the ordinary scrutiny of chartered accountants. We have thus-
little or no means of checking or verifying their accuracy. A
further circumstance which will in any case import into their costs a
serious element of inaccuracy is that many of the larger factories
manufacture different sizes and different qualities of matches. Some
factories on the Bombay side have recently commenced the manu-
facture of sulphur as well as safety matches. The manufacture of
two different sizes of matches is in itself uneconomic and the-
Swedish Match Company has, for that reason, confined manufacture-
in each factory to one size. At the Ambernath factory and at the-
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Assam Match. Company's works only half size and in the Swedish

Hatch Company's Calcutta factory only full size matches are manu-
factured. The costs, therefore, of those Indian factories which
manufacture more than one size, will necessarily be higher than the

cost of those' which confine themselves to one size. It is true that

two Indian1 factories in Northern India and one at Ahmedabad make

only one size, viz., the three quarters size, but these factories have

a very small capacity and the two former, as we have stated, have

not yet reached their maximum output. Even if we disregard the

fact that the manufacture of different sizes and qualities of matches
in the same factory tends to increase the costs, we are still faced

by the difficulty that the costs submitted to us represent the average
costs of all sizes, and in no case have they been kept in such a way
as to enable us to ascertain the cost of each size separately. Nor
would it be easy, in our opinion, for any factory which, working
as a single unit, produces different sizes to maintain separate cost

sheets for each. The only item which could be accurately shewn
would be the total amount produced of each size, but as there is no
ratio which can confidently be accepted and applied to the allocation

of costs of material, labour, power, overheads and the like, between
the various sizes, no conclusion could be drawn from the relative

production of each size of match.
34. The question of costs is complicated by the fact that some

factories use in manufacture aspen only, others Indian wood only,
while matches are also made with aspen
splints and .Indian wood boxes. Further,

any conclusion as to the output of matches

per cubic foot of wood in any particular factory has proved a matter
of great difficulty, as results appear to vary considerably in each
factors- and no accurate records are kept. The price of Indian wood
also varies considerably according to the distance from the sources

of supply and the annual requirements of the factory. Ordinarily
we should ha^e attempted to base our estimate of a fair selling price
for matches, on an examination of the costs furnished by typical

undertakings in different parts of the country, our final estimate

representing nn average of such costs. But the absence of any re-

liable costing system, the inequality of units, the combination of

manual and mechanical processes of manufacture, the simultaneous

production of different sizes and qualities of matches and such other

factors, debar us from adopting this course.

35. The only other alternative left to us is to select for ex-
amination the costs of those factories which represent reasonable

Estimate to be based units as to size, have attained or have very
on most satisfactory nearly attained their maximum output, are
units in the first instance,

equipped with reasonably up-to-date machin-

ery, confine their manufacture to one size and above all maintain,
and have supplied to us, costs kept on a regular cost accounting
svstem. None of the factories except those of the Swedish Match
Company fulfil these requirements. The smallest unit which under
modern conditions of manufacture can be considered economic is

one of the capacity of 5,000 gross per day and the largest of the
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capacity of about 111,000 gross per day. The Swedish Match Com-
pany's Calcutta factory Has a capacity of about 5,250 gross per day
and has already attained an output of 4,794 gross. But only full

size matches are manufactured at this factory. The capacity of its-

Ambernath worts, where half size matches are being manufactured,
is 10,000gross per day and4 has already attained an output of 9,584

gross. We propose then to investigate the present works cost at

the Swedish Match Company's factory at Ambernath. On this

basis we shall determine the present and future fair selling prices
for half size matches manufactured in the vicinity

of Bombay by
an economically managed factory. Having ascertained these price*
we shall proceed to consider how'far they may be taken as applicable
to the industry as a whole or otherwise supply a reasonable basis

for our recommendations.



SECTION II.

Present works costs and estimate of present fair selling price :

Half size.

36. As we have already stated we are taking the Ambernath
costs as typical of the whole industry. There are, however, certain

A A .
, respects in wnich the Ambernath costs vary

Actual works costs. f i f 4.u ^4-v,/> -c^^^ ^.,
widely troin taose in otner tactories, parti*

cularly in regard to the cost of wood and supervision. There are

also, as we shall explain later, special reasons why we base our
recommendations of the measure of protection on the present rather

than the future costs. It is, therefore, necessary to frame our own
estimate of what the works costs should be in a well equipped factory
in present circumstances. We have been placed in possession of

the average works costs* at the Ambernath factory from 1924
towards the end of which manufacture commenced, up to the end
of 1927. Separate costs for November and December 1927 were sub-

sequently supplied. As the costs were gradually falling, the average
costs were higher than the best costs attained during the year. At
our request, therefore, the Company supplied us with the costs for

August, 1927, which was in their opinion, having regard to all the

circumstances, their best month and their costs in that month were

lower by Rs. 0-1-2 than the average costs for 1927. The costs for

both periods are set out below :

Average for August
1927. 1927.

*
By

" works costs
" we mean the costs incurred during the process of

manufacture on wood and other raw materials, labour, power and super-
rision.

( 23 )
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37, The August figures provide some indication of the economies

possible in the future, especially with increased output. To these

we shall refer in our discussion of future

than
S

4ood
ma S ther

costs - But in determining the present costs,

we propose to base our estimates on the

average costs during 1927 rather than on the August costs. It will

be seen from the foregoing Table that as regards materials other

than wood, the average costs for 1927 were lower than August
under chemicals and packing cases, while the cost of paper and other
raw materials was the same in both periods. As regards costs above

materials, it would be unreasonable to regard the August figures
under labour and supervision as typical since the production in

August was considerably above the average production of the year,
while miscellaneous charges such as rent, taxes and insurance, etc.,

necessarily vary from month to month and no single month's
results can be accepted as sufficiently representative. We think
the costs of materials other than wood at Ambernath may be regard-
ed as fairly representative of the costs in a well equipped factory
in present circumstances.

38. As regards charges for wood, however, the position is

different. Production at Ambernath in 1927 was of an unusually
mixed nature as the following figuresWood charges.

Cases of 50 gross.

1. Entirely aspen wood ...... 9,248

2. Entirely Indian wood ...... 6,259

3. Aspen for splints and Indian wood for boxes . 29,649

4. Matches of imported aspen and skillets from stock 771

5. Matches from stock and boxes of Indian wood . 1,542

TOTAL . 47,469

Clearly in. order to decide whether the wood costs may be regarded
as typical, it is necessary to determine what those costs were for

each class of matches. The quantity of wood used and the cost of

the wood purchased have been given as follows :

Quantity used. Price.

c ft. Rs.

'Aspen 180,572 4,80,597

Indian wood 238,801 3,16,003

The figures for Indian wood include about 10 per cent, of a Chinese
wood (chinanoki) the price of which delivered at factory is between
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Rs. 90 and Rs. 100 per ton. Allowing for this the price of wood
works out as follows :

Per cubic foot. Per ton.

Bs. Bs. 4. P

Aspen 2.66 133

Indian wood 1.25 62 8

Taking equal quantities of wood in the log for splints and boxes
we reduce the above figured to the following results :

Quantity Price r ,

for 100 tor 100
pei^r

*

gross. gross.
pei gros*

c. ft* Its. Annas.

Aspen for splints .... 7-38 19-63 3*14

Indian wood for boxes . . . .10-92 13-63 218

Indian wood for splints and boxes . 21*84 27-30 4'36

Aspen for splints and boxes . . . 14*76 39*26 6'28

The high price paid for aspen is mainly accounted for by the fact

that some Japanese aspen was imported, which, largely as a result

of variation in exchange, cost approximately Us. 143 per ton deli-

vered at works as against the present cost of Rs. 120 per ton. The
figure for Indian wood, viz., Rs. 62-8-0 per ton also calls for some

explanation.

39. According to the evidence tendered by the Swedish Match

Company, the price of Indian wood in 1927 was between Rs. 45 and
Rs. 52-8-0 per ton. The Company, however, obtains its wood partly

from contractors and partly by extraction
W d from Government forests carried out by their

own agency. Fellings were undertaken

during the year at Khopoli in the Colaba district some 45 miles from
Ambernath and at Honavar in Kanara District which is 371 miles
distant from their factory. The heavy freight in addition to the cost

of felling and extraction has raised the average cost throughout
the year to a level much in excess of that at which other factories

have been able to obtain their wood.

40. The main cause of the high expenditure on wood has been
the anxiety of the Swedish Match Company to increase their output

as rapidly as possible. It has obviously

prrturtiim
mcreased been part of the policy of the Company to

subordinate the question of costs to .produc-
tion. Owing to the high revenue duty and the steady growth of

internal competition, there has been a continual decline in the
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imports of the Swedish Match Company. In 1923 the total imports
of Swedish half size matches into Bombay was 1*93 million: by
1927 this had fallen to -35 million gross. If they were successfully
to maintain their position, it became necessary either to import
larger quantities or to increase their Indian production. Importa-
tion in larger quantities was only possible if prices were further
reduced by a substantial amount, which would have resulted in

decreased profits or even a loss to the Company. The only alter-

native, therefore, for the Swedish Match Company was to increase

production in India and every effort was made to do so. In 1925
the production at Ambernath stood at 785,950 gross. In the follow-

ing year this increased to 1,997,000 gross and in 1927 to 2,296,350.
The anxiety to increase the output was so great that little or no
attention was paid to the quality of the wood, and matches of very
inferior quality were produced at a higher cost than the better

quality matches as the following figures show :

Per case of 50 gross.

Rs.

1st quality (aspen splints) ...... 54'67

Good 2nd quality (Indian wood splints) . . . 54-40

2nd quality produced in July, 1927 . . . .59*74

800 cases of matches of the last quality were produced in four days.
The quality was so poor that they could not be sold save at a

discount of about 5 annas per gross. It is unfortunate that these

matches were put on the market in as much as the low
price

at

which they were sold has given rise to considerable criticism of

the Company's policy. But the mistake has now been realized and
the Company has ceased to produce this quality.

41. We have received evidence that Indian wood was obtain-

able by most factories in the vicinity of Bombay at about Us. 40

per ton and through we think that thisi price

niw
ri

of Bombay.
** ^

is likel?
.

to r
.

ise in the n*ar f*tllr
?>
we shoukl

not be justified in taking a higher figure
than Us. 40 per ton for Indian wood in estimating the costs of a

reasonably efficient match factory near Bombay in 1927. The cost

of wood per gross of matches would then be as follows :

Price per Cost per
ton. grots.

Rs. Rs. A. P.

(i) Aspen splints .... 120 02 9-63

Indian wood boxes . . .40 1 4' 12

TOTAL . 4 1-75

(ii) Aspen splints and boxes . .120 05 7-26

(Hi) Indian wood splints and boxes .40 02 8*24
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42. The following Table gives a comparison between the actual

costs for 1927, and our estimate of the costs which might reasonably

Actual and estimated
have been attained in a representative

factory :

and
.costs for 1927.

}(1) Aspen splints and Indian wood boxes

Cost of wood ....
Cost of other materials?

Cost above materials* .

Swedish
Match

Company's
actuals for

1927.*

US. A. P.

5 3-84

4 11-26"

5 6-75

TOTAL . 15 9-84

\(2) Aspen splints and boxes *

Cost of wood . . . .06 3'36

Cost of other materials! . .04 11'25

Cost above materials* . . .05 6*75

TOTAL . 1 9-36

(3) Indian wood splints and boxes

Cost of wood . . . .04 4-32

Cost of other materials? . .04 11'25

Cost above materials? . . .05 675

TOTAL . 14 10'32

estimate,

Ks. A. P.

4 1-75

4 11-25

5 6-75

14 7-75

5 7-26

4 11-25

5 6-75

1 1-26

2 8-24

4 11-25

5 6-75

13 2-24

43. In ordei' to ascertain the fair selling price of Indian matches
in the present organization of the industry, it is necessary to deter-

Overhead charges and mine the overhead charges and manufac-
manufacturer's profit. turer s profit. Overhead charges include :

(a) depreciation;
*

(6) interest on working capital;

(c) agent's commission and selling expenses, and

(d) head office expenditure.

We base our estimate again on the figures for the Swedish Match
dompany's factory at Ambernath. In Supplementary Statement

* The 1927 actuals are calculated from the figures given by the Swedish
Match Company for total quantity of wood used during 1927 and the price
ipaid for it.

t The Board's estimate takes aspen at Rs. 120 per ton and Indian wood at
Us. 40 per ton.

t The figures for " Cost of other materials " and " Cost above materials "

Are the Swedish Match Company's actuals for 1927.

D
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Wo. 8, dated the 12th December, 1927, the Swedish Match Company
supplied us with their account of the following charges :

Per gross.

As. P.

Depreciation 09
Head Office expenses 1 1J

Selling expenses including dealers* and agents'
commissions 2 7|

TOTAL . 4 6

44. Since we are here dealing with present costs, we base our
estimate of the amount required for depreciation on the total capital

Block account
cost as snown in tne books of the Company,
namely Rs. 23-38 lakhs.

45. In our enquiry into the rolled steel industry we allowed for

depreciation an all round rate of 6 per cent, on the capital value.

Bate of depreciation.
'In that industry, however, the machines
were worked continuously, whereas in the

Match industry night work is not as a rule carried on. But account
must also be taken of the fact that the machinery in match works
is more delicate and requires more constant replacement than is the
case in the Steel industry. Thei rate specially laid down for plant
and machinery in this industry under section 10 (2) (rz) of the
Income-Tax Act is 6 per cent. The Swedish Match Company
claims that 11 per cent, on machinery is reasonable or an all round
rate of 8 per cent, on the block value. If we were to accept these

rates, we should be disposed to make some reduction on account of

interest on the depreciation fund, the bulk of which will not be

spent on replacements for some time and in this case the difference

between the two rates will be very slight. On the whole, therefore,
we think that an all round rate of 6^ per cent, is sufficient. At
this rate the annual depreciation is Rs. 1,46,000 which on the

present
annual production of 2-29 million gross of boxes, gives an

incidence of 1-02 annas.

46. As regards working capital, w^ take into account the fact

that owing to the difficulty of extraction at certain seasons of the

year, large stocks of wood have to be carried.
Working capital. In ^ course Of fae ora i examination, most

manufacturers appeared to consider that four months production at

estimated works cost was a fair allowance. We accept this as

reasonable. On this basis about Rs. 7 lakhs per annum would be

required for a factory producing about 2-29 million gross boxes.

Allowing interest at 7 per cent, the incidence stands at 4-1 pies per

47. Head Office expenses have been claimed at 1 anna 1J pie per

gross of present production. On an annual output of 2*29 million

, ^_ gross, this means an annual expenditure of
Head Office expenses. ^ i)68,084 which is equivalent to 41 per

cent, of gross profit (i.e., profit and depreciation) allowing a rate of
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10 per cent, for profit and 6J per cent, for depreciation on the

capital value. The charge appears to us extraordinarily high even

though it covers the expenditure on technical advice and super-
vision. According to the rate which we have allowed in other

industries, we thought that approximately Us. 60,000 should be
sufficient and we asked for further information. We were informed
that the total expenditure on this account for ten months in 1927
was Rs. 3-71 lakhs. This includes leave salaries of the European
staff and covers not only the management of all the Indian offices

(except that of the Assam Match Company) but also the costs of
distribution of a considerable proportion of the imported Swedish
matches. We have no means of judging what is a fair allocation

of these charges between the different companies under the control
of the Swedish Match Company and it may well be that the inter-

national character of the Swedish Match Trust involving the consi-

deration of complex world problems connected with tKe trade, may
necessitate this very high expenditure. We have not overlooked
the fact that the Swedish Match Company unlike many firms is not
the managing agent for a large number of businesses, and that a
somewhat higher scale of charges, may therefore be necessary. On
the other hand, we are making a full allowance for selling charges
and office expenses of agents. We believe, however, that for a

representative Indian factory in present conditions charges on so

high a scale under this head are unnecessary. We think the allow-

ance on this account should not exceed B-s. 60,000 which on an

output of 2-29 million gross per annum would give an incidence of

5 pies per gross.

48. An analysis of the selling charges as stated by the Swedish

Selling expenses.
Match Company P^lds &e following

e r
figures :

As. P.

Commission to agent 4

Office allowance to agent 06
Dealers* commission and allowance . . . . 1 If

Freight and transport charges 7i

TOTAL . 2 7|

The agents* commission and allowance is paid to Messrs. Forbes,
Forbes, Campbell and Company. This firm has been for many
years the sole agent in Western India of the Swedish Match Com-
pany for imported matches, and since the Company started manu-
facture in, India, it has retained them in their capacity as agents,

though a considerable amount of distribution is now done directly

by the Head Office. The Swedish Match Company feel that on
moral grounds Messrs. Forbes, Forbes, Campbell and Company are

entitled to this commission and though the agreement with them
is terminable, the long standing ties of business will not permit its

cancellation. We are unable to accept the force of this argument,
and under ordinary circumstances we should have made no

D 2
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allowance for this payment in our estimates. But we are influenced

by the fact that at present, while the Indian Match industry i&

striving to maintain and extend its market in India, the employ-
ment of a special selling organization is perhaps an advantage.
Some of the Indian manufacturers also employ a dealer and a sub-
dealer and it is in evidence that at present the matches manufactur-
ed by the Indian companies realize one anna to one anna and a half

less for similar qualities, a circumstance which we should attribute

among other causes to a less elaborate and therefore a less expensive
system of distribution. The costs in both cases thus come approxi-
mately to the same amount, and we would therefore recognise this

payment for the present as a legitimate charge on the business.

We, therefore, consider that our fair selling price f.o.r. works
should include this charge. Since we are framing our estimates of

a fair selling price for matches f.o.r., factory, charges on account

of freight and transport (7-J- pies) must be excluded. The total

selling charges thus amount to 2 annas J pie per gross!

49. The Swedish Match Company claims that in India where 1

the rates of interest are ordinarily high, a rate of 15 per cent.

Manufacturers' rofit profit on ma*c^ manufacture is reasonable.
urers p .

^.^ have taken this fact into account and r

although in the special circumstances of the Match industry a some-
what higher rate may be necessary than we have allowed in other

industries, we think a rate of 10 per cent, should suffice. On a block
value of Es. 23-38 lakhs, this will amount to Es. 2,33,800 which
on a production of 2-29 million gross per annum gives an incidence-

of 1 anna 7-6 pies.
50. Overhead charges and manufacturers' profit may now be-

Present fair selling price.
stated as foll W8 :

~
As. P.

Overhead charges

Depreciation 1 0*24

Working capital 04-1
Head Office expenses and agents' commission . .05
Selling charges 2 0-25

TOTAL . 3 9-59

Manufacturers* profit 17-6

Adding this to the works costs we* obtain the following estimate of
the fair selling price of matches manufactured by a representative-

factory in the vicinity of Bombay in present conditions

Estimated fair selling price per gross.

Aspen splints .

.mlint* Indian wood~~ ft^^dian Sd boxes
* *

wood boxes.
^*a uuxee.

boxes.

Es. A. P. Rs. A. p. Es. A. p.

(a) Works costs 14 7-75 1 1'26 13 2-24

(&) Overhead charges ... 08 9*59 3 9'59 3 9'59

(c) Manufacturers' profit . . , 1 7'6 1 7'6 1 7'6

TOTAL . I 4 0'94 1 5 0'45 1 2 7*43
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Future Fair Selling Price of Indian Matches.

51. We have now to consider what variations in the fair selling
price may reasonably be expected in the future. The first item

Cost of wood
which calls for notice is the cost of wood.
The average price of Indian match wood has

been taken at Es. 40 a ton in 1927. It is possible that some fac-

tories, the requirements of which are not large, may continue to

obtain their wood at about this rate, but for the reasons stated in

paragraph 25, it is probable that the price of match wood in the

vicinity of Bombay will steadily rise, and it does not appear safe to-

postulate a lower level than Rs. 75 a ton. At this rate the wood
cost per gross of matches, made of aspen splints and packed in
Indian wood boxes, calculated on the figures of consumption given
in paragraph 20 is 5 annas 3-87 pies.

52. The cost of materials (excluding wood) amounted to 4 annas.

11 pies in 1927. It might appear at first sight that in view of the

probable increase in the cost of wood some

eluding ood
materialS 6X ~

rise in the cost of Packing cases is likely.

This, however, is not the case. Many kinds
of wood are used for packing cases and the Swedish Match Company
has no difficulty in obtaining its supplies from the Cochin State in

South India. Further there is always a considerable supply of

second hand packing cases in a large commercial centre like

Bombay. We anticipate, therefore, no further increase under this

head. Cost of chemicals (1 anna 1H pies) has been steadily falling
in recent years partly as a result of a decline in price, but partly
also as a result of trie improved efficiency of Indian labour. In

December, 1927, the charge under this head stood at 1 anna 9 pies

and we believe in the future this figure should not be exceeded .

Indeed with the better training of labour and improvement in the

quality
of Indian wood leading to less wastage of semi-finished

material, it is possible that it may fall to an even lower level. For
similar reasons we should expect a reduction of about a pie in the

charges for other raw materials. The total costs under these heads
should then amount to about 4 annas 8 pies per gross.

53. The average costs above materials amounted in 1927 to

5 annas 6f pies per gross. In August, however, when production

r , m * i
was at a rate somewhat above the averageCost above materials. ., i rin ncn > xi
for the year, namely 210,950 gross or at the

rate of 2'53 million gross per year, against the actual production of

2*29 million gross for the year, cost above materials declined to

4 annas 8 pies. The cost is spread over the following items:
As. P.

Factory labour ... . 21
General services, supervision, etc

Ordinary current repairs
Miscellaneous
Power and fuel

1 1

1

2
4

TOTAL . 4
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The reductions occur under the heads
'

factory labour ',

'

super-
vision' and '

miscellaneous
' and are accounted for mainly by the

increase in production. This fall in costs affords us an indication

of the probaole decrease in costs in future. Production is expected
to rise from 2-29 million gross in 1927 to 3 million gross in the

future and with this increase there should be a proportionate
reduction under the above heads. It can hardly be contended that

there will be any increase in expenditure owing to an increased

output in respect of general services and supervision and in the

miscellaneous items. Labour charges may increase somewhat by
reason of a little more handling of materials, and also owing to the

fact that some of the labour is paid at piece work rates. On the

other? hand we cannot overlook the fact that a number of processes
which should be performed by machinery are now performed by
hand and actually the factory has to work extra time to obtain its

present production. With the contemplated additions to the plant
and better balancing of the machinery the number *of workers em-

ployed should admit of reduction. Further, the labour force at

present employed appears to us to be larger than the normal

requirements of the works justify, partly owing to the necessity
of

training more labour and partly owing to the Company's anxiety
for rapid increase of output. On the whole, therefore, we think that

there should be no increase in the expenditure on labour on account
of increased output. The charges for current repairs and main-
tenance of building will not be affected. As regards repairs to the

machinery there should not be any increase here either, for under
this head are included major repairs which would ordinarily be
classed as replacements and be covered by the rate of depreciation
which we have allowed. Payment for power is on a sliding scale

and the costs therefore should be reduced. Charges for fuel are

almost negligible since the waste wood from the various processes
of manufacture provides nearly all the fuel required. We think,

therefore, that when the factory is working to full capacity the

charges per gross of matches under these heads will decline pro-

portionately, and on the basis of the expenditure in 1927 and on
attainment of full production, we consider that the future cost

above materials should not exceed 4 annas 3 pies per gross. Our
estimate of future works costs may thus be stated as follows :

Estimate of future works costs.

1. (a) Aspen splints and Indian wood boxes

(6) Other raw, materials

(c) Costs above materials

TOTAL . 14 2-87

2. (a) Aspen splints and boxes 5 7*26

(5) Other raw materials 48
(c) Costs above materials 43

. 14 6-26
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(a) Indian wood splints and boxes

(6) Other raw materials .

(c) Costs above materials

TOTAL . 13 11-48

54. "We turn now to the question of overhead charges and manu-
facturers' profit. Following the practice adopted by us in other

~ , , , enquiries we base our estimate of the amount

m25Si?n
ges : De"

required for depreciation on the presentpiovia(/xuo. . n i . /> i ii IT
cost of constructing a factory with a well

balanced plant of a maximum capacity of 10,000 gross boxes per
diem. The Swedish Match Company has at our request supplied
us with a statement of the present value of their property which
stands as follows :

Bs. lakhs. B*. lakhs.

1. Land . . . ... 1-40

2. Factory 5-32

Bungalows 1-02

Workmen's quarters .... 1-35 7-69

3. Plant and machinery, 1927 . . . 13'96

TOTAL . 23-05

The estimate shows a reduction over the book value of some
Bs. 33,000 under item 2 and is based on the report of Messrs. W. A,
Chambers and Company, Chartered Accountants. The reduction
is mainly on account of the fall in the cost ofl bricks and of corru -

gated sheets and we accept it as reasonable. As regards plant and

machinery, more than half was imported in 1925 and subsequent
years. About Bs. 6 lakhs was expended on this account in 1924.

There has been some reduction in the cost of match machinery

during these years, and recently the duty of
2J- per cent, on

machinery has been abolished. On the whole we think a reduction

of at least Bs. 60,000 under this head is justified. On this basis

we arrive at a cost of replacement of Bs. 2245 lakhs. In order to

obtain maximum production and to improve the balance of the

plant, certain additions are necessary. The estimated cost of these

additions is Bs. 1-63 lakhs and the total cost will thus come up to

about Bs. 24 lakhs. Allowing depreciation
at 6J per cent., the

annual amount to be set aside on this account is Bs. 1^ lakhs which
on an output of 3 million gross boxes per annum gives an incidence

Df 9-6 pies per gross.

55. Estimating working capital at about 4 months output at

works cost, we arrive at the figure of Bs. 9 lakhs. Interest at

_. . . .. , 7 per cent, per annum on this amounts to
Working capital. R

r ^.^ ^ ^ ^^ rf 8

gross per annum gives an incidence of 4*03 pies per gross.
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56. For/ reasons which we have already stated we consider that

for the management of a well equipped factory in India with an

, ^ yearly output of 3 million gross boxes, the
TTea/l OffirA pYrftnsfts * * * .% iiii , tneaa umce expense*,

charge under this head should not exceed

Rs. 60,000 per annum giving an incidence on future production of

3-8 pies.
57. Owing to the special circumstances of the industry at

present to which we have referred, we have allowed in the estimate

of the present fair selling price as reasonable
Selling charges and

charge of As. 2-Oi for selling charges and
agents commission

dealers', commission: But when the industry

is better organized we should regard a charge of As. 1-6 per gross

as ample remuneration for the selling charges and dealers' profit.

58. At 10 per cent, per annum on a replacement valu'e of Rs. 24

lakhs, manufacturers' profit amounts to Ks. 24 lakhs. The inci-

dence of this on an annual output of 3 million
Manufacturers profit. ^^ .

g ^ ^^ Qur egtiinate of the tota]

overhead charges and manufacturers' profit is, therefore, as

follows:
As. P.

Overhead charges
Depreciation 9'6

Interest on working capital 4*03

Head office expenses 3*8

Selling charges 16
TOTAL . 2 11-43

Manufacturers
1

profit I 3-3

TOTAL . 4 2-73

For convenience of reference we compare our estimates of present
and future fair selling price below:

Swedish Match
Company' B

1. Aspen splints and Indian wood
boxes.

(a) Works costs . ,

(b) Overhead charges .

(c) Profit ,

Total

2. Aspen splints and boxes.

(a) Works costs .

(ft) Overhead charges -

(c) Profit .

Total

3. Indian wood splints and boxes.

(a) Works costs

(b) Overhead charges .

(c) Profit

Total

actuals for
1927.

Rs. A. P.

15 9*84046
1 7'6*

1 5 11*44

1 9-36046
1 7'*

1 6 10-96

14 10-32046
1 7'6*

1 4 11-92

Board's
estimate of

present fair

selling price.

Rs. .L. P.

Board's
estimate of
future fair

selling price.

Bs, A. p.

14 7-75

3 9'59
1 7*6*

1 4 0-94

14 2-87
2 11-43
1 3-3

1 2 5'6<r

1 1-26 14 6'26
3 9*59 2 11-43

017-6* 01 3'3

1 5 6*45

13 2*24
3 9*59
1 7'6*

1 2 7-43

1 2 8-99

13 11-48
2 11-43
1 33

1 2 2'21

* Calculated at 10 per cent, on the Company's block value figure of

Rs. 23*38 lakhj.
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Full size matches.

59. The nature of the material at our disposal renders the deter-

mination of the fair selling price of full size matches a matter of

great difficulty. We have already referred
Difficulties of estimat- to the fact that save in the Swedish Match

mftches
SfcS f r fuil SiZ*

Company's factories, no accurate system of

costing
is observed. The Company's factory

at Calcutta is also the only factory in which full size matches are 1

manufactured exclusively. It would be natural, therefore, to base-

our estimate on the costs in this factory. Unfortunately, however,
the lay out of ^his factory is unsuited to economical production,
A considerable amount of material has to be handled during the

various processes of manufacture and unless the building is specially
constructed and the distances between machines so arranged as to

make it easy for the workmen to pass on the material from one

stage to another, the labour costs will necessarily be higher. The
Calcutta works of the Swedish Match Company are housed in a

rented building which, in our opinion, is entirely unsuitable fron

this point of view and its defects are reflected in the high labour

costs. Further, the building being a rented one, the rent and
incidental expenses have increased the works costs and reduced the

capitalization, depreciation and manufacturers' fair profit as com-

pared with the Ambernath factory. An estimate of the fair selling

price of full size matches based on present costs at the Calcutta

works might well be misleading. Since also the cubical contents of

full size splints and boxes are greater than those of half size, our

estimate of costs for the half size match cannot be applied to the

full sized match without considerable modification.

60. We are satisfied that substantial reductions can be made*
in the present works costs of the Swedish Match Company's factory

at Calcutta. The difficulties to which we
Present costs accepted have referred prevent us from estimating

pari 8on
UrP Se f COm"

such reductions with any great precision,
and since we consider the costs of manufac-

ture of the half size match as typical of the Match industry in India
and are basing our conclusions and recommendations thereon, it

appears to us unnecessary to consider in any great detail the costs

of manufacture of full size matches. We propose, therefore, merely
to set forth the present works costs and estimate what we consider

reasonable overhead charges and profit at present and in the future.

These figures we shall use merely for the purpose of comparison
and to satisfy ourselves that our conclusions based on an examination
of the costs of manufacturing half size matches are generally appli-

{ 35 )
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cable to the industry as a whole. The following Table gives the

average works costs for the year 1927 per gross :

KB. A. P, R. A. P.

Cost of wood 058
Cost of other materials

Paper 11

Chemicals 029
Other raw materials . . . .010
Packing cases 022 6 10

. 12 6

Cost above materials

Factory labour 036
Power and fuel 003
Ordinary current repairs, etc. . .012'

General services, etc.

Local office 019
Miscellaneous

Rent, etc 10 075
1 3 11

Production 1,217,550 gross.

Maximum capacity 5,250 gross per day= 1,575,000 gross.

On the basis of the figures of wood consumption supplied by the
Swedish Match factory the works costs for the different classes of
matches may be expressed as follows :

Aspen splints,

Aspen. Indian wood. Indian wood
boxes.

A. P. A. P. A. P.

Wood costs 8 4'77 4 7'42 6 9'89

Other costs 14 3 14 3 14 3

Bs. 16 7'77 1 2 10-42 1 5 0'89

61. The Swedish Match Company has supplied us with the

Overhead charges.
f llowing %ures for overhead charges:

As. P.

Depreciation . . . . . . . .10
Head office expenses 1 1J

Selling expenses 40

Taking depreciation at 6J per cent, on the block capital (Rs. 8

lakhs) we obtain an incidence of 8 pies per gross. Manufacturers'

?rofit

at 10 per cent, on the same capital gives an incidence of
05 annas per gross on a production of 1,217,550 gross per annum.

We have already explained in our chapter on the cost of production
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of half size matches that we consider the head office expenses exces-

sive and we are not prepared to allow on this account an incidence

in excess of that whicb we have taken for the Ambernath factory,

viz., 3-8 pies per gross. Taking working capital at four months

production at estimated works cost, we obtain a sum of about Us. 5

lakhs and on this interest at 7 per cent, gives an incidence per gross
of about 5-6 pies.

62. The charges for selling expenses may be analysed as

Selling expenses. follows:

Commission to Office allowance Dealers' commission Freight and
agent.' to agent. and allowance. transport charges.

A. P. A. P. A. P. A. P.

4fr 8& 17* 1 3|

Of these items that for freight and transport charges must be

omitted, since we are estimating the f.o.r. costs. The balance 2

annas 8J pies may be regarded as a fair charge in the present state

of competition. Present overhead charges and manufacturers*

profit will, therefore, stand as follows:

As. P.

Depreciation . . . . . . . .08
Interest on working capital 5'6

Selling expenses 2 8'25

Head Office expenses ....... 3'8

TOTAL . 4 1-65

Manufacturers' p'rofit 1 06

GRAND TOTAL . 5 2-25

63. It is estimated that in the future production will increase
from 1,217,550 gross to 1,575,000 gross per annum and on this

Future overhead charges.
a COUnt **"> incidence of the following
charges will stand as stated below :

Pies.

Depreciation 6'2

Interest on working capital 4'3

Manufacturers' pro-fit . . 9'7

TOTAL As. 1-8-2

Head Office expenses will remain unchanged at 3-8 pies, while for
reasons which we have already given in dealing with the costs of
half size matches, we believe that in future selling charges will be
reduced to 1 anna 6 pies. The total future overhead charges and
manufacturers' profit will thus be 3 annas 6 pies.
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Total works costs. 64. We thus obtain the following totals :-

Present works cost .

Present overhead charges

Present works cost

Future overhead charges

Aspen.

Bs. A. P.

1 6 7'77

5 2-25

1 11 10-02

1 6 777

036

Indian wood.

Be. A. P.

1 2 10-42
*

5 2*25

1 8 0-67

Bs. A. P.

1 5 0'S9

5 2-25

1 10 3'14

1 2 10-42 1 5 0'89

036 036
1 10 T77 16 4'42 1 8 6'89

We wish, to make it quite clear that these figures do not represent
our estimate of the fair selling- price for full size Indian matches.

But they give a fair idea of the price which with present practice
and lay out would give manufacturers a fair return on their money
according as they were or were not working to full production. A
fair selling price for a well equipped and well planned factory
would be substantially below these figures.
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Applicability of present fair selling price to factories under Indian*

management.

65. We have now to consider whether the present fair selling

price of Rs. 1-4-0-94 at which we have arrived on the basis of the

Present fair selling
Ambernath costs will suffice for factories

prices adequate also for under Indian control. The Andheri Match
Indian factories. Andheri Works, the Santa Cruz Match Works and
.Match Works. ^ Bombay Match Works are three of the

principal Indian factories in Bombay. Their accounts though not
maintained so accurately as to form a basis for our estimates, yet
give a Reasonable general idea of their costs, and have been care-

fully tested by us in tlie course of our examination. The Andheri
Match Works has a capacity of 3,500 gross per diem or 1,050,000

gross per annum. Its block value is stated to be about Rs. 2,50,000
and its working capital Us. 3,00,000. Taking the two together
the capitalization is equal to 8 annas 4*57 pies per gross which is

very much less than that of the Swedish Match Company, viz.,

over He. 1 per gross. This is due to the fact that at Andheri

important processes are performed by hand while the factory build-

ing is less substantial. At Andheri the capitalization on machinery
is 1 anna 8 pies per gross and that on land and buildings 1 anna
10 pies per gross against 8 annas and 5 annas 4 pies respectively
for the Swedish Match Company. Seventy-five to eightv per cent,

of the production is of the half size including a small quantity
of sulphur matches. Aspen is used for splints and Indian wood for

boxes. The costs* for half size safety matches including all

charges, other than head office allowance, the interest on working
capital and profit, were as follows in 1927:

Rs. A. p.

Works costs 14 5-87

Depreciationf 004
Selling commission . . . . . 010
Allowance to buyers of quantities . . 006

1 3-87

The present fair selling price estimated by us is Rs. 1-4-0-94 per
gross. The average price realized by the Andheri Match Works
was between Rs. 1-3-0 and Rs. 1-4-0 per gross. There is, therefore,
a margin between the costs and the selling price of between 3 and
4 annas per gross which on a capitalization of 8 annas 4-57 pies per
gross is equal to a return of between 30 and 40 per cent. As this

is a private firm, no separate Head office allowance has been includ-

* Vide Appendix H, Statement 3.

t This has been calculated by the firm at 15 per cent, on machinery and
is approximately equivalent to 6J per cent, on the block value.

( 89 )
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ed, and tlie return will include the personal remuneration of the

proprietor. If we were to make the same office allowance as in the
case of the Swedish Match Company, viz., 5 pies per gross, the re-

turn on capital alone would be between 25 and 35 per cent, per
annum.

66. The Santa Cruz Match Works manufacture mainly half size

safety matches using aspen only. Its production is equal to its

Sauta Cruz Match Works. ^fP^X
<>f 2,500 grow. It has written down

the bulk of its block value, and its capital
now amounts to about Rs. 3,00,000 which is equal to a capitaliza-
tion of 6 annas 5 pies per gross. Its costs, excluding head office

allowance, interest on working capital and profit in 1927, were as
follows :

Rs. A. p.

t Works costs (Rs. 101-10-11 per 100 gross) . 1 3-23

Selling commission . . . . . 6

1 9-23

The price realized by this firm was abouc Rs. 1-4-0 to Us. 1-5-0

which leaves a margin of 3 to 4 annas per gross and is the equivalent
of a return on a capitalization of 6 annas 5 pies per gross of between
45 and 60 per cent, on the investment including the personal re-

muneration of the proprietor in lieu of a separate head office allow-
ance.

67. The Bombay Match Works has a nominal capacity of

1,500,000 gross, while its actual production for 1927 on the figures

nKQ ,r M*t^ w^b-a f the first ten months will amount to about
Jtsombay Match Works.

., ^^^ -.^^ ,

1,000,000 gross. Aspen only is used lor

manufacture and about two-thirds of the production is of sulphur
matches. The block value is Us. 2-75 lakhs and working capital
amounts to 4-75 lakhs. The capitalization per gross on its present

output is thus about 12 annas and on the maximum 8 annas per

gross. In 1927, the costs per gross of sulphur and safety matches

including all charges except head office allowance, interest on work-

ing capital and profit, were as follows:

Sulphur. Safety.

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. p.

Works costs and depreciation . 1 1 11-6-5 1 081

Selling commission . . . 016 016
1 3 5'65 1 1 6'81

The price realized for sulphur matches was Rs. 1-9-0 to Rs. 1-10-0*

and for safeties Rs. 1-4-6, which in the former case left a margin

t The works costs as given by this firm include depreciation.
j This is smaller than in other cases because apparently the bulk of the

sales are effected by the firm itself.
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of between 5 annas 6 pies and 6 annas 6 pies and in the case of

the latter of 3 annas, and as the proportion of the one to the other

was about 2 to 1, the average margin was 5 annas per gross. On
a capitalization of 12 annas per gross on the present and 8 annas on

the future output, this represents a return of about 40 per cent,

in the one case and about GO per cent, in the other, including, in

lieu of head office allowance, the personal remuneration of the

proprietors.

68. As regards the future, we have reduced the fair selling price
to Us. 1-2-5-60 per gross. It must be recollected, however, that at

.
,

the Indian factories some of the most im-

portant and expensive processes, such as box

making and box filling, are performed by
hand, and for that reason the labour charges are very heavy. By
the use of more machinery and more economy in the use of wood,
the costs should come down at least by the difference between our

estimate of the present and future fair selling prices, and the finan-

cial position should net be worse than it is at present.

69. The average quality of impregnated matches of the three

Indian factories compares well with that of the products of the

Judged by costs effi-
Swedish Match Company, but there is a

oiency of Swedish Match marked divergence in the costs. The lol-

Compan less than of lowing Table is of considerable interest from
t'nis point of view:Indian factories.

TVood

Cost above wood

Total works cost 15 9-84 1 9--S6 14 987 1 9'23 1* 9*65

These cost figures are as given to us by the Indian manufac-
turers themselves. So far as their system of accounts permitted,
we have carefully Bested the figures. Within these limitations the
above figures show that, inspite of the acknowledged experience and
the superiority of equipment of the Swedish Hatch Company, in

so far as the cost figures may be considered a test of efficiency, no

higher degree of efficiency has been displayed by the Swedish Match
Company than by ^he smaller factories under Indian management.
In fact, an analysis of the results would appear to indicate that
Indian manageinent has vso far proved both more efficient and eco-

nomical. Where aspen is used for splints and Indian wood for

boxes, the wood costs of the Swedish Match Company are higher
ihan those of the Indian factory by about 60 per cent.' Where all
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aspen is used there is a difference in favour of the Indian factories^
which in one case amounts to as much as 25 per cent. All three-

factories like most other Indian factories are inadequately equipped*
Box filling is done entirely by hand and manual labour is also

largely employed in box making. In several of the minor processes
also little or no machinery is used. The cost of labour, therefore,
is considerably increased. But even so their labour costs compare
not unfavourably with those of the Swedish mateh factory.

70. The figures which we have given indicate also that the man-

agement of the owedish Match Company is more expensive than
that of the Indian managed factories. The-

Pan?fma4ement e
tu

<?

ecured *? the Incliai1 manufacturer

expensive.
on the investment is very much higher than
the Swedish Match Company has so far

shown. "Under conditions of fair competition, therefore, the Indian
manufacturer has not only little to fear from the rivalry of the

Swedish Match Company, but by personal supervision he can secure

a much higher return on investment than the Swedish Match Com-

pany. The relative positions in the future should remain substanti-

ally the dame, and if the Indian factories have better mechanical 1

equipment, there Inay be even some additional' advantage in the/

future to the Indian manufacturer.
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Estimate of the present and future price of imported
matches.

71. In order to arrive at a decision as to the measure of pro-
tection required by the industry, it is necessary for us to determine

History of foreign com- *!". prices nt" which foreign matches against
petition : competition which Indian matches have to compete are,
between Sweden and and are likely in the near future, to be im-

pan *

ported into the country. Before tuie War
matches were imported from Japan, Sweden and other European
countries and if the industry had then Been started in India, it

would have met with foreign competition from many quarters.
About the- time the revenue duties were imposed, the principal com-

petitor was Japan but now the only serious foreign competitor is

Sweden. This change in the source of foreign competition has not

been brought about without severe competition and in order to faci-

litate a study of the course of prices and* of tKe reasons for their

present level some explanation is required.

72. Prior to 1912-13 no figures are available to show the quanti-
ties of matches imported from foreign countries, but in that year*

the total imports from all countries amounted

Japan's dominant posi- to 15-12 million gross of boxes. Of these
tin. 7-29 millions, that is to say, just under a

half, came from Japan, 4-22 millions, or

about 28 per cent, from Sweden and 1*41 millions from Norway,
1-15 millions from Austria-Hungary and the remainder from Ger-

many, Belgium and other countries. Japan thus practically held
the field against the rest of the world before the War. During the
War and! te years immediately following the termination of hosti-

lities practically all the European countries cea^sed to compete and
Japan had a virtual monopoly in India. In 1918-19, out of a total

of 11*11 millions, Japan claimed 10*74 millions and Sweden's share
had fallen to 118,080 gross.

73. In 1917, the Swedish Match Company came into existence
as a combine consisting of several Swedish companies, and a sus-

Renewal of Swedish ta^ed struggle for the recapture by Sweden

competition against Japan of its lost market and of the retention of
after the termination of the captured market* by Japan, commenced
war"

in that year and continued until very re-

cently. By 1923-24 Sweden had more than recovered its pre-war
market and Japan had not only lost the market acquired during the
War, but had fallen substantially below its pre-war level, for whilst
the imports from Sweden had risen to 5-16 millions, those from

Japan had been reduced to 5-55 million gross. As the total imports
only amounted to 11-24 millions, the field was approximately eventy
divided between the two countries. The imposition of a duty of

12 annas per gross in 1921 and then of Rs. 1-8-0 per gross in 1922
led to the beginning of the manufacture of matches in India on a

* Vide Import Table I, Appendix F.

( 43 )
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scale, and in a short while created by its expansion a

powerful rival against which both Sweden and Japan found it

necessary to contend. In order to meet the internal competition
the Swedish Match Company, following the procedure commonly
.employed by manufacturers exporting to countries the industries

of which are protected against foreign competition, commenced to

manufacture within the tariff wall by purchasing or erecting match
factories in Bombay, Calcutta, Assam and Burma. It was intended

that the products of these factories should combat the home manu-
facturer and the cneapest kind of imported Japanese matches, whilst

imported matches were to wrest the remainder of the market for

superior matches from Japan.
74. Between tne years 1923-24 and 1926-27 Japan was. faced by

competition both from the imported Swedish matches and also from
,,,.... . T those manufactured within India by Swedish
Elimination of Japan. _ _ ... f TIP

and Indian manufacturers. .Imports from
Sweden though reduced still amounted in 1926-27 to 4-52 million

gross, whilst her production in India had reached 3-58 million gross.
The total market secured by Sweden in India in 1926-27 was thus

8-1 millions, or about 50 per cent, of the demand, and Japan's trade

was reduced to -95 million or about 6 per cent, of the demand. The
difference between that amount and her former share of the import
trade which in 1923-24 was almost 50 per cent, was absorbed by the

Swedish Match Company in India and the other Indian manufac-
turers. During 1927 Japan's imports fell to -42 million gross, and
the recent amalgamation of the Swedish Match Company with

powerful Japanese interests has practically removed Japan as a
rival from the Indian market, and no other European competition of

any importance is now in the field.

75. With the virtual cessation of Japanese imports in 1926-27,
the competition in India entered on a new and more acute phase.

Competition now only
Production in India rose rapidly between

between Sweden and 1923-24 and 1926-27, and may be estimated
India: Sweden's dorm- in 1927 at about 13$ million gross. The
nant position.

^

total pr0(juctive capacity is about 18 million

gross, excluding the cottage factories, and the demand is in the

neighbourhood of 17 million gross. The Swedish Match Company
has made no secret of its aim of securing at least one half of the
Indian market with either locally manufactured or imported
matches. In order to achieve tliis purpose, it has had not only to
increase its production* but also to reduce the prices both of its

* Production of the Swedish Match Company's factories in India (million
gross).

1924. 1925. 1926. 1927.

Bombay .... 182 '785 T997 2'296

Calcutta .... -054 -443 -947 T217
Burma . . . . -080 -221 -384

Assam . . . . -031 -269

236 1-308 3-196 4166
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Indian and imported matches, especially on the Bombay side. In

pursuance of this policy at the end of the calendar year 1927 it had
brought up its Indian production to 4-16 millions while its imports
amounted to 3-59 million gross. It thus commanded a market of
7-75 millions out of an estimated demand of about 17 millions in
1927.

7G. Before the VVar the three quarter size was the principal one
in demand, both in safety and sulphur matches; the full size being

imported at the same time in small quanti-
History of prices. ties Between 1908 and 1913, the prices re-

mained substantially the same. Swedish matches were sold* at

15 annas to 14 annas 6 pies per gross and Japanese between 10 annas
to 11 annas, the difference between the two thus varying between
3 and 4 annas per gross. About 1917 half size safety matches were
introduced by Japan at about Ee. 1 to Bs. 1-1-0 per gross. They
found a ready demand, especially on the Bombay market, and when
Sweden re-entered the Indian market, after the War, they began to

be imported from that country. The difference between the Swe-
dish and Japanese prices which before the War was about 4 annas

per gross, rose in 1924 to about 6 annas. But even with this differ-

ence Japanese matches were unable to maintain their position since

they had to face competition not only from imported Swedish
matches but also from the 7>roducts of Indian factories. The only
foreign country, therefore, from which the Indian manufacturer has
now to face competition is Sweden, the imports from other countries

being negligible.

Swedish Match Com- 77. The Swedish Match Company has sup-
pany's figures of c.i.f.

. . .

landed price ex wharf plied us with the following c.i. f. prices per

iWporu*'
"^

gross for December, 1927:-

i size. 1/1 size.

s. d. s. d.

Bombay 10J 18
Calcutta 11 1 10

Madras 12 17
Karachi 12
Rangoon 10 15
Tuticonn 12
Weighted average for all ports ..10 1 7*2

There is a large difference, as will be seen, between the highest and
the lowest prices. The above Table shows that the prices differ con-

siderably in the various ports and we understand that the landing,

clearing and commission charges also vary. The Swedish Match

Company has stated that the average invoice price for half size

matches in Bombay in December was 10JJ. that is 9 annas 8 pies.

* See Appendix I.
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To obtain the landed price comparable to our fair selling price, we
must add the following charges :

As. P.

London House Commission 03
Importer's commission . . . . . .09
Landing and clearing charges ..... 1 2i

Dealers' commission ....... 1

3 2*

The landed price would then be 12 annas 10J pies per gross. We
find, however, that half size Swedish matches were selling ex-

godown in Bombay as low as Rs. 2-8-0 per gross. This figure in-

cludes a sum of 2 pies carting charges from the wharf 'to the godown,
and also the duty Bs. 1-8-0. Deducting these sums and adding one
anna on account of dealers' commission, we obtain a figure of 11
annas 10 pies which we consider should be taken as the landed

price for the purpose of estimating the protection which the in-

dustry at present requires against foreign competition.

78. It is not possible to make any reliable estimate of the volume
of future imports. Practically all avenues of imports from coun-

tries other than Sweden have been closed by
No reliable estimate fae disappearance of Japan and bv the domi-

possible of future im- ,

J .* . , , r ., ~ V i nr j. i

ports.
nant position secured by the Swedish Match

Company in the import market. The re-

sources of the Company are such that its imports may be increased,
reduced or kept stationary according to the general policy of the

Company for the time being, which may be guided partly in accord-
ance with the economic conditions of a particular market, and partly

by other considerations such as ihe effect of a particular course upon
the factories in Sweden or upon the Company's exports to other coun-

tries. A remarkable illustration of this policy is to be found in the

"history of the Company's competition against Japan. In 1922, the

Swedish factories were working only three days a week. A power-
ful campaign which had already been opened against Japan was
intensified. A year later the Swedish factories were working four
and a half days a week and in India alone the Company's imports
which were 2-06 million gross in 1922, rose to 5-21 mitlion gross,
while imports from Japan during the same period fell from 9-83
millions to 7*16 millions. The power of Japanese competition was

eventually destroyed not so much by increasing the Company's im-

ports into Japan and lowering of prices in that country, but by the

export of larger and larger quantities at lower prices to other coun-

tries, thereby destroying the Japanese markets wherever possible.

India, as we have said, was one of those countries. In the same

way, the future conditions of competition elsewhere may affect im-

ports into India. Or again, as the Company has acquired a con-

trolling interest in Japan since we commenced our enquiry, it may
find it more convenient to export from Japan instead of from
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'Sweden matches of the same or of a different class or quality. It is

not impossible also that imports may be entirely stopped if it suited
the Company to demonstrate that the duty was really too high or
that the Indian industry had nothing to fear from Swedish competi-
tion.

79. The future import prices will also depend upon uncertain
circumstances similar to those we have discussed in the preceding

paragraph. They may be raised, decreased

fu?u"es difficult^
kePt at

,
thei

r.?* 11. according to

similar reasons. the general policy of the Company for the
time being. Import prices, moreover, are

not necessarily determined by the works costs or the fair selling

price in Sweden, but by the economic conditions of the local market
and the nature of local or foreign competition in that market. This
is the principle ordinarily followed by the Company. It has been

slated, however, that if the present duty is declared a protective one,
the present price policy will not be continued, but we have no
definite assurance as to the level at which the future price will be
fixed. The resources of the Company will permit it to fix the price
at any level at any rate for a time, and no Indian manufacturer is

in a position, nor can he reasonably be expected, to compete against
the Company if the price were so determined. It is idle, therefore,
to attempt to make any forecast as to the future course of prices.

80. The only alternative left to us is to ascertain upon such data
as we have the price at which foreign matches are likely to enter

_, . A , . . the country on the assumption that the manu-
Jri Swe

e

den.
PnCe

.

facturer aims at receiving a fair selling price
including all tlie works costs and a reason-

able margin for overhead charges and profits. For this purpose we
must first of all ascertain what the ex-godown price of Us. 2-3-0 in

Bombay represents f.o.r. works Sweden. We must first deduct the

following charges :

US. A. P.

Duty
London House commission

Importers commission ......
Landing and clearing charges ....
Transport to godown ......

1 10 4J

This leaves a nett r. i. f . price of 8 annas 7| pies or 9^ d. We have
been informed by Mr. Sohele that the railway freight from the works
to the port, the sea freight from the port to India, insurance and
home "charges which are included in the c. i. f. price amount to

2d. per gross. The nett price, therefore, received by the Swedish

Match Company for the matches imported into Bombay f . o. r. works

is 7}d. per gross or about 6 annas 6 pies per gross. Though we
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have asked for the figures of the costs in Sweden .the Company has
not showed them to us even in confidence. A price of 7 d. or 6
annas 6 pies per gross at the works appears abnormally low, even if

we make every possible allowance for the experience and other ad-

vantages possessed by the Swedish Match Company. From a com-

parison of the prices of material and the quantities required and an
estimate of the labour charges, it is doubtful whether the figure
covers all the works costs, and it is certain that it cannot leave for

the Company a sufficient margin to cover full depreciation, interest

on working capitarand other overhead charges and profit on invest-

ment at the rates we have allowed in the fair selling price.

81. Competition based on a price such as that of 7\d. f .o.r. works

may be regarded under the law of some countries as
f
unfair

' and
penalized by the imposition of what are usu-

denTn
P
fair

ti0n
all

.V described as
'

anti-dumping
*

duties.

These duties, if imposed, are in addition to

the ordinary customs duties and are generally equivalent to the
difference between the fair market value of the goods in the country
of origin and the export price f.o.b. In our fiscal law, however,
there is no express provision which recognizes this method of pena-
lizing

'

unfair
'

competition except where such competition arises

from the payment of bounties and for that reason we refrain from

pursuing this aspect of the question which might otherwise be of

seme importance.

82. If we are unable to accept a price of 11 annas 10 pies per
gross as a reasonable estimate of the future fair foreign price, we

must arrive at some other figure which may
f

approximately represent it. In 1922 the
c.i.f. price of the full size was Is. lOa. and

that of the half size Is. 4d. per gross. The difference in the prices
of the two sizes is approximately in the ratio which the works costs

and the depreciation charges of .the full size bear to those of the hall

size. It has been stated that since 1922 there has been no substantial

reduction in the costs, and though there have been variations

in the meantime the present invoice price in Calcutta is Is. Wd.
per gross. The competition in Calcutta though severe is not so

abnormal as in Bombay and it appears to us that over a consider-

able period Is. Wd. is the price which will give the foreign manu-
facturer a fair measure of profit. Applying the same ratio as the

half size bore to the full size in 1922, we obtain a figure of Is. 4cZ.

ior the half size. This figure is also obtained by applying . the

conversion figures adopted by the Swedish Match Company, viz.,

73 : 100 for half and full size matches. Mr. Kreuger has stated in

his memorandum that the average c.i.f. price of 1 shilling leaves

a nominal or
'

extremely small
'

margin of profit. But it is not

explained what the term '

profit
'

precisely means. Sometimes the

whole difference between the works costs and the realized price is

described as
'

profit '. At other times the whole difference after

allowing for depreciation is described as
'

profit '. Whatever the

sense in which the term is used, some allowance has to be made in
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order to bring up the present price to what may be regarded
as the

fair selling price. On the whole, therefore, we think that the

reasonable future c. i. f . price excluding all commissions and landing

charges, etc., for half size matches is 1$. 4d. or 14 annas 2 pies.
This figure has also been admitted by Mr. Schele as the level at

which approximately future prices will be stabilized. Adding the

charges incidental to importation and landing of 3 annas 2 pies

per gross, the future price of half size matches comparable with our

estimate of the fair selling price for Indian matches may be esti-

mated at not less than Rs. l-l-4f per gross. We propose to take

this figure for the purpose of estimating whether the industry will

eventually be able to face foreign competition without
protection.We estimate that the c. i. f . price for full size matches will remain

at its present level of Is. Wd., or allowing for importation, landing
charges, etc., Rs. 1-6-0.



CHAPTER V.

Suitability of Match industry for protection.

83. It is now possible to determine whether the industry will

eventually be able to dispense with protection as required by the-

third condition laid down by the Fiscal Com-
Interpretation of Fiscal mission. There is in the interpretation of

ditioT
SSi n '

S third C n"

this condition a difficulty to which we have
referred in our earlier reports. It is not ex-

?lained
either by the Fiscal Commission or by the Government of

ndia whether in considering the question account should be taken
of the General Revenue Tariff, which is now 15 per cent. If we
are to leave the duty on the competing imported article entirely out
of consideration, we should be putting the foreign industry on a

more favourable footing than the home industry, the raw materi-
als of which are subject to the revenue duty. The anomaly is so

obvious that the Government of India have directed an enquiry by
this Board into several cases where such inequality exists. If im-

ported aspen is used, the Match industry must pay a 15 per cent,

duty on the wood, chemicals and other raw materials, the cost of"

which amounts to about 10 annas and constitutes nearly two-thirds

of the works costs. The duty payable on these raw materials would
be 1 anna 6 p'ies per gross. In the remaining one-third of the costs-

are included charges for repairs and maintenance, necessitating the

use of imported stores which are also liable to a revenue duty, but
the amount of which cannot be measured with precision. It is also

difficult to estimate with any accuracy how the depreciation and
other items of overhead expenses are affected by the revenue duty
on steel, building material, cement and other articles used by the

industry in equipment or manufacture. It is clear, however,' that

a substantial burden is imposed on the industry by the revenue duty
and that in order to place the Indian manufacturer on a footing of

substantial equality with the foreign manufacturer, it is necessary
to take this into account in considering whether the industry satis-

fies the third condition laid down by the Fiscal Commission.

84. With the addition of a revenue duty of 15 per cent, the price
at which foreign matches (half size) will enter the country in future

Industry's ability to ild amount to Rs. 1-4-0. The future fair

fulfil condition estab- selling prices estimated by us for Indian
lished. matches (half size) per gross are as follows :

Rs. A. p.

1. Aspen for splints, Indian wood for boxes . 125-6
2. Aspen splints and boxes . . . . 1 2 8'99

3. Indian wood splints and boxes . . . 1 2 2-21

It will be seen that provided that matches are imported at .1 prioe
which gives a fair return to the foreign manufacturer, the Indian

industry will be able to dispense with protection, even if it has to

depend entirely on imported aspen for its wood.

( 80 )
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85. From the outset the Swedish Match Company's representative
an India has contended that it is

*

out of the question
'

that the

industry can ever dispense with protection.

Throughout the proceedings there was no de-

parture from this view, and Mr. Ivar

Kreuger in his memorandum^ which was received by us on the 16th
of December, 1927, re-affirmed the contention*. Several Chambers
of Commerce and other commercial bodies, representing largely

European interests, have accepted the opinion of the Swedish Match

Company and opposed the grant of protection mainly on this ground.
The Swedish Match Company holds a unique position in the Match

industry throughout the world and its opinion thus strongly and per-

sistently expressed demanded careful investigation. We believe we
may fairly claim to have investigated the question of costs and

import prices with the utmost care and the figures given by us in

paragraphs 8 and 82 are a sufficient answer to the contention of the

'Company. The position, however, is more satisfactory than it ap-

pears from the above figures, for, while in our future estimate of

tlie works costs we have taken a less favourable view than might be

justified of the position and progress of the industry in some essen-

tial respects,* we have refrained from taking into account the sub-

stantial economies which may reasonably be expected from the

healthy expansion of a protected industry. Further our estimate

of what should be taken as the economic price of imported matches,
"has been fixed at the level at which the Swedish Match Company
itself expects the prices to be stabilized. A short discussion of these

features of our investigation, even if it may involve some repetition
is, in our opinion, necessary to establish the conservative nature of

our conclusions.

86. Lack of adequate equipment and of manufacturing experi-
ence, failure in the attainment or maintenance of a good standard

. .. , . . of quality, the unreliability of costs, are some
Future estimate of fair / S i IP , i i

selling price justified by oi tne grounds lor criticism on which any
results of Swedish Match proposals based entirely on the conditions of
Company. ^he industry in Indian hands would have been

exposed. Such criticism could not reasonably be advanced against
the Indian factories of the Swedish Match Company and it is partly
for this reason that we have selected the Ambernath factory as the

fype whose standards in these respects were by implication to be

applied to the rest of the industry. In dealing with the works costs

* Vide Appendix C.

"
If, as a condition of protection, it is maintained that the Indian Match

industry would ultimately be able to exist without protection, it must be
stated that this condition is not fulfilled. The cost of manufacturing matches
in India is at present considerably higher than the cost of manufacturing
matches in Sweden including freight from Sweden to India, and it is hardly
probable that this difference can be materially reduced.

Furthermore, the wood problem and the question of deterioration of both
Indian and imported wood during storage has not yet been satisfactorily
.solved."
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we have accepted tLe figures supplied by the Company as to the

quantity of wood required, though for reasons already explained,
tney were higher than those of any other large scale manufacturer.
In our future estimates we have assumed both for aspen and for

Indian wood the highest prices which, in the opinion of the Swedish
Match Company, they are likely to reach. The price assumed for

Indian wood on the Bombay side is Rs. 75 per ton, which is Us. 35

per ton, or 85 per cent, higher than the present market rate. Mr,

Kreuger has laid emphasis on the question of supply of Indian wood.
We have, therefore, adopted a figure for the price of Indian wood,
which if it is exceeded will make .the substitution of aspen at the

world price more economic and yet leave the future fair selling

price of Indian matches below that of the imparted matches. As
regards the costs above wood, we have made only those reductions
which are expected to follow automatically on the increased produc-
tion and are justified, on the whole, by previous results. A refer-

ence to Appendix H will show that in 1927 the costs of materi-
als other than wood amounted on an average to 4 annas 11-25 pies-

per gross. These have been reduced in our future estimate by 3-25

pies to 4 annas 8 pies per gross. The reduction is slight and smaller
than the actual results of November and December, 1927*, would
have justified, for in November the costs under this head amounted
to 4 annas 7 pies and in December to 4 annas 7^ pies per gross.
The costs above ail materials amounted in 1927 on an average to

5 annas 6-75 pies which we have reduced in our future estimate by
1 anna 3-75 pies per gross to 4 annas 3

pies.
The reduction at first

sight appears rather large, but that it is not excessive is shown by
the fact that the costs in August, which were described by Mr.
Schele as beinsf indicative of the future, were under this Lead 4
annas 8 pies. In November they amounted only to 4 annas 6 pies,
which is 3 pies short of the future estimate. The total costs above
wood amounted in 1927 on an average to 10 annas 6 pies per gross,
while our estimate of future costs is 8 annas 11 pies per gross. In

November, 1927, they had dropped to 9 annas 1 pie per gross which
is only 2 j>ies per gross above our estimate. There should be no

difficulty, in our opinion, in realizing this further reduction. If

we were to be guided by actual results, the total reduction should
be even greater than that which we have assumed possible. The
labour costs, for instance, in November were 2 annas 1 pie per
gross, but in December, 1927, they amounted to 1 anna 6 pies only.
If the improvement obtained in December under labour could be*

maintained the total costs over all material should be well below our
estimate. The allowances for overhead and profit are also in ac-

cordance with the increased production. They are based, respective-
ly, on the rates customary in the trade and on a fair assessment of

the capital required. Finally, in order that the general standards
of quality may be maintained, we have not based our estimates on
the lower costs which prevail for inferior quality, matches but on
those of the Swedish Match Company.

* Appendix H, Statement I.
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87. It is unnecessary for us to repeat the reasons which we have

given in paragraph 79 for our opinion that no accurate estimate of

.. . , . . the future course of c. i. f . prices can be

io*ign
m

price9 reJrtlZ ***' impossible to foresee the con-

siderations by which the price* policy of the

Swedish Match Company may be governed at any given time. We
have in the circumstances made no attempt at any forecast, but on

grounds which we have explained, we have adopted the figure of

Is. 4d, per gross as the future fair price (c. i. f.) of imported half
aize matches. The price assumed by us is higher than the present
price, but we do not think that our figure is higher than that which
would represent the fair selling price of the Company's product, if

all those charges which we have taken into account in arriving at

the corresponding price of the Indian 'made match were included.
Nor is it any higher in our opinion than it would be if there were
no indigenous industry to compete against the Swedish Match Com-
pany, or if the latter acquired an interest in the Match^ industry
sufficient to enable it to fix the level of prices. The Swedish Match
Company adjusts its

price to suit the conditions of different markets

except where the prices are fixed under arrangement with Govern-

ment. Where the Company is free from internal competition by
reason of its having obtained a controlling interest, or has entered

into a working arrangement with companies having a dominant in-

terests in particular centres, prices are fixed at a level which, though
relatively high, are not high enough to make it safe for any com-

petitor to enter the field against a powerful monopoly and challenge
its supremacy, vm tne other hand, where the Company has to face
internal or foreign competition, its prices are fixed at a compara-
tively low level, and continuously lowered until the market is

brought under its control. When this object is accomplished, there
is nothing to prevert the Company from raising prices to the limit

which the market oan economically bear without creating fresh

competition or seriously affecting the demand. The price which we
have estimated as economic for imported half size matches, while

higher than the prices charged in certain markets, appears to us

distinctly lower than the prices charged in most of the countries
where the Company has a free hand.

88. There are many directions in which more economies than
we have taken into consideration are possible and can be reasonably

expected when the industry is definitely de-
Some possible econo- clared protected. The manufacturer will

SSSmt.
mt then be able 8afely to undertake the erection

of new factories, or re-equipment of existing
factories with up to date labour saving machinery and to concen-
trate attention on the reduction of the works costs and on improving
the quality of matches. The future fair selling price, based on the
actual results, has been found to be sufficient to establish the ability
of the industry to dispense with protection eventually. It is not

necessary for us, therefore, to estimate precisely the future econo-
mies for this purpose. We merely propose to indicate the general
lines on which economies may be expected.
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89. We have taken Ambernath as representing the best type of
works yet erected in India. But in more than one respect the selec-

tion of Ambernath for the site of the factory

at Amberaath?
ter ****** was unfortunate. The storage of Indian

wood there has proved to be a difficult prob-
lem. Owing to climatic conditions the wood if stored for any length
of time 'dries quickly and, as we have stated, in 1927 large quantities-
of Indian wood became infected with borers and the infection was
communicated to the aspen in stock. According to the evidence of

the officers of the Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, an effec-

tive remedy is the storage of the wood under water. Some of the
Indian manufacturers have successfully tried this method, but the

management of the Swedish Match Company appear not to share
this opinion. We have also been informed by the Company that

there is difficulty in obtaining a perennial supply of water in the

neighbourhood and that for this reason no water storage is possible
without undertaking a large outlay of capital. Mr., Kreuger has
referred to the difficultv of storage in his memorandum as one which
has not yet been satisfactorily solved and, in our opinion, rightly, in

view of the Company's own experience. We believe, however, that

the problem involved by the difficulty of storage, which is by no
means universal in India, has not been fully investigated by the

Company and that further experiments should help in finding a

solution.

90. Further, Ambernath was selected as a site for the factory
because the Municipal Corporation of the City of Bombay would not

permit the erection of a match factory within

Lack of industrial labour, its limits. It was also part of one of the

development schemes of Bombay to relieve-

the industrial congestion in the city by developing Ambernath into

a large industrial area. These hopes, however, have not so far

materialized to any large extent. The area has not attracted more
than one or two factories besides the Ambernath works and little

or no industrial labour is locally available. To a large extent,

therefore, it is necessary to recruit and train unskilled labour.

During the process of training the output of the factory is low and
costs are high and, if it were possible, it would probably be more
economical in the long run to employ on somewhat higher wages the

trained industrial labour which is found in or around the larger

ports.
91. An important respect in which we consider the equipment of

the Ambernath works inadequate is its lack, as compared with an

up to date modern works, of labour saving
Inadequate eqaipment

applianceg an(1 machinery. A good deal of
of Ambernatn. ^* /! -i a y i i j r

raw, semi-finished and finished material

which can be, and is in some works, handled by machinery is at

present handled by manual labour. Cheapness of labour is often

regarded by manufacturers as a reason for not taking steps to reduce

the amount of labour employed and for preferring in many cases

ttianual labour to machinery. The employment of manual labour
in preference to the use of machinery not merely involves a larger
wages bill "but also results in less output in the same amount of
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time. It often follows that full use cannot be made of such.,

machinery as is employed and the incidence of overhead charges per
unit of production is very much increased. The most striking omis-
sion of this kind at the Ambernath works is that of what is generally
known as the continuous or

'

Simplex
'

machine. It ensures the

continuous performance of five or six distinct Derations which are

necessary before a splint becomes a finished match and which are

generally carried out as separate processes bv several groups of

labourers. We consider that the employment of the Simplex
machine, though its adjustment to local climatic conditions may
require special attention, is on the whole conducive to economy.
The explanation given by the Swedish Match Company for this

omission is that Indian labour will not be able to operate this-

machine efficiently, that if a breakdown occurs, other processes may
have to be held up until the machine has been repaired and that in
any event taking the extra capital charges into account, the costs

will not be appreciably lower than those of the ordinary frame fill-

ing, dipping and other auxiliary machines. We do not regard
these arguments as convincing. The machine is simpler than many
others we have seen in charge of moderately trained Indian work-
men in other industries. We saw two of these very machines at

work in Upper India and we are satisfied that Indian mechanics of

average training and experience can operate them without elabor-

ate European supervision. There is no greater risk of a breakdown
on this machine than is involved in the use of any essential

machinery in a process on which other processes are dependent.
The occasional breakdown, moreover, of one out of 8 or 10 similar
machines working simultaneously can result in no appreciable loss

compared to the possible economy. As regards the initial and

operating costs including depreciation, we asked the Company to

furnish us with comparative estimates. We have carefully ex-

amined and compared these figures with those we have received from
the two factories in Upper India. The estimates show a saving of

a little less than *> pies per gross, which though small, is not in-

significant. But we believe that the estimates are too conservative.
The possible economy in costs should, in our opinion, be consider-

ably larger in practice than is suggested bv the Swedish Match

Company.
92. In earlier paragraphs we have discussed at some length the*

reasons why we have adopted the figures supplied to us by the Swe-
dish Match Company, for the quantity of

^nSmptl n f wood
aspen and Indian wood required for 100 grosstoo nign.

r *i p
of matches. Vv e do not, however, consider

that these figures represent good practice even in India where aspen

may deteriorate more quickly than in Europe, and where the local

wood involves more wastage than aspen. We have allowed 13-2

c. ft. f6r fresh, 16 c. ft. for old and an average of 14*6 c. ft. for

old and new aspen per 100 gross figures which to our minds are

excessive for reasons which we have already given. One of the-

tests carried out in January of this year, to which we have referred,
showed that it was possible to make 100 gross of splints and boxes-
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with 8*7 c. ft. of aspen even though the log used had been felled

about a year previously and might therefore be regarded as old

rather than fresh. We do not contend that an occasional test can
be accepted as the measure of average results when production is

undertaken on a commercial scale. But the difference between 8-7

c. ft. and 16 c. ft. is so large as to suggest that even if logs which
are fairly old are selected before despatch with some care and

brought into India as required instead of being kept locally in stock
in large quantities, it is possible to obtain much better results. For
the same reasons we have allowed for Indian wood also a much
higher figure of consumption based on the Company's figures for

1927, than will probably oe
justified

in the future. It is premature
to express any defir.ite opinion on the possibilities of Indian wood.
More prolonged experiments in the selection and storage of wood
than have yet been made are necessary before any workable percent-
age can be obtained. Practically all match making machinery has
been specially designed and manufactured for the use of aspen.
Modifications to make it adaptable to the peculiarities of Indian
wood should result in preventing waste and in obtaining a better

outturn. The storage, preservation and chemical or mechanical
treatment of match woods are also problems which need more in-

vestigation but do not appear to be beyond solution. We think
that with gradual improvement in some of these respects the con-

sumption of Indian wood also should be less than we have assumed.
93. Far more Indian labour is now employed than is necessary

even with the present equipment of Ambernath and greater econo-
mies than those we have taken into account

e^Fabo^
611* f Eur "

as re ards tne future are possible in this

direction. More attention to the quality of

Indian labour recruited should conduce to better results both as re-

gards costs and quality of the matches. There is room also for a

reduction in the number of Europeans employed in the works and
in the local offices of the Company. While one or two foreign ex-

perts in charge of the technical departments may be of advantage
to the industry, it does not appear that European fitters and mecha-
nics and accountants on high salaries will always be indispensable.

94. Our conclusion as regards future economies is that in a

factory built on a well selected site and adequately equipped, a
further" reduction in the fair selling price of

fure
Cl

ec
S

onomi
a
e

S

s
regards two to four annas per gross may not un-

reasonably be expected. In such an event

there should be little difference, even without the revenue duty,
between the prices of Indian and imported matches and this would
be true even where Indian matches were made entirely of aspen.
The fact deserves to be noted because it appears to indicate that the

relative advantages are not as greatly in Sweden's favour as it has
hitherto been supposed in respect of raw materials, labour, overhead

charges, superior management and the like. We consider therefore

that there is no reasonable doubt that the industry will eventually
be able to face foreign competition without protection and that,

therefore, the third condition of the Fiscal Commission is fulfilled.
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95. The second condition of the Fiscal Commission requires that

the industry should be one which without the help of protection is-

not likely to develop at all or is not likely to
Second condition of

develop so rapidly as is desirable in the
jMscai L/ommission. .. *

.,
r J

, T . , , ,

interests of the country. It has been shewn
in an earlier chapter that until the imposition of a revenue duty so

high as to afford the industry substantial protection, no progress in

match manufacture was effected in India, but that in recent years-
a great expansion in the industry has taken place, while costs have
also fallen. Our estimate of the present fair selling price is

Us. 1-4 while with a 15 per cent, revenue duty the future reason-

able^landed price of imported matches has been found to be Us. 1-4

also and in favourable circumstances, therefore, no protection might
be necessary. The need for protection arises entirely from two
causes, namely that the Swedish Match Company are importing
matches at a price below the economic level and that there exists at

present a very marked prejudice against Indian matches. Until
these conditions are removed the need for protection will continue.

96. The main advantages which India possesses for the manu-
facture of matches are the possession of a large home market and the

existence of a supply of cheap labour.
First condition of Fis- With the former we have already dealt, but

Llur^andTore^rtT a
? % A* the latter some further explana-

tion is necessary. In all the important
processes no manual labour possessing any considerable degree of
skill is essential. The machinery, much of which has been invented
in Sweden, is of a very simple character which works automatically
and very largely performs repetition work. We may take as illus-

trative of the position the box making machines. These machines
are so constructed that each one of them will require one workman
to operate and look after it, but neither in Sweden nor in India, if

labour is properly trained and selected, is more than one man
necessary at one machine. A factory of the size of Ambernath
uses in all 100 or more of these machines for inner and outer boxes.
The wages of labour in Sweden are at least three times as high as

those in India and, therefore, on this part of the process the labour
costs in Sweden will show a corresponding increase. Further, a

machine is capable of a certain number of revolutions per minute
whether here or in Sweden

;
and can therefore produce the same out-

put in a given time in both countries. It has been claimed By the

representative of the Swedish Match Company that the output per
head in Sweden is very much higher than the output per head in

India because the machines can be worked faster. This may be
true when Indian wood is used since the speed of the machine is to

some extent limited by the strength of the material. But if the
same material, viz., aspen is used in both countries, the output
should be approximately the same. The quantity of output may
also be affected by the intelligence of the workman, but for operat-

ing such simple machines a very high standard of intelligence does
not appear to be required and the average Indian of the artisan
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class can with a little practice operate the machines efficiently.
Indian labour may perhaps be found less efficient than Swedish
where heavy work has to be done by hand instead of by machinery.
But having regard to the difference in wages between India and
Sweden, we .think that labcrur in India, even for such class of work,
would cost per unit less than in Sweden.

97. We are not to be understood as supporting long hours of

work but existing circumstances cannot be neglected. India has at

present an advantage over Sweden by reason

captive :S"ghaUM * its working h rs bei*g 6 P r week as

against 44 in Sweden. We have said that
the automatic machines should within a given time turn out the
same quantity in both countries. In order therefore to attain the
same output a factory in Sweden would require 60 machines and as

many men whereas in India 44 would suffice in each case. The in-

crease is approximately 36 per cent, and will apply not only to the

wages ;
it will extend to the charges in the works costs of the various

processes in respect of repairs, maintenance, supervision, local office

and the like. Further, the installation of more machinery would,

by adding to the cost of the block value, increase the amount of

depreciation and the profit to be earned on capital. Owing to these

.advantages India will eventually be in a position to face foreign

competition without protection, even if all raw materials are im-

ported. It may therefore be held that the case for protection has
been established without any discussion as to indigenous supply of

raw material, particularly as none of the countries in which match
manufacture has been established on a large scale, are entirely self

supporting in the matter of raw material. Even Sweden, the home
of the match industry, obtains part of its supply of aspen from

Finland, Russia, Poland and the Baltic States, and although, allow-

ing for wastage, Sweden is in a more favourable position than
India as regards the price of wood, that advantage is more than
counterbalanced by the freight and costs incidental to the import-
ation of matches. We have thought it unnecessary therefore to

deal with the question of wood supply in the body of the report.
But the full development of the resources of the country is a matter
of great importance. It is also undesirable that an industry which
is concerned with the manufacture of an article in universal use,
should be entirely dependent for its supply of the principal raw
material on outside sources, since it is not inconceivable that the

supply might be interrupted or only obtainable at a very high price.
We have therefore dealt with this subject separately in a memoran-
dum which forms part of this report. It will be sufficient here to

summarize our conclusions in the matter.

9& It is established that a large number of species of trees in

Indian forests are suitable for the manufacture of splints or match
boxes and that a smaller number can be used
for V** P-P se8 - ?*rtl

}?
r investigation is

required to ascertain the most suitable

species, the best method of storage and the treatment (if any) re-
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quired before manufacture commences. Although no general enu-
meration of trees suitable for match manufacture has been under-

taken, it is probable that in Burma, Bengal, Assam, the United
Provinces and the Punjab there is an assured supply of timber
sufficient for the manufacture of about 8 million gross of matches

annually or nearly half the total demand in India. In Bombay on
the other hand the supply of Indian timber is inadequate and manu-
facturers must rely largely on imported aspen. Since it is import-
ant for the future of the industry that the price of match wood
should be kept as low as possible, while it is desirable in the national
interest that the country should be self supporting in regard to this

essential material, we recommend that a cautious programme of

plantation should be undertaken by Government. We believe that

plantation of suitable species would yield a satisfactory revenue to

Government while enabling the manufacturer to obtain his supplies

cheaper. Before plantation can be undertaken much preliminary
research and investigation is needed. We therefore recommend
that a definite research project should be drawn up at the Dehra
Dun Eorest Research Institute and after the subject has been fully

investigated a scheme of plantation be drawn up in consultation

with local Governments.

99. We have found that the Match industry satisfies the second

and third conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission. As re-

gards the first condition, the industry
Conclusions.

possesses definite natural advantages,
namely a large home market and an adequate supply of cheap
labour. As regards raw material, the supply of match wood in

Indian forests is sufficient for the annual production of nearly half

the requirements of the Indian market. No financial obstacle

exists to augmenting the supply by undertaking plantation. In
these circumstances we consider that the claim to protection has

been established.
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Measure of Protection.

100. In all our previous enquiries we have acted on the principle
that the measure of protection required is the difference between the

fair selling price of the Indian manufac-
Present fair selling t d d d th ; f landed priceprice the basis. . ,

' , , . . ..
^

-err
without duty of the foreign article. We

shall apply this method in the first instance and shall then consider
whether there are any special circumstances which would render
the measure of protection so obtained unsuitable in the present
conditions of the industry. Two fair selling prices have been esti-

mated the present fair selling price and the future fair selling

price and it is necessary to determine which of these is to be taken
for the purpose of our calculation. Ordinarily the measure of pro-
tection is based on the average of the present and future fair selling

prices.
This method involves the risk that in the earlier years the

industry receives less and in the later years more than the estimated
amount of protection. In the case of an undeveloped or partially

developed industry which has received 110 assistance other than that

afforded by the normal level of revenue duty, inadequate protection
in the earlier years may render progress slow but will not necessarily
involve a set back. In the case of Match industry which has made
such rapid headway under the stimulus of a very high revenue duty,
a serious set back will inevitably result if the protective duty is

insufficient to enable the industry to hold its existing share of the

market before future economies are realized. Moreover the estimate
of the future fair selling price is based on somewhat uncertain fac-

tors, in particular, the cost of wood and the possibility of obtaining
an increased share in the home market. It seems safer, therefore,
in framing our estimate of the amount of protection required on our

accepted method to assume that the present level of costs in a well

equipped and well managed factory will be attained by the industry
as a whole.

101. It is also necessary to determine which of the three classes

of matches, viz. :

Matches with aspen (D Aspen splints and Indian wood boxes;
splints and Indian wood (2) Aspen splints and boxes;
boxes taken as typical. (3) Indian wood splints and boxes

should be taken as typical of the industry. From the figures for the
Swedish Match Company's factory in Calcutta, it appears that the

proportion of matches sold which are made entirely of Indian wood
is about one-third of the total. Nearly the whole production of

Burma, amounting to about 1^ million gross and the whole of that
of Assam, the United Provinces and the Punjab, is of this class of
matches. We have no reliable figures for Bombay, the Swedish
Match Company having recently given up this class of manufacture,
but two of the Gujerat factories use Indan wood entirely.and some

( 80 )
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of the other factories in the Presidency for a certain percentage of
their output. From such figures as are available we are of the opi-
nion that about one-third of the matches at present manufactured
in India is of this class, and that a substantial body of consumers
are prepared to buy them at a price 2 to 4 annas below that of aspen
matches. So far as matches made entirely of aspen are concerned,
it appears undesirable to frame our proposals for a class of match
in which no Indian material is used. We have already explained
our reasons for considering the manufacture of half size matches,
which is mainly carried on in the vicinity of Bombav, as represent-
ative of the whole industry and in Chapter II it has been shown that
in Bombay the manufacture of splints from Indian wood is less

profitable than from aspen wood. It would, therefore, appear
reasonable' to estimate the measure of protection on the fair selling

price of matches with aspen splints and Indian wood boxes. There
is another reason for adopting this course. Though the fair selling

price of matches with Indian splints is less than that of matches
with aspen splints and theoretically, therefore, the measure of pro-
tection required is less, the price at which matches with Indian wood

splints can be sold is also somewhat less. This is a factor which
would have to be taken into consideration, and the result, so far as

the measure of protection is concerned, would be about the same for

both classes of matches.

102. The present fair selling price of half size matches with

aspen splints and Indian wood boxes has been foimd to be
Rs. 1-4-0' 94 and the comparable c.i.f . landed

Theoretical measure of without dutv of imported matches of
protection nine annas. *: .-" 1A - n - * /

the same size 11 aimas 10 pies. Pnma facie>

therefore, the measure of protection would be 8 annas 2-94 pies or 9

annas in round figures. Subject to minor adjustments, we should

in ordinary circumstances recommend this as the measure of protec-
tion to be "granted to the Match industry.

103. There are certain very important features which differen-

tiate this indiistry from any which has so far formed the subject
of investigation by this Board. Our enquir-

Difference between ies have been directed mainlv to undeveloped

^tiTs^t^'ated
61'

or partially developed industries and our

object has been to propose a scale 01 protec-
tion which will enable such industries to expand and eventually
supply the whole home market and withstand competition without
the assistance of a protective duty, tinder the stimulus of the high
revenue duty the Match industry has advanced far beyond this

stage. In 1926, the production of matches in India exceeded half
the demand of the country, while at the present moment, the capa-
city of the industry is at least one million gross of boxes per annum
in excess of the demand. Further, we have had no alternative but
to base our calculations on present production and the measure of

protection which has resulted presupposes that this production will

be maintained. There are two important assumptions underlying
the principle upon which we have hitherto determined the measure

E 2
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of protection. The first is that Indian manufactured articles will

ordinarily sell in the market at about the same price as the foreign,
or at a price perhaps slightly below it and the second is that at this

price the Indian manufacturer will continue to find a market for

his goods and will be able to reach maximum production. Neither
of these con3itions is fulfilled in the case of the Match industry. As
we shall see later, Indian matches sell at a price substantially below
that of imported matches and the output of Indian factories depends
on the respective prices of imported and Indian matches.

104. Normally when a high import duty is imposed, it may be

expected that the foreign goods liable to such duty will either cease

to enter the country or, if they continue to
Reasons for difference

jje imported, sell at the same' price as the
in price between imported T j > XT -^ * J.T. i i

and Indian matches. home product. JN either ol these results has
followed the imposition of a duty of Us. 1-8-0

per gross on imported matches as will appear from the following;
Table of prices of half size matches :

QII of^a Indian matches ludiau matches
All

J[wi
ian

Year.
Swedish patches Ambernath aspen other than Amber- wo

^
d

roreign.
Rplints. uath aHperi epliuts. f^th

Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest. Highest. Lowest.

Re. A. P Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. *. Rs. A P. Rs. A. P.

1924 . .266250240210
1925 ... 2 1 13 1 13 1 12

1926 ... 1 14 1 8

1927 . .230 ... 160140156126120
The price of matches varies according as they are sold wholesale

by the gross, or retail by the dozen boxes or less. It appears from
the Table given above that the difference in price between imported
and the best Indian matches is approxinlately 15 annas. It re-

mains to consider to what extent this difference extends also to the
retail market. The evidence as regards the price of matches sold

by the dozen is not very clear. The price of Indian matches has
been stated to be as low as 2 annas a dozen though the more usual

price appears to be 2 annas 6 pies per dozen boxes. Similarly, im-

ported matches are said to be sold at from 3 annas 6 pies to 4 annas

per dozen boxes. The price varies considerably according to the
location of the shop and the nature of the business of the retailer.

Speaking generally, we think that the most usual price is 2 annas
6 pies for Indian matches (superior) and 3 annas 6 pies for imported
matches per dozen boxes. As regards retail price per unit of less

than one dozen boxes, the evidence is clearer. The price of Indian-

matches is one pice per box ancl that of imported matches 2 pice

per box or 2 boxes for 3 pice. It would appear, therefore, that the

difference in price in the retail market between Indian and imported
matches is about 1 anna per dozen or half a- pice per unit of 2

boxes, or in terms of a gross boxes between 12 annas and Us. 1-2-0

per gross. The difference therefore generally approximates to that

which we have observed in the wholesale market.
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One reason for the large difference in jlrice which these figures
indicate between Indian and foreign matches is that time is required
for the full effect of economic forces to appear. Since the imposi-
tion of the duty the tendency of the market has been gradually to

replace foreign by Indian matches. As we have stated before, aspen
wood matches, whether manufacture^ in India or abroad, a-re pre-
ferred in Bombay. The imports of half size matches into that port
which in 1923 stood at 1*93 million gross had fallen to 1*21 million
in 1925 and in 1927 stood at '35 million. Habits persist long after

good reason for them has ceased and this is particularly true of a
conservative country like India. In consequence many consumers
both Indian and European prefer to continue the use of imported
matches, $ie quality of which they know, and a wide margin in

price is necessary to divert their custom to the Indian made matrh.
105. Another reason for the marked difference in price is to be

found in the varying quality of matches other than imported
Swedish matches. During the War the

import trade was mainly in the hands of

rnltf
"
^"her^'thal th JaPanese * *he ry poor quality of the

Swedish. matches then imported contributed not a

little to the subsequent capture of the
market by Sweden. Further, in the early days of the Match
industry in India, the matches manufactured were defective,

particularly in the head composition, and sometimes failed

to ignite. There is still a wide range in quality. Matches
made by the smaller concerns the so-railed cottage factories are

frequently inferior and where the splints are of Indian wood, the

quality is very variable. Moreover Indian manufacturers fre-

quently omit to impregnate their matches though the cost of im-

pregnation is negligible. The reason given for the omission of this

very inexpensive proceSvS is that the average Indian consumer does

not ask, and is not prepared to pay a little more for impregnated
matches. This appears to be hardly a sufficient reason for the

omission. The want of impregnation has, in our opinion, contri-

buted largely towards stamping the Indian match with the badge of

inferiority. There are some manufacturers also who employ hand
labour for making, side painting and labelling the boxes and in

consequence the boxes present a much less finisned appearance and

possess an uneven striking surface. Another point to which we
must draw attention is the custom of some Indian manufacturers of

mixing Indian wood and aspen, splints. Whatever financial ad-

vantage is gained thereby must necessarily be shortlived, and we
consider the effect of this practice on the reputation of Indian match
is most unfortunate.

106. Sweden was the earliest exporter on a large scale of matches
to India and other parts of the world. Safety matches have come

to be associated in India with Sweden.

a
E
fnda

S f SW6diSh^ Matclies of a Mgh quality have not only
paga *

Deen manufactured but every effort has been

made to maintain the quality in all parts of the world. The

quality of the Swedish companies' matches has secured for their
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labels and trademarks d world wide reputation and colourable imi-

tations nave often been matters of expensive litigation, sometimes
with and sometimes without success. Further, if a market requires
a particular size or method of packing or fancies a special label,

tnese companies have been quick to meet its requirements. Indeed
it has been claimed by the Swedish Match Company not without

justification that
ff where it is necessary for the factory to adapt

itself to follow the buyers' requirements, even when small quan-
tities are involved, the Swedish Match industry has a decided

advantage over its competitors."* As far back as 1913, 9,000
different labels were delivered from the Swedish factories. Co-
versely, where the public taste is satisfied with one size or quality,
the conditions of competition are not so favourable, and! the differ-

ence in price is not very marked. This is borne out by the observ-

ations of the Swedish Match Company itself: t" "Where the

Swedish Match Industry has to reckon with competition is above
all in those markets where large quantities can be manufactured in

one and the same size of box and where the demands for adaptabi-

lity are moderate ". India is a market where the consumer exhibits

a .great variety of tastes, particularly in the matter of labels and
this desire for variety has been further stimulated by the efforts of

the Swedish Match Company. The Company and its commission

agents carry on by means of hand bills, circulars and the employ-
ment of publicity agents, systematic propaganda the ostensible

object of which is to extol the superiority of the Swedish make of

matches, but which have indirectly resulted in lowering the repu-
tation of the Indian product. The Company's publicity campaign
does not however extend in the same degree to its Indian goods and

probably in the interests of its imports the Company has refrained

from claiming that for practical purposes the quality of its Indian
matches is as good as that of its imported matches. These are

among the reasons which have given rise to the prejudice against
Indian matches.

107. In so far as the defects enumerated above are due to the

avoidable inefficiency of Indian manufacturers, they should not be
allowed to influence the measure of protec-

e uaf in^Haht "kflS-
iion recommen<led to the industry. We find,

ported/

11 7uaiy im"

however, that this prejudice extends to all

matches manufactured in India. It is not
denied that some brands placed on the market are of inferior quality
and such matches naturally cannot be sold save at a large reduction
in price. But several manufacturers in India produce matches of

superior quality which cannot be distinguished from imported
Swedish matches. After careful and exhaustive examination we
find that the aspen matches manufactured by the Swedish Match
Company at Ambernath are in every way as good as the imported

*
Page 25 The Swedish Match Industry, by the Swedish Match Company,

Stockholm.

t Page 24 ibid.
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Swedish matches, and Mr. Schele, the General Manager of the

Swedish Match Company, has admitted that for practical purposes
the quality is the same. It must be clearly understood that though
throughout this argument we shall refer to the Swedish Match Com-
pany's matches produced at Ambernath, this does not imply that
no other matches manufactured in India come up to the standard
of imported matches. On the contrary, we find that the best class

of matches manufactured at several of the larger Indian factories

are equal in quality and appearance to those produced at Amber-
nath.

108. We have found in paragraph 104 that the difference in

wholesale price between imported and Indian matches is about 15

annas and that in the retail market a differ-

clato.
tCh manufacturer8 '

ence also exists which in terms of gross sales

varies between 12 annas and Us. 1-2-0. It

is claimed generally by manufacturers that some difference must
remain if the Indian Match industry is to survive. Thus on behalf
of the Esavi India Match Manufacturing Company it is stated :

" We consider a difference of 12 to 14 annas in price per gross
to be sufficient to overcome the prejudice against Indian
matches ".

In the representation of the Santa Cruz Match Works it is lirged
that the present price of imported matches is 4^ pies per box and
that of Indian manufacture is 3 pies per box. If this difference is-

maintained, the industry has a fair chance of holding its own against
foreign competition. Again, in the written evidence on behalf of

the Mahalakshmi Match Factory, the proprietor of which is Sir

Daya Kishen Kaul, it is stated the Swedish matches sell at 6 pies
and 4^ pies per box while the Mahalakshmi matches are placed on
the market at 3 pies a box. This difference represents a fair

measurement of the difference due to colour and should be sufficient

to overcome the prejudice against Indian matches. Match manu-
facturers are agreed that if the Indian industry is to hold its own

against foreign competition, there must be some difference between
the price of Indian and foreign matches. Most manufacturers and
some of the principal dealers in Bombay consider that the difference

which at present exists must continue and that the duty should be

regulated accordingly. It remains to consider whether this opinion
can be upheld. Further, though the effect of the duty is directly
reflected in the wholesale price, it does not follow that any change
in the duty will necessarily affect the retail price. The fixation of

retail prices is dependent to a very large extent on the value of tha

lowest monetary unit in use in the trade, while the effect on retail

prices of a reduction or increase in the duty is complicated by the

possibility of variation in the middleman's profit. Before consi-

dering these aspects of the question, it is necessary to investigate
the importance of retail sale as a factor in the prosperity of the
Match industry.
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109. Practically no matches are sold to the consumer by the

gross. The ordinary unit of sale is the dozen boxes or the single
_

4 .. ,
_ . box. We shall refer to the former as dozen

Eetail and dozen sale.
gales wMle wg ^^ employ the term retail

sales to cover all sales of less than a dozen at a time. Now the effect

on prices of a reduction in the duty may vary according as sale is

conducted by the dozen or retail. It is therefore necessary to deter-

mine the importance for the match trade as a whole of these two
classes of sales. Any exact estimate of the proportion of dozen sales

to retail sales is clearly impossible and in estimating the relative

importance to the Match industry of the two methods of distri-

bution, it is necessary to rely on such general indications as are

available. Opinions on the subject are very varied. Some wit-

nesses suggest that in the towns retail sale extends to about 25 per
cent, of the total, while others would put the figure considerably
below this. The greater proportion of sales, however, must be out-

side the large towns. Thus while the sales of Ambernath matches
in the Bombay Presidency in 1927 amounted to 1*677 million gross,

only about 25 per cent, of this was sold in Bombay city and suburbs.

India is pre-eminently an agricultural country and the means and
standard of living of the agricultural classes are very low.

Speaking generally, it may be stated that dozen sales are mainly
for household use. But where the means or wages of the majority
of the population are small, it is clear that even for household use
retail sales will to a very large extent replace dozen sales. The
total demand for matches in India is about 17 million gross boxes

annually. Distributed amongst a population of 320 millions, this

represents a consumption per head of about 8 boxes a year or one
dozen boxes in 18 months. Taking into account the standard of

living of the agricultural population and the fact that matches if

stored are apt to deteriorate, particularly in the monsoon months,
it appears to us that almost the entire sale of matches outside the
towns must be retail. Our experience of conditions in rural India
confirm this impression. We have defined retail sale as the sale of

less than a dozen boxes at a time. We believe, however, that the
unit of retail sale does not as a rule exceed three boxes. Those who
desire to purchase beyond this number will usually purchase a

dozen. In rural areas and among the poorer classes of consumers
the unit of sale is usually the box. We consider, therefore, that in

considering the effect of any reduction in duty on the price of

matches, great importance should be attached to retail sale by the

single box.

110. In a memorandum* on the match trade in India, Mr.
Kreuger, the Chairman of the Swedish Match Company, remarks

_, . ..

" In many instances the monetary sys-The monetary unit.
tem rf ft country j g decisive fop the ^jj

price which the public has to pay. For example, in the United
States of America the retail price of matches will be at least 1 cent
a box and in Great Britain at least 1 penny a box independently

* Vide Appendix C.
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ot" the price charged by the manufacturer
'

'. In giving evidence

before us Sir Daya Kishen Kaul also was emphatic as to the import-
ance of the monetary unit in India. The lowest monetary unit in

India is the pie, but though this coin is still in occasional use, all

the evidence which we have indicates that in the match trade at any
rate the pice (3 pies) may be considered for practical purposes the

smallest coin. *

Effect of monetary Hi. "We give below a Table illustrating
umfc-

the effect of the monetary unit on retail

prices :

Price per Price per l box< 2 boxes. 3 boxes,
gross. dozen.

Rs. A. P. Annas. Pice, Pice. Pice.

Indian 150 2-3 to 2-6 1 2 3

Imported ... 2 4 3-6 to 4-0 2 3 4

Difference per unit of sale ... - 1 1

Difference per box .

Difference per gross ... ... Rs. 2-4 Rs. 1-2 Rs. 0-]2

It will be seen that so far as the retail purchaser of imported!

foreign matches is concerned, no reduction in price will result un-
less the fall in the import duty is sufficient to permit of a reduction-
of one pice in the price per unit of sale. This reduction would*
make the retail price of both Indian and imported matches the same.
It follows, therefore, that if any difference in price is to be main-
tained in the retail market, it must be, a-s the manufacturers claim,,
the difference in price which exists at present. It might at first

sight appear that in order to equalize the retail price^of Indian and!

imported matches it would be necessary to decrease the duty to an
extent sufficient to cover the whole of the difference per gross re-

presented by the difference in retail prices of Indian and imported
matches a-s shown in the Table, and that a reduction by an amount
falling short of this might benefit the purchaser by the dozen with-
out substantially affecting the position in the retail market. This,
however, does not necessarily follow, since the retail dealer may
find it expedient to sacrifice a portion of the profit which he now
makes on retail sale.

112. Clearly the maximum wholesale price which can be

charged if matches are to be sold at 1 pice a box is Us. 2-4-0 pel

Reduction in the duty gf
088 ' .**% P.

rice ab thi
?
W

<l
uld invo

!
ve

which might equalize re- the dealer in loss.
rlhis price does not in-

tail prices of Indian and elude the middleman's profit, for which
imported matches four a llowanre must be made. Speaking gene-annas. ,, , ., i- i n , i-i

& ^

rally, the evidence indicates that the margin
of profit shared by the various retail dealers is from 8 annas to Be. 1

per gross. There is, however, a curious difference between Indian

and imported matches in regard
to this. We have found that the

fair selling price of the Indian match is Es. 1-4-0 per gross. It is

impossible, therefore, to sell at less than I pice per box, as the sale of

2 boxes a pice would result in a wholesale price below Rs. 1-4-0 per

gross. Internal competition would also prevent the price rising
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much above Rs. 1-4-0 per gross. Tlie whole of the difference bet-

ween this
figure

and the retail price (Us. 2-4-0 per gross)
must go

to the middleman. There is, therefore, no possibility that by a

reduction in the middleman's charges the retail price to the consumer
could be reduced. On the other hand, the retail price of imported
matches stands at present above the one pice level and there is,

therefore, every inducement to reduce the retail dealers' commission
so thaf, if possible, the retail price may be reduced to that of Indian
matches. In order to exclude entirely the possibility of the retail

price of imported matches being brought 3own to the one pice level,

it would be necessary to ensure that the wholesale price should not

fall below this level. The adoption of this course, however, could

only be justified if we assume that the entire elimination of the

middleman's profit is possible. We cannot suppose that this will

ever occur. At the same time the sales organization of the Swedish
Match Company is being rapidly improved and every effort is being
made to reduce the chain of middlemen and lower "the cost of distri-

bution to the consumer. Though it is possible that the middle-
man's profit may at times stand at a much higher level, we believe

that the interest of the Indian Match industry will not be adequately
safeguarded if we assume a minimum retail profit or cost of distri-

bution of anything above 4 annas a gross in future. It may be

thought that if the retailer's commission is greater for Indian than

imported matches, greater inducement is thereby offered to push
the sale of Indian matches. This, however, is not necessarily the

case, since increased turnover may well compensate for a lower scale

of commission. If imported matches are to be sold at 1 pice per
box, the maximum wholesale price which can be charged is

Rs. 2-4-0. Tliis, however, does not include middleman's charges
which we have now estimated may be as low as 4 annas a gross.
The maximum wholesale price will, therefore, be Rs. 2 per gross
.(Rs. 2-4-0 minus 4 annas). The present wholesale price is

Its. 2-4-0. It appears, therefore, that a reduction of (Rs. 2-4-0-
Rs. 2) 4 annas in the duty might not improbably bring about a

reduction in the retail price of imported matches. The effect of

any further decrease in the duty may well be merely to increase the

profits of foreign manufacturers, without any corresponding benefit-

to the country. Taking the unit of sale of 3 boxes, in order to re-

duce the price to 2 pice, it would be necessary to secure a maximum
wholesale price excluding retailer's profit of Rs. 1-8-0 per gross.
This, however, would reduce the measure of protection below the
difference between the fair selling price as we have estimated it and
the duty free price of imported matches.

113. We have now reached the conclusion that owing to the

operation of fhe monetary unit, there must be in the retail market a
difference of at least one pice per unit of

n
sale if ^e Indian matcl1

.

is to retain a*y
advantage over the imported match.

This difference exists with the present revenue duty of Rs. 1-8-0.

Yet, it has been found possible to sell in India about- 4 million
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gross of imported matches. If the difference were to disappear, it

cannot be doubted that the sale of imported matches would largely
increase and this increase could only occur if the sale of Indian
matches were proportionately decreased. Nor is there any escape
from this situation possible by a further reduction in the price of

Indian matches resulting from better practice and further econo-

mies. For, in the retail market at any rate, the limit in price is

determined by the monetary unit, namely one pice. The imme-
diate result of any such measure, therefore, would be to transfer

demand from the Indian to the imported match. The output of

Indian factories would at once decline, and since we have based our
estimate of a fair selling price for the Indian manufacturer on

present output, our recommendation regarding the measure of pro-
tection would no longer hold good. A period of intense competi-
tion would undoubtedly follow any reduction in the duty, many
Indian factories.would be closed and the industry would receive a
set back from which recovery would be extremely difficult. It has
been seen also that this difference in retail price might well dis-

appear even if the present duty were decreased by 4 annas only.
The duty has been in force for five years and it would appear un-

necessary to make any small variation in it unless thereby some

very marked advantage would accrue to the consumer.

114. So far as the consumer of Indian matches is concerned >

it \tould appear that the retention of the duty involves no addi-

T . , , tional burden. The stage has, however,Interests of consumer. ITT i i -P n
already been reached where the price of

matches made in India is determined by internal competition and,
as has already been shown, -the best class of Indian matches sells

at some 13 or 14 annas less than imported goods. It is true that

if the duty were reduced by 4 annas or less, the purchaser of

imported matches by the dozen might in favourable circumstances

obtain them at 6 pies per dozen less. Since, however, Indian
matches manufactured of aspen wood equal in quality to imported
matches can be obtained at a price determined by internal com-

petition, no real hardship is imposed on this class of consumer.
The consumption of foreign matches has fallen rapidly and the

number now consumed is about 4 million gross a year, while the

Swedish Match Company estimates that if the present duty is

maintained, the consumption of imported matches will shortly not

exceed half a million gross annually. Consumers of this class of

match will as a rule be comparatively well-to-do and the relief

afforded to them by a reduction of price of even 6 pies per dozen

boxes will not be appreciable. On the whole, therefore, we oonsi-

'der that there is not sufficient reason for any reduction in duty.

115. An additional reason for our conclusion is the uncertain

attitude of the SwedisK Match Company. We Cannot entirely

Policy of the Swedish ^nore
.

tlle
.

possibility of the Company
Match Company makes preferring importation from Sweden to local
elimination of imports manufacture, for there is a powerful incen-
destrable.

tive ^ m^e ^ reat e#ort fa 'retain the
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imports. The Company possesses in Sweden about 20 factories
which manufacture between them about 30 million gross per
annum. About 95 per cent, of this quantity is exported. The
imports into India still constitute a considerable percentage
and if they were

.
to cease suddenly before anothei

market is found, some of the home factories might have
to close down or the number of working days per week would have
to be reduced, a problem which the Company may not face
without a final struggle. That this consideration is of no small

importance is shown by the fact that at present matches are being
imported into India at l\d. per gross f.o.r. works which, as we
have shown, leaves little or no margin over the works costs if it

covers them fully. If the duty i lowered at this stage ^
the scalea

wilJ be distinctly weighted in favour of the Company.
116. It may be argued and indeed one or two witnesses have

suggested that some increase in the present duty is required.
The demand for matches in India is about

duty necessary.

1" Pt< nt 17 mill
|
on ">*> boxes annually while the

productive capacity is 18 million gross.
One of the main objects of the system of protection in force in

India is to develop the industry to such, an extent as to enable it

to face competition without further assistance than is afforded by
the revenue duty. Practically, all factories in India including
those of the Swedish Match Company are now working below their

full capacity and since the attainment of full production is an

important factor in reducing costs, the more rapid elimination
of imports would appear desirable. We think, however, that the

margin left by the present duty, if retained, should be sufficient

to bring about this result. It has already been shown that im-

ports have fallen rapidly since the duty was introduced and it is

probable that without further change in the duty this fall will

coiitimie. It is unnecessary, therefore, in our opinion, to increase

the duty.
117. In the course of this enquiry various objections have been

raised, some directly and some by implication, to the retention

_. . .. , , of the duty at its present level. Some of
Omections considered. ,

-'
, Tn , P ji

these refer to the qualmeations of the in-

dustry for protection, a question which has already been considered

in the body of the report. It is suggested by the Bombay Chamber
of Commerce that the duty should be fixed at a level which will

admit of the import of a considerable proportion of foreign matches.
The assumption is that the duty will remain a revenue duty, and
in order to obtain a maximum return the duty should be fixed to

permit imports. Since, however, we have found that the industry'

qualifies for protection, it is unnecessary to deal further with this

aspect of the case. There still remains, however, an argument
which might be advanced against our decision which requires
consideration. It may be thought that in the interests of the

industry itself the scale of protective duty sHould not be pitched

higher than is strictly required. Incentive to economic produc-
tion is thereby removed and premature over-production may prove
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more fatal than the absence of foreign competition. We admit
the force of this argument where the industry under consideration
is comparatively undeveloped ami is equipped to supply only a

portion of the home market. Owing to the action of the Govern-
ment of India in imposing a revenue duty of Us. 1-8-0 per gross,

tjie Match industry has passed ^ar beyond this stage and is now
equipped for a production exceeding the country's demand. The
conditions for over-production, therefore, already exist and the

severe competition which has resulted, already supplies the stimulus

required for economic production. The consumer has already
borne the burden resulting from a makeshift revenue policy, and
to fix the duty now at a level which might have been justified had
the industry been developed by the grant of a reasonable protective

duty at an earlier stage, would involve the sacrifice of a developed
industry to theoretical considerations without any compensating
advantage.

118. In arriving at our decision we have not been influenced

by a consideration of the vested interests involved, but have re-

,r . , , , commended what we believe will be in the
Vested interests. , . . . . , , ^.

country s interest as a whole. Our terms ol

ireference require us to consider in certain circumstances whether

any vested interests have been created and we consider it desirable
*to place on record our conclusions on this matter. There can be
no doubt that substantial vested interests have been created since

the imposition of the duty. The figures which we have been able
to collect ar,e not sufficiently complete to enable us to assess them
precisely. But if we were to allow the same capitalization for the
rest of the industry as for the Ambernath factory, the fixed capital
invested may be estimated on a capacity of 18 million gross at

Rs. 24 lakhs per every 3 million gross, at Its. 114 lakhs, and

working capital at the rate of Its. 10 lakhs for every 3 million

gross, at Rs. 60 lakhs. Some of the Indian factories are not so

well equipped as the Ambernath works and if allowance is made
for that fact, the total investment will probably be in the

neighbourhood of Its. 175 lakhs, not including the cottage fac-

tories. Though we are not recommending the continuance of the-

duty on the ground of vested interests, we cannot overlook the

fact that the revenue duty at present in force is exceptionally high
and its protective effect cannot have escaped Government's notice.

Further, it 'has been allowed to remain in force for five years

though its immediate result in stimulating the construction of

match factories in India was known to Government. We consi-

der, therefore, that Government should not ignore the existence

of such interests in arriving at their final decision.

119. We recommend that the existing duty of Its. 1-8-0 per
gross boxes should be maintained and should be transferred from

tlie revenue to the protective part of the

du^ofR, fio^S* <f
hedul

f-
T P"**

.

the e si n f <*

mended. duty the present duties on splints and
veneers should also be maintained and

transferred tp the protective part of the schedule.
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120. There is one anomaly in the incidence of the duty to which
we should like to refer. The duty is applicable to all sizes of

matches and irrespective of the number,

the
A=ly

dut;Tn
V
d
e

,

d ^ P"Mrf they do not exceed 100 in each
ent sizes. box. When the duty was first imposed,

every method was devised by manufacturers
and importers for its evasion. The full size box contained befpre
its imposition thicker and fewer matches, the number amounting
to about 60. is the duty was made applicable at the same rate
whether a box contained one hundred or fewer matches, the
matches were made thinner and their number was increased to
80 to 90 per box, by which means manufacturers evaded part of
the duty and were for a time able to undersell those brands which
still contained a smaller number of matches. Two indirect re-

sults followed this anomaly. One was that the half size obtained
in proportion a higher degree of protection against foreign matches
than the full size and, as we have seen, the development of its

manufacture in India has been at a far greater pace than of the
other size. The other was that the burden on the consumer of

foreign matches varied with the size used, the user of the full size

80 to 90 matches paying the same duty as that of the half size

60 to 65 matches. We have considered the question whether we-
should make any proposals to rectify this anomaly. We are of
the opinion that none is necessary at this stage when imports are

gradually disappearing. But if any subsequent revision of the
tariff takes place, we would urge upon the Government the desir-

ability of avoiding what appears to us to be an unnecessary differ-

entiation between two classes of consumers.

121. The period of protection has still to be determined.
There are, however, special features in connection with the Match

,3 . , , , .. industry which perhaps render the fixation
.Period of protection. rt '-,/>, -i

x AT *

of any definite period unnecessary. Already
the industry has reached a stage where the price of Indian made
matches is governed by effective internal competition. The Indian

industry as at present organized is capable of supplying the whole

demand of the country and the elimination of imported matches

which is probable in the course of the next few years should have

no effect on prices. The protective duty will then impose no

burden on the consumer and its removal becomes a .matter of no

practical interest. There is also another aspect of the case. It is

important from the national point of view that India's resources

should be developed and we have in a memorandum at the end of

this report recommended the adoption of a scheme of plantation.
A period of not less than 20 years is required before the trees of the

species suitable for match making come to maturity. The pre-

mature removal of the protective duty would tend to increase

foreign competition and to the extent to which imports increased,

the demand for Indian wood must decline. It would follow that

the inducement to undertake plantation would be less, a result

which, in our opinion, would be exceedingly unfortunate. We
recommend, therefore, that no definite period should be fixed,
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but that as recommended by the1 Fiscal Commission the progress

of the industry should be carefully watched and a fresh enquiry
ordered when circumstances appear to warrant such action. The

future development of the industry is uncertain and it may well

be that the results of research in regard to the Indian wood supply

may in the future reoider other forms of assistance more suitable.



CHAPTER VII.

Cottage Factories.

122. We have received from the Indian Match Manufacturers *

Association, Calcutta, the membership of which comprises mainly
the smaller match manufacturing concerns,
a representation urging that a special
measure of assistance should be extended to

cottage factories. It was claimed that the interests of the smaller
concerns would be sufficiently safeguarded if an excise of 8 annas

per gross was imposed on matches manufactured by companies or
firms financed by foreign capital and a bounty at 4 annas a gross
granted to cottage factories for five years. As an alternative it was
suggested that the present import duty should be increased by
4 annas, an excise duty of 8 annas be imposed on firms and com-
panies manufacturing matches which are financed by foreign
capital and of 4 annas per gross boxes on others and that in no
circumstances should an excise be imposed on cottage factories.

123. The rapid growth of match factories of the cottage in-

dustry type in recent years is due to several causes. The most

important was the increase in the revenue
of

fcty to the
,
hif?h l

evel LRs-,v8- per grrof imported matches. The high prices for
Indian made matches which resulted gave a great stimulus to the

cottage industry. Unfortunately there was a widespread idea that
these prices would continue, and the decline resulting from eco-
nomic causes which might have been foreseen, such as the increase
in the number of factories and the improvement in the methods of

manufacture, has given rise to much disappointment. The expan-
sion of the cottage industry has also been influenced by inaccurate
and frequently interested propaganda. Mr. Troup's Memoirs on
Match manufacture has popularized the view that match manu-
facture on a small scale is profitable and economically sound.
Manufacturers of and agents for Japanese and other match

machinery have lent their support to this theory in order to in-

crease the sale of other goods. Both the Bengal and the Bihar
and Orissa Governments have specially investigated the Match
industry through the agency of Mr. A. P., Ghose. His interesting

reports have been responsible to a very large extent for the en-

couragement of the cottage industry. We were anxious to obtain
the benefit of his assistance, especially as our conclusions are
somewhat at variance with his views. In spite, however* of two

opportunities of giving evidence he declined to appear before the
Board. Finally, some local Governments, without perhaps defi-

nitely committing themselves to the view that there is a future
for match manufacture on cottage industry lines, have undoubtedly
through the activities of their Industrial Departments, conveyed
the impression that they were not entirely out of sympathy with
the idea. It is not unnatural that with the decline of price*

( 74 )
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resulting from unavoidable economic causes and the consequent
elimination of many cottage factories, considerable resentment has
manifested itself and a demand has arisen that special measures
should be taken to assist factories of this type.

124. Our terms of reference are exceedingly wide. The con-

cluding sentence of the resolution in which the subject was referred
to this Board runs as follows:

"
Generally

by ep n "

tlie T
.

ariff Board wil1 investigate the whole

question and make such recommendations
as seen germane to the subject ". The consideration of a represen-
tation of the type now put forward does not appear to be excluded

by our terms of reference. Nevertheless we feel that in deciding
whether . any special assistance should be granted to cottage
factories, we must be guided primarily by the considerations set

forth in the Fiscal Commission's report. The sociological or
educational aspect of match manufacture organised as a cottage
industry is in our opinion a matter of policy, to be determined

by the local Governments concerned.

125. The term cottage industry is loosely applied to small
match factories varying in capacity from 50 to 100 gross boxes

per day, with the minimum amount of
f C ttagC

machinery, most processes being carried on

by hand. These factories are for the most

part situated in and about Calcutta and it is perhaps significant
that match manufacture on this small scale is not attempted in

Bombay, where the progress of the industry and the reduction
in the costs of manufacture have been greatest. A number of these

factories were inspected by the Board daring its visit to Calcutta.

A power driven lathe was usually employed to produce the veneer
oi' which the boxes were made, but a few purchased the veneer
from other and larger factories. Many purchased the rejected

splints or matches of the larger factories. Some obtained splints
from factories specializing in their manufacture for sale to the

smaller concerns, while a few prepared them in their own chopping
machine from veneer also manufactured by them. Other processes,
such as labelling, dipping, etc., were carried out entirely by hand 9

frames usually being filled by means of Kand worked frame filling

machines, though in some factories each single splint is inserted

in the frame by hand. We were anxious to ascertain whether any
cottage factory existed in which all processes of manufacture were

carried out by the members of a single family in their own house,
but we were informed by the Director of Industries, Bengal, that

no manufacture of this type was carried on in Calcutta. The
various processes of manufacture carried out by hand were per-
formed partly on the premises by hired labour, partly by workers-

in their own homes. For the manufacture of boxes and for label-

ling, veneer, paper and labels were supplied by the factory. These
were taken by the workers to their own homes and payment was
made for the finished boxes at piece rates.
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126. We were unable to discover any essential difference
between manufacture in these cottage factories and in many of

No distinction in prin-
the larg^r Indian factories with a production

ciple between manufac- of several thousand gross a day. A very

factoris
C ttage and ther consi(leraDle proportion of tlie boxes at

ac OIies '

Messrs. Esavi India Match Manufacturing
Company's factory, which next to the Swedish Match Company's
is the largest factory in Calcutta, are prepared by hand, while
in Bombay the system of supplying materials to* workers for the

preparation of boxes in their own homes is extensively practised
by the larger Indian factories. Nor is there any distinction in

the matter of the provision of capital, since the cottage factories

are financed not by the workers themselves but by the small

capitalist who owns the works. It is therefore difficult, if not

impossible, to define with any precision what constitutes a cottage

factory or to draw any clear line between these and other factories.

127. Speaking generally, it may be said that the following are

the characteristic features of those factories which were indicated
to us as typical of the cottage industry

ta^
h
f^tnril

StiCS f C0t "

class - Production was small and in conse-
tage tactones.

,
_ . in

quence the purchase of chemicals and other

raw materials was on a retail scale and consequently more expensive.
Hand labour was employed in most of the processes. The boxes
were therefore poorly finished and commanded a lower price than
those produced in the better equipped factories. Splints were
often purchase? from other factories and to this extent the industry
was therefore dependent for its existence on other manufactures
whose interests might not always be coincident with its own. In
so far as rejected splints or matches were used, the quality and

reputation of the matches suffered and the price obtained was
less. Conditions of labour were inferior. The rooms in which
work was carried on were small, hot and insanitary. Nor was it

possible to take adequate steps against the danger of fire and

explosion. We addressed the Calcutta Corporation asking for a

copy of their rules regarding trades or industries dealing in ex-

plosives or inflammable substances, but received no reply. What-
ever regulations may be in force in Calcutta in regard to such

trades, little effort appears to have been made to enforce even the

most elementary precautions on these factories. In this respect
Calcutta was in marked contrast to Bombay, where match manu-
facture in buildings situated in crowded streets is not tolerated

either in the city or in the suburbs. Some of the houses in which
manufacture was carried on were situated in thickly inhabited

portions of the town and were not detached from the neighbouring
liouses. Manufacture of matches in such circumstances becomes a

menace to the public safety. Recently we observed a report in

the papers of a case in which two lives were lost owing to an
outbreak of fire in a Calcutta factory believed to be due to insuffi-

cient care in the use of chemicals. The output of this factory
was about 1,000 gross a day an3 in the smaller factories even less

supervision may be expected.
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128. Of the 38 factories of which tjaie Industrial Engineer ,

Bengal, has given an abbreviated description, two only undertake
the whole process of manufacture. Seven-

Calcutta and
f

Madras.
teen Purchase splints and veneers from other

factories and perform the remaining
processes by hand. Thirteen only make boxes out of veneers

manufactured elsewhere, while one makes only splints and veneers.

This factory supplies the semi-finished material to the cottage
factories and it is therefore to the interest of its proprietor that

cottage factory Manufacture should contimie or even expand. A
comparison of this description with that of the smaller factories

in Madras given in Appendix A to the letter of the Government
of Madras, dated 17th February, 1927, indicates that the features

are in Both cases similar. In Madras also splints and veneers are

often purchased from other factories. Wages are very low and
hand labour is employed in most of the processes of manufacture.

The cost of production is about Es. 1-8-0 per gross or approximately
the same as in Calcutta. It appears to us from this description
that any conclusion which we may form as to the future of the

cottage
-

c

factories in Calcutta will be equally applicable to ihe

cottage iype of industry in Madras.

129. In order to enable hand work to compete with machine

manufacture, one of two conditions must exist. Either the product

Conditions necessary of hand labour must command a better price-
if hand manufacture is or special circumstances must render the
to compete with cos t of production of the hand made article
machine goods. lower. Where special designs are demanded
of a special quality of article in quantities not sufficient to admit

of mass production, a cottage or home industry may flourish.

Thus for hand woven cloth there is a special market and the addi-

tional price obtainable is siifficient to cover the extra cost of pro-

duction. This is not the case in the Match industry
;

The matches

produced far from being superior, are distinctly inferior to the

products of the larger factories both in point of finish and of

uniformity of quality and the price obtainable is some four annas

per gross lower. It remains to be seen whether there are any

special circumstances which would admit of a lower cost of

production.

130. We have been supplied by the Industrial Engineer to the

Government of Bengal with his estimate of the cost of producing
mafclies in a cottage factory in Calcutta,.

Costs of cottage factories. ^^ ^ Qs fotfows :

Factories working Factorieg u?ing
entirely by lnftchino for

hand inclndinar
ffame m

frame filling,

Rs. A. P. Bs. A. p.

Splints
030 060

Boxes 3 8
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Rs. A. p.

Chemicals paper and labels . .030
Frame filling 030
Paraffining and dipping in chemicals 006
Box filling 016
Box pasting wrapping of paper in

and out 023
Pasting of labels . . .006
Dozen packing . . . .006
Miscellaneous 010

123

It is to be noted, however, that this^ estimate has not been accepted
as correct by the Indian Match Manufacturers' Association, and we
believe, in certain respects, not without reason. These small fac-

tories purchase all their requirements retail and the price is, there-

fore, very much higher than it would be if purchases were made
wholesale, the difference being- in some cases as much as 50 per
cent. Yet the total cost of chemicals, papers and labels, etc., is

given as 3 annas as against 4 annas 8 pies for the Swedish Match

Company's factory in Calcutta. In the following table the prices

paid by the IJhagirathi Match Factory of which the output in

1927 was about 300 gross boxes daily are compared with those

paid by Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company for the

most important chemicals.

Bhagiratlii Messrs. AdRinjee
Match Hajee Dawoo<l

factory. and Company.

Us. Ks.

Chlorate of potash per ton . . . 500 455

Sulphur per ton 280 152

Phosphorus per ton 4,480 3,156

Paraffin per ton 560 525

The Bangia Diasalai Karjalaya of which the cost have been given
is a factory producing some 200 gross per day but claiming to be
of the cottage industry type. It undertakes only the finishing

processes, veneers and splints being purchased. The figure for

chemicals, paper, etc., has been given as 7 annas which is probably
about the average figure under this head for a cottage factory.
The cost of veneers and splints has been given at 7 annas 6 pies

against the figure of 9 annas supplied by Mr. Mitter, the Industrial

Engineer. Even allowing for this reduction, the total costs in-

cluding overhead charges and profits but excluding the manager's
remuneration amount to about Us. 1-5-1. The advantage derived
from small overhead charges incidental to the management of a
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cottage factory is more than set off by the heavier labour costs

resulting from the adoption of hand worked methods of manufac-
ture. Comparing Mr. Hitter's estimate with that of the Bangiya
Diasalai Karjalaya we think we should be justified in assuming
that the average cost is not below Us. 1-6-0 per gross.

131. This level of costs assumes that cottage factories serve onlv
a very restricted market in their own vicinity. If matches have

to be transported to any distance packing
cases are re(lllired >

while during the monsoon
unless they are stored in tin lined cases,

their ignition becomes defective. If, therefore, the future orga-
nization of the industry were to be on cottage industry lines, it

would -be necessary to provide for the cost of packing cases.

Further, selling expenses would not be less than 1 anna while gross

packettiiig would amount to 3 pies a gross. Packing charges
would not, we believe, be less than those of the Swedish Match
Company at Calcutta, viz., 2 annas 2 pies per gross. The cost of

manufacture of matches then becomes Rs. 1-9-5 for the cottage

factory. The present works cost of manufacturing full size boxes
of matches at the Swedish Match Company's works at Calcutta
for matches with aspen splints and Indian wood boxes is Rs. 1-5-0,
or if Indian wood is used Rs. 1-2-10. If to these figures we add
overhead charges and a reasonable measure of profit calculated on
full production, we obtain Rs. 1-8-6 and Rs. 1-6-4 per gross res-

pectively. It appears, therefore, that for the general supply of

matches in the country, the cottage system or manufacture could
never supplant the mass production methods of the larger factories.

132. But it may be argued since at present the costs of the

cottage and other factories are on about the same level it may be

possible to secure to the cottage factories the
No future even m local market in their immediate vicinity and this

markets. ... , . ,. . .
' .,

will be in the economic interests 01 the

country. We would concede that where circumstances are favour-

able, the cottage factory may survive, as for example where it is

able to obtain wood below the price paid by the larger factories.

But the figures whicE we have given for the Swedish factories are

not the lowest which can be reached. The works are not yet

manufacturing to their full capacity and as output increases, wort;s

costs should decline. The future level of costs is likely to be f,t

least 3 annas a gross lower. Matches with aspen splints and Indian
wood boxes command a premium of at least 3 to 4 annas a gross
over the products of cotTage factories and even matches with Indian
wood splints manufactured in the larger factories, owing to the

better finish of the boxes, sell at prices appreciably higher than

those obtainable for cottage factory products. It appears, there-

fore, that even in local markets the cottage factory matches will

not be able to hold their own against the products of the larger
factories.

133. It has been suggested that by means of co-operative orga-
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nization, tile cost of raw materials might be brought down and
manufacture in this way cheapened. We

JST 4= ***. however, whether even so the costs

assistance. of cottage factories could be reduced to a

level which would compare with that of the

larger factories, while the want of uniformity in quality and the

general lack of finish would necessitate a lower price level for

their goods. No progress has as yet been made in co-operative

organization, though the question, we have been informed, nas

often been discussed. It appears that serious difficulties stand in

the way of securing the amount -of combination necessary to obtain

any appreciable results. It has been suggested that Government
should purchase chemicals and paper and sell them to the. smaller

factories at wholesale rates. It has also been proposed that

Government should establish a splint factory near the forests and

supply splints at cost rates handing- the factory over' later for co-

operative management. We are not sanguine of the success of any
such experiment. The delay inseparable from Government acti-

vities and the uncertainty of obtaining supplies when they are

needed, appear to us to render this form of assistance unsuited to

business requirements. As we have already stated, the^re are

great difficulties in the way of co-operative organization and even

if the manufacture of splints in the forests were an economic pro-

position, which is by no means certain, the eventual management
of such a factory by a combination of the smaller match making
firms would be difficult. Overhead charges, office expenditure and
the cost of distribution would also be heavy and the total relief

obtainable would, we are convinced, fall far short of the standard

expected.

134. For these reasons we believe that from an economic point
of view there is little future for match manufacture as a cottage

industry. It would not, therefore, be right

suUatle
11 ^1^ in'

**
'

to propose any special measure,

dustry.
which would nave the erbect of encouraging
a type of manufacture', which in the end

must give way to more modern and improved methods. Nor do
we believe that the manufacture of matches is a suitable industry
to be undertaken on cottage lines. Not only are the essentials for

successful operation absent, but the raw materials and the finished

product are of a highly inflammable nature. Special precautions
are therefore necessary. The building in which 'manufacture is

carried on should be sufficiently remote from other buildings to

localize any fire which may occur. This condition is not fulfilled

in the case of most of the so-called cottage factories in Calcutta
and we do not believe tEat the necessary precautions against fire

could be observed in many of the cottage factories as they are

situated at present. Further, many of the chemicals used in

manufacture are of an explosive nature and it is obvious that more
care is likely io be observed in the handling of these in the larger
factories where more efficient supervision can be enforced.
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135. As regards the processes which form the basis of a home
industry proper, namely box making and labelling, it is true that

Danger of sweating.
the organisation of the cottage factories

permits these to be carried on by workers in
their own homes. This feature is not peculiar to cottage factories,
but is shared by the larger factories where thei latest machinery
has not been fully ii, -.tailed. In the vicinity of Bombay we saw
several factories producing 1,000 or more gross boxes a day, where
the system of piece work for box making in workers' own homes
was in force. The system is one which in our opinion is not con-
ducive to the workers' welfare. By its nature no restriction can
be placed on the number of hours worked or on the age or sex
of the worker. When competition arises between such factories

and thp more modern concerns equipped with the latest machinery,
the easiest and perhaps the only form of economy for the smaller
factories is a reduction in piece rates. We have had evidence that
such reductions have already been effected in some factories in the

vicinity of Bombay. Remembering the appalling conditions of

sweated labour which existed in Europe in industries where hand
work came in competition with machine made goods, we cannot

regard this feature of the Match industry as onei to be encouraged.

136. WHile we cannot recommend any special measure of

assistance to the cottage match factories as such, we consider that

there is one aspect of the question which

du^if^oduLd.^
'" ** consideration. Should Govern-

ment decide to impose an excise duty on
matches made in India, it may not be possible for the smaller

cottage factories to pass this on entirely to the consumer. Rates
of interest charged on advances are high and it is almost always
necessary for such factories to sell their goods without delay at

the best price obtainable. Thus when considerable sums havei to

be paid to Government on account of excise revenue, it may be

necessary to sell stocks at a lower price than the addition, of the

excise would justify. Some additional expense on account of book-

keeping and the maintenance of registers might also be neCeesary.
While as has been seen theore is no ground for extending assistance

to match manufacture as a cottage industry, it would be unfair to

impose by means of an excise duty on cottage factories a special
burdeoi which would not be borne by better equipped concerns

Having greater financial resources. We think, therefore, that if

possible, a reduction not exceeding two annas per gross should be

allowed to cottage factories in the event of the imposition of an

excise duty. We are aware that administrative difficulties may
occur, in particular in determining what is or is not a cottage

factory. At the same time we consider that this should not deter

Government from attempting to alleviate the special burden im-

posed on sucH factories. We Have carefully considered whether it

is possible) to lay down any definition of a cottage factory, but we
find that the only practicable method^ of differentiating cottage
from other factories is by output, which we consider should be

fixed wrfh reference to local conditions.
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Swedish Match Company : Future organization of the
industry.

137. Proposals have been put forward that Government should
introduce special measures to curtail the activities of the Swedish

Match Company. It is alleged that the

Sw fMh c2g S.
wedi^ Mat<* Company having at its

disposal very large financial resources, has
endeavoured to crush the local manufacture of matches by
unfair competition, by a systematic cutting of prices and by
propaganda of an objectionable type. Instances have been brought
forward in support of these allegations and before considering
what action (if any) is desirable, it is clearly necessary to consider

to what extent the case against the Swedish Match Company has
been established.

138. So far as prices are concerned, unfair competition may
be defined as sale at a price which does not cover works costs or

at any rate which does not leave a reason-
Unfair competition : abje margin for overhead charges and profit.Imported matches. . . .,

,
,

, 1 i -iiiAs regards imported matches, there is little

doubt that the Swedish Match Company has been exporting half

size matches into India at abnormally low price and that the

competition has been unfair. Had it not been for this the Swedish

Match Company would not have been able to maintain its imports

which, even at the end of 1927, amounted to 3-59 million gross.

139. The complaint of unfair competition, however, so far as it

relates to the production of the Indian factories of the Company
appears to us to be unfounded. The

No unfair internal com- gwedish Match Company's costs, as we have
petltlon '

seen, are higher than those of the Indian

manufacturers, while the price of its matches are an anna to an

anna and a half per gross higher than those of the Indian manu-

facturers. In the following Table we give the works costs and the

weighted average realized price for the whole year and the differ-

ence between the two to cover overhead charges and investment on

capital- _ ^^ 1925 1926 1927

Be. A. P. Bs. A. P. Es A. P. Be. A. P.

Difference . 7 lOf 7 8* 7 If 4 Sf

The above figures show that the reduction in the selling price has

approximately corresponded to the reduction in the works costs

and that in every year not only was the works costs covered by the

price but a higher margin than we have allowed as reasonable in

our future fair selling price was left to the Company for overhead

charges and profit. It is true that the Swedish Match Company
did not make as High a profit as the Indian manufacturers which,

as we have shown, even during last year, was not less than 20 or 25

per cent, on the capital and in one case amounted to between 50

( 82 )
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and 60 per cent. When the high revenue, duty was first imposed
and internal production was small, the level of prices was deter-

mined by the import price, Mr. Fatehally of the Santa Cruz
Match Works stated that in the beginning the profits amounted
to 12 to 14 annas per gross, if not more. Judging by the prices
that the Anibernath works realized, the profits of the Indian manu-
facturers must have been extraordinarily high even if they realized

prices somewhat lower than those of the Swedish Match Company's
Indian factories. The main grievance, therefore, of the Indian
manufacturers seems to amount to this that the Swedish Match

Company by its entry into thei market rapidly brought down the

abnormal profits of the industry. It must, however, be recognized
that the Company's activities have been of real service to the

country by stimulating competition and that relief has thereby
been afforded to the consumer, who in other circumstances would
have been called on to pay a price far in excess of that which
would yield a fair measure of profit to the manufacturers.

Further, the, superior quality of the aspen matches produced by
the Swedish Match Company has raised the general standard of

quality of Indian matches, and the improvement in the industry

may, therefore, be attributed largely to the competition of the

Swedish MatcE Company.
140. Another allegation is that the Swedish Match Company

has lowered the reputation of Indian matches by unfair propaganda
and by the deliberate production and sale

iKfTt^mThS; f y inferior matches from Indian wood.

deliberately lowered. As regards the second allegation, the tacts

are as follows. At the commencement of

July orders were isvsued to the Ambernath factory to use Indian
wood in the manufacture of splints. The wood in stock was old
and inferior and the matches produced were of very poor quality.
Samples were examined by the Sales Manager of the Swedish
Match Company who at once* wrote to the Chief Factory Manager
recording his opinion that matches of this quality should not be
manufactured not only because their sale would affect the reputa-
tion of the Company's other brands but also because, in view of the
low price obtainable, their continued manufacture would mean a

loss of about Us. 70,000 a month. He visited the factory the
next day and telegraphed to the General Manager at Calcutta

requesting permission to discontinue manufacture. Permission
was accorded by wire. Although manufacture had been carried
on for less than a weeife, some 40,000 gross had already been made
and their destruction would have involved the Company in a loss

of about ~Rs. 40,000. Rather than face this loss, it was decided,

contrary to the advice of the Company's selling agents, to place
v these matches on the market at tKe besT price available. The
goods were finally sold at approximately 12 annas a gross. We
have carefully examined all the correspondence on this matter in

the Company's office. There is little doubt that thei sale of these
inferior matches affected to some extent the reputation and price
of Indian matches, particularly as sales were in small lots and
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spread over a considerable period. We cannot say on an examina-
tion of the correspondence and papers on the subject in the Com-
pany's office, with what intention manufacture was originally
undertaken. It is clear, however, that the manufacture of these
matches could not but result in substantial financial loss to the

Company and as soon as this was recognized manufacture was dis-

continued. At the same time, we cannot overlook the fact that

many complaints against the activities of the Company had already
been made and it might have been expected that the Company
would have taken special care to avoid any course likely to pro-
voke criticism. We think, therefore, that in this matter a serious
error of judgment was committed and that the Company would
have been better advised if tie whole* production had been destroyed
even though this would have involved it in a loss of nearly
Rs. 40,000. The Company has since then discontinued the manu-
facture at Ambernath of matches made entirely of Indian wood
and there should be no room for this kind of criticism in the future.

141. The firm of Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company
of Rangoon own the largest Indian factory and is the most power-
T ... .

ful rival of the Swedish Match Company.
Me
L
st

gat
Adamjec "SB Mv ' Adamjee. Hajee Dawood, who is the

Dawood and Company. Managing Director and Principal share-
holder of the firm, was approached by the

representative of the Swedish Match Company early in 1925 with
a view to his entering into a trade agreement or a combine. The
negotiations fell through and no agreement was reached. Soon
after

"
strong trade rivalry in fact a trade war broke out ?; *

between tKe two rivals. Disputes over trade marks took the form
of judicial proceedings. One of the suite was tried on the original
side of the High Court and was decreed in favour of the Swedish
Match Company. On appeal, however, the decree was reversed.
In the course of its judgment the appellate Court expressed the
view that the Swedish Match Company itself, though it had filed

proceedings against Mr. Adamjee Hajee Dawood '* had shown
themselves to be not very scrupulous in avoiding designs which they
knew had been appropriated and used by their rivals ". This un-
successful litigation in Burma was unfortunate for the Company,
as it has created much misgiving in the puhlic mind. But we
would point out, at ilie <-*t?jip time, that instances ha\e come to

our notice in the course of our enquiry which showed very close

imitations of some of the well known labels of the Company. One
or two cases which were instituted by the Company in the High
Courts were recently compromised by the defendants and under-

takings were- given by them to refrain from further imitation.

142. It has been stated in the proceedings by a considerable
number of Indian manufacturers and by some of them on oath,

that in 1922 or 1923 the representatives of

tte Swedish Match Company approached
them and ottered eather to take over their

*
Judgment on appeal of the High Court of Rangoon, January 1928

Adamjee Hajee Dawood vs. The Swedish Match Company.
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factories or to take in each one of them a majority interest. It

was also stated that if tha offer was refused the Company threatened

a price war which would lead to their ruin. A counter affidavit

has been filed by the Swedish Match Company in which the alle-

gations that offers were made have been substantially admitted,

though the statements as regards threats have been repudiated.
Whether the threats were made in so many words is immaterial.

At that time Indian manufacturers were enjoying unprecedented
prosperity and it is hard to understand what motive would induce

them to surrender more than half their shares in a profitable busi-

ness except fear of the possible consequences of refusal. These in-

direct threats have so far proved completely ineffective.

143. It has been alleged that by means of circulars, cartoons and
other forms of propaganda carried on by the Company to develop

the sale of its imported matches, it has made

unfair
g
p
t

mpagarfda
gal

'

dinS
comparisons to the disadvantage of Indian
matches and thus spoilt their reputation.

There is evidence that such propaganda has been carried on by the

Company or its agents and some harm must have resulted.

Where trade rivalry exists and competition is intense, it cannot
be expected that manufacturers will be over-scrupulous in pushing
the sale of their goods. At the same time, we have seen advertise-

ments of the Swedish Match Company which in some cases expli-

citly, in others by implication, condemn the products of all Indian
match factories without reserve. (We must confess that it strikes

us as curious that a foreign firm should repay the hospitality
offered to it by India by belittling the quality of Indian mauufac-
tures as a class or indeed that the Swedish Match' Company con-

sidered that its interests were best served by methods of advertise-

ment wliich could not but stir up animosity.

144. While incidents such as these have not unnaturally given
rise to suspicion among Indian manufacturers as to the intentions

of the Swedish Match Company,* we have

Indian
*

mdStr
' sou ht in vain for J fact to substantiate

the general charge brought against the

Company, namely, that it has caused serious injury to the Indian

industry in an attempt to eliminate all competition. The most

outstanding fact established against the Company is that it has
carried on unfair competition in respect of imported half size

matches. We believe that the scheme of protection which we have

proposed is sufficient to prevent any serious injury being caused
to the Indian industry by imports of foreign matches at uneco-
nomic prices and we believe that the publicity afforded by Ihis

report should prevent any recurrence in future of such incidents
as we have referred to. But we have not found that the interests
of the Indian industry have been jeopardised by the activities of

the Company or that up to the present the existence of its factories

in India has been prejudicial to the national interest. It has
been urged that the Swedish Match Company with its long ex-

perience of match manufacture and vast resources, will be able to
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produce matches at a price which will enable it to undersell the
Indian manufacturer without resort to unfair competition, and
thus in course of time the whole industry will fall into its hands.
We are by no means satisfied that the superiority of the Swedish
Match Company over other manufacturers is so great as is supposed.
Already, as we have shown in Section V of Chapter III, the costs

of several Indian firms are below those of the Ambernath factory.
In the matter of wood supply, the factories of medium size enjoy
an advantage since their requirements not be/ing excessive it is

generally possible to obtain Indian wood within a reasonable
distance. Storage of large quantities of wood is also unnecessary
in many cases and thus both in price and quality of wood, distinct

advantages are enjoyed by the Indian factory of more moderate
size. Practically no Europeans are employed in Indian match
factories and the cost of supervision is, therefore, much reduced,
while capital expenditure on housing the European staff is avoided.

Head Office expenses, necessarily very heavy for a company conduct-

ing business on a world scale, are comparatively light for the Indian
concern. In all these respects the Indian manufacturer occupies
a position of advantage and we see no reason why he should not

compete effectively with the Swedish factories established in India,

provided that he directs more attention than has been the case in

the* past to the quality and uniformity of his output. There is

no cause, therefore, to think that in present circumstances any
special measures are required against the Swedish Match Company.
There is, howeve-r, among Indian manufacturers considerable ap-

prehension as to the future which is based largely on the history,
resources and general policy of the Swedish Match Company and
in order to appreciate this aspect of the case, a brief account of

the Company appears necessary.

145. The history of the Swedish Match Company is given in

considerable detail in the pamphlet
" The Swedish Match Com-

pany
"

published under its own name, and
History of Swedish

j { several of the prospectuses
* andMatch Company. , ij. T.--U.C j.balance sheets which iorm part of our

record. In 1903 two of the largest and the oldest of the match
factories in Sweden known as the Jongkoping Company and
Vulran Match Works formed a combination which then or soon

after absorbed five other companies. The ability of the Swedish
match industry to compete in foreign markets which had been

crippled was largely restored by the adoption of this course. But
there still remained about eleven factories outside the group which,
whether they competed against it or against one another, constituted

a distinct handicap to maintenance of prices in foreign markets

upon which the prosperity of the industry almost wholly depended.
In 1913 Mr. Ivar Kreuger of Messrs. Kreuger and Toll, by the

establishment of a Company called the United Swedish Match
Factories, brought tTTese factories under one single control. The

* Vide Supplementary Statement No. 1 submitted by Messrs. Adamjee
Hajee Dawood arid Company, Rangoon.
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entire industry thus passed into the hands of these two combina-
tions and though therei was in the home market a good deal of co-

operation between the two, competition in foreign markets was un-
avoidable. During the war Sweden had almost entirely lost its

foreign trade. In 1917, in order to recapture it the Swedish Match
Company was incorporated and the two combines were brought
under the single control of that Company with Mr. Ivar Kreuger
as Chairman.

146. The capital of the Company was, in 1917, 45 million
Kroner or about 2| million pounds (Kr. 18'16~1). In 1922,

n .. , f ., the Company increased its capital to
Capital of the Company. ^ nn A *l ^

A , n . rkAA AAAX
r

,

Kr. 90,000,000 (5,000,000), new shares-

being issued at a premium of 20 per eeiit. In 1924, the capital
was increased by another Kr. 90,000,0<TO to Kr. 180,000,000

(10,000,000). These shares were also issued at a premium. In
1927, a further issue at Kr. 230 of shares of the face value of 100
Kronors each, at a premium of 130 per cent, per share, brought up
the capital of the Company to Kr. 270,000,000 which is equal to

15,000,000. The Swedish Match Company subsequently trans-

ferred a number of factories, concessions and other interests which
it had acquired in various parts of America, Europe and in the-

East, to a new company called the International Match Corpora-
tion, incorporated in Delaware, United Stales of America, in De-
cember 1923. The Swedish Match Company controls this Cor-

poration by holding a majority of its ordinary stock. According
to the balance sheet of this Corporation, dated December 21, 1926,
its capital consisted as follows :

Millions.

Participating preference stock $47'25

Common stock $30'03

TOTAL . $77'28

147. The total capital of the two companies gives but an in-

adequate picture of their financial resources, the magnitude of their

enterprise or of the commercial and even
Financial resources

political innuence they are able to exercise,and influences.
,

*
, u TT j d v i. i

throughout the world, under Swedish law
not more than one-fifth of the voting power of the Swedish Match

Company may be held by foreigners. In order both to socure capi-
tal and to enlist the support of powerful financial interests abroad,
the bulk of the Company's capital consists of what are- known as
' B '

shares. Each share carries with it only 7^7^ th part of a

vote, while rfe right to participate in profits is not affected. The
Swedish interests, thus, have practically the entire control of the

Company, though the bulk of the capital is supplied by foreisrn

investors. In 1925, within seven years of its inception, the Re-
serve fund of the Swedish Match Company, which was built up
mainly out of the premium on the issue of fresh capital, amounted
to 81-54 million Kronors (about 4| million pounds), or equal to-

about half the then subscribed capital. In 1Q27, as we have seen.
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about 5 million pounds of fresh capital was issued at a premium
of 130 per cent. To these amounts must be added the reserve of
the International Match Corporation. Further, both the Com-
panies have acquired a dominant control over the capital invested
in the manufacture of matches in about 30 countries of the world,
fn this way large local reserves have been built up gradually in the
books of most of the subsidiary companies which, when necessary,
would be at the disposal of the parent company. From resources
such as these arise not only the ability to carry on competition for an
indefinite period, but the power to acquire a considerable amounf
of financial and political influence and in fact some of the most

powerful banking organizations in London and New York are
interested in the two companies. In return for concessions or

monopolies, the Swedish Match Company has leoit to foreign'Govern-
ments large sums of money at comparatively low rates of interest.

Among these the most important is the French Government to
which about 80 million dollars, we understand, were recently
advanced at 5 per cent. In the International Match Corporation's
balance sheet for 1926 advances to Governments are shown to
amount to about 22% million dollars.

148. It may be estimated that the Swedish Match Company now
controls not less than 65 to 70 per cent, of the total world's demand.

It has built its factories practically in everyExtent of world control.
important country in the world and where

no factories exist, it exports matches from Sweden. In more than

twenty-five countries it lias either a complete monopoly granted by
the Government or a virtual monopoly acquired in different ways
to which we shall presently refer. In 1927 it entered into an ar-

rangement with Messrs. Bryant and May under which, in substance,
the British Company was to operate in the whole of the British

Empire excluding Asia and the Swedish Match Company outside

that area. The only European countries of any importance that are

practically now outside the direct control of the Company are Fin-

land, Austria-Hungary and Czeclio-Slovakia, but it is believed that

in Austria-Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia also it has a working
arrangement as regards exports.

149. The object of the Company is to secure a position in every

possible market of the world, which would enable it eventually to

regulate prices. The acquisition even of the
Object of the Company. maj or part of the business in a market will

not enable it to achieve this object. Either a complete monopoly
must be obtained or a majority interest in every important unit

constituting the industry. As we have stated, it has already secured

this power in
respect

of 65 to 70 per cent, of the world's market.

150. We shall now briefly describe and give some illustrations of

the methods adopted to secure its object. Where circumstances are

favourable the Company obtains a direct

Company's methods.
monopoly from the State. In some cases the

monopoly is granted because it is considered to be in the economic in-

terest of the country. . As an inducement to grant concessions moneys
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are advanced sometimes as a direct loan to the Government at a low
rate of interest or in the shape of discounting at a low rate the royalty
payable to the Government during the whole period of the monopoly.
The Company's arrangements with the Greek Government may be
cited as an illustration of this policy. Where this is not possible,
and especially where the industry is sheltered by a high tariff, the

Company acquires in the country, by negotiation, existing factories

or builds new ones. An attempt is then made to obtain control of

the industry amicably. If this proves unsuccessful an intense price
war is initiated until the local industry surrenders. For example,
in Belgium very severe competition prevailed before -the Company
obtained virtual control of the industry. In this connection the

statement recently made by the President of Belgian manufacturers
before the special Committee appointed by the Belgian Government
is of some interest.

" The cartel (meaning the Swedish Match Company) makes more

money by the matches manufactured in Sweden and in other coun-
tries by it than on those manufactured in Belgium. It is. therefore

to its interest to close down in Belgium as many factories as possible.
The price war which the cartel is capable of carrying on during years
in all countries to which Belgium can hope to export matches * * *

is very formidable. It is a matter of public notoriety that last year
a Belgian factory was compelled to go into liquidation on account of

this price war : the assets realized in the liquidation were not enough
to pay 10 per cent, to the shareholders ".

151. In Germany also the Swedish Match Company has acquired
a controlling interest in about 65 per cent, of the industry and the

German Government, fearing that the whole
Controlling interest of

industry might pass into the hands of the
the Swedish Match Com- m ,

J e
, .

r
ino^ , A

pany in Germany. Trust, agreed in 19^7 to a compromise. A
Sales Organization Company was incorporat-

ed in which the Swedish Trust and the German manufacturers had
each a half interest. The Swedish group was* given a share equal
to 65 per cent, of the manufacture and the remainder was allocated

to the German factories. No new factories may be erected except
with the permission of the Government. But if any factory ceases

to manufacture, its quota can be purchased by any existing factory
and it is therefore possible that the Swedish Match Company may
be able to acquire in course of time a considerable percentage of the

existing factories other than those belonging to co-operative con-

cerns. As regards sales, however, the German group will retain

half the interest. The Government was compelled to have recourse

to this compromise in order to save the German industry from the

peril to which it was exposed.

J52. Japan was the most formidable competitor of the Swedish
Match Company in the East and, therefore, as we have stated in ai)

earlier chapter, an intense price war was car-
Japan. rje(j on against Japan in all the markets o

the East, especially in India. In the end the Japanese industry
succumbed to this competition. According to our information, the
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Swedish Match Company has now a controlling interest in about
80 per cent, of the Japanese iridustry.

153. While we think that nothing has so far occurred in the
activities of the Swedish Match Company in India which calls for

Government action, it must be admitted that

ial bodies!
commer-

the resources of the Swedish Company are

sufficient, if it so desired, to crush for a time
at least all competition from Indian firms and capture for itself the
whole of the Indian market. It is in view of this possibility that
the Board addressed Chambers of Commerce and Associations of

Indian manufacturers and traders on the subject of the measures
which should be adopted in the event of the Swedish Match Company
establishing a practical monopoly in the Indian market. The replies
received indicate that business opinion as a whole is averse
to any establishment of a Government monopoly whether in the
manufacture or sale of matches. The alternative, namely the estab-
lishment of a monopoly of sale entrusted to a Central sales organi-
zation, commends itself to the Indian Chambers of Commerce.

154. Their proposal is that this sales organization should be

managed by a limited liability company and should be treated as

a public utility concern.
" The organiza-

Monopoly of sale re- tion should be entirely Indian in manage-commended by Indian , 3 , i jiii Jiri
Chambers of Commerce. ment and capital and should control the

manufacture and sales of matches both local

and imported. This sales organization should fix a price for the

purchase of the products of manufacturers, such price being fixed

separately for each manufacturer on the basis of his cost price plus
a percentage for depreciation and interest on capital employed, pro-
vided that such price shall not be unreasonable having regard to the

average cost of manufacture by Indians. This price should ordi-

narily hold good for a period of 5 years and the benefit of any
cheapening in the cost of production that a manufacturer may bring
about during this period should go to him ". It is also proposed
that all existing match factories in India should be licensed and a

quota of production fixed in accordance with the present capacity
and output of each individual factory. In the case of the Swedish

factories, however, the quota should be fixed on the average output
of the last 3 years and provision made for the reduction of this

quota so as to ensure the cessation of production in 5 years.

155. Any scheme of this nature must depend for its success on.

ihe general support of match manufacturers and if a- considerable

section were opposed to it, because they
Scheme dependent for believed that their interests would not re-

Tranufactur
C
ers

Peratl0n ceive sufficient consideration from the sales

organization, it would be unreasonable to

force this system on the industry. We believe, therefore, that, as in

Germany where a somewhat similar system is in force, substantial

agreement among Indian manufacturers is a condition precedent to

any action by Government. Since at present reasonable profits are

fceing made by most manufacturers, any prospect of such agreement
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is remote. Nor will unanimity appear unless the Swedish Match
Company attempts to capture the whole of the Indian market and
the danger is so real and imminent as to merge all thought of private
interest in that of the general safety. Should such a situation arise

we should not hesitate to recommend Government to introduce the

legislation necessary for enforcing an agreed scheme of control.

156. Before dealing with the proposals made by the Indian
Chamber of Commerce in respect of licensing of match factories, it

_. A
. . is necessary to refer to a proposal which has

Differential excise duty. been ver/ generallv put forward, namely
that a discriminating excise duty should be introduced. It has been

suggested that a distinction should be drawn between companies
and firms according as they are or are not financed by foreign capi-
tal. On the former an excise duty of eight annas per gross should
be imposed while the latter should either be subject to no duty or

to a duty smaller in amount. Since we are concerned witb protec-
tion of Indian industries against foreign competition and the scope
of our enquiries is as a rule limited by the conditions laid down
by the Fiscal Commission, we should not normally consider the

question of protecting any section of an industry against competi-
tion within the Tariff wall. Our terms of reference, however, in

this enquiry are so extremely wide that we feel we cannot entirely

disregard an aspect of tlie case which has been pressed on our notice
from many quarters. The case as it has been presented to the Board
combines two points of view. First, objection is taken to the em-

ployment of foreign capital in Indian industries and the demand is

advanced that such enterprises should be specially taxed. The
other aspect of the case concerns the possibility of the establishment
of a monopoly and its effects on the interests of the country. Which-
ever point of view has been piit forward, it has been assumed that a

definite line of policy in the treatment of all foreign capital and of

all monopolies is justified. Very important questions of policy
have thus been raised which affect not only the Match industry,
but also a number of other industries in this country. As regards
the question of foreign capital, the matter was considered in some
detail by the Fiscal Commission. In 1925, the Government also

appointed a separate Committee the External Capital Committee
to consider this subject. The reports of both these bodies indicate

that the question whether the interests of the country necessitate

the imposition of restrictions on the employment of foreign capital
is by no means so easy of solution as it might at first appear and
that in any case the difficulties in administration of any special
measures and the possibility of evasion of any special disabilities

imposed on foreign firms are such as to render the success of any
system of differentiation extremely doubtful. It is not for this

Board to attempt to decide in regard to a single industry qxiestions
of policy which are the concern of the Government and Legislature
of the country. "We shall, however, consider how far in the circum-
stances of the match industry, such measures would be in the

interests of the industry and of the country as a whole.
F
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157. So far as the interest of the consumer is concerned, we doubt
if there is any ground for serious apprehension, even if the Company

itself established a monopoly. All the
Monopoly would result modern tendency of Associations or Trusts

in little additional bur- i i i, i i
"

j -x * i

den to consumer. which have obtained a position ol monopoly
in regard to the production of some particu-

lar commodity, is to fix the price at such a level as to offer no
inducement to others to commence manufacture. Match machinery
is comparatively inexpensive and can be quickly installed. The
buildings required are also not of a type which require any lengthy
period to construct. In the Detail market as we have seen prices are
determined by the monetary unit. Thus for a single box at present
priced at 1 pice, 110 increase in price short of two pice is possible.
The next stage in retail price, however, is I hat at which imported
matches are now sold. We have seen how the industry expanded
under the stimulus of a high revenue duty and it appears certain
that if an attempt was made to push up the price of matches made
in India to that at present prevailing for imported matches, new
-factories would ari.se to threaten the existence of the monopoly. It

appears to us therefore that M> far as the consumer is concerned, the
result of the establishment of a match monopoly would be limited
to some slight increase in the price ol' matches per dozen boxes.

loS. On the other hand, it appeals highly probable thai within
the limitations imposed by ihe retail market and the monetary unit,

the wholesale price of matches would be some-

nonopoTy?

featm S f
wllat iTea-<ed. Such increase would mean
a corresponding reduction in the profits of

the dealer ami middleman. To this extent, therefore, in the case of

a, company financed by foreign capital additional profits which would
otherwise remain in the country would be transferred abroad, while

the company would also obtain those profits which in other cir-

cumstances would be distributed among Indian firms or share-

holders. Further, if a monopoly of manufacture is established by a

foreign firm, the industry is closed to Indian capitalists. In a

Country so backward as India industrially, the encouragement of

the cnterpreneur class in all industries is a matter of considerable

importance. To this extent any organization of the industry which

deprived Indian capitalists of a reasonable participation therein

would be contrary to the interest of the country. We shall return

to this aspect of the case later. Apart from very serious difficulties

in administration it is doubtful, however, whether, even if the Swe-
dish Match Company's actions justified restrictive measures, the

national interests would best be served by a discriminating excise

duty. .

159. A discriminating excise to be effective must be pitched at

suet a level as to ensure that Swedish matches manufactured in

India are sold in the retail market at a price
Effects of discriminat- above the minimum monetary unit of one

u
X
rs;edfsh

C

Match Pice a box.
.

The stage above the minimum
Company. price determined by the monetary unit is the

price at which imported matches are sold.
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It follows therefore that if an effective discriminating excise duty
is imposed, the Indian matches of the Swedish Match Company
must be sold at prices equal to imported matches where the unit
of sale is less than a dozen. This will mean practically that the

Company will cease manufacture in India. It appears, therefore,
that the result of imposing a discriminating excise duty on the

output of Swedish factories would be to force the Swedish Match
Company to abandon operations in India. A very similar result
would be obtained by the arrangements proposed by the Indian
Chamber of Commerce. The suggestion is that if a sales monopoly
is formed, the Swedish Match Company should receive a quota of

production but that this quota should be reduced annually and ex-

tinguished,within 5 years. Since a steadily decreasing output must
mean higher costs, it is probable that the introduction of any such

system would result in the immediate closing of the Swedish Match
Company's factories in India, unless the increase in the cost of
manufacture can be met by a reduction in the cost of distribution.

160. It need hardly be pointed out that proposals of this nature

entirely overlook the vested interests of the Company and are by
no means conducive to good trading relations

Elimination of Swedish with other eoiintr i es. But apart from this
Match Company undesi- ., 1 it. i J.-L -L i. j. *
rable. ^ does not appear that the best interests of

the country would be served by measures of

this nature. We have seen that much remains to be done in the
matter of experiment and research particularly in regard to the
choice and treatment of suitable kinds of wood, and the co-operation
of a firm of the standing of the Swedish Match Company will be of

the greatest advantage in this respect. Once the industry has been
declared protected, it will, we believe, be in the best interests of

the Company to endeavour to promote the welfare of the industry
and to develop the resources of the country. The existence of a

high standard of quality at the Company's factories is also not
without effect on the industry generally. Further, the training
afforded to Indians in the Company's factories in the most modern
methods of match manufacture must in course of time improve the

general standard of manufacture in the industry as a whole. We
consider, therefore, that the existence of the Company's factories ia

of distinct economic value to the country and that there is nothing
in its activities up to the present time which calls for Government
intervention. In the event of the Company using its large finan-

cial resources to attempt to extend its present share of the Indian
market by means of unfair competition to the detriment of the

Indian manufacturers, we should recommend that Government
should be prepared to take such steps as may be necessary to safe-

guard the Indian industry. It is unnecessary at this stage to state

in detail what action should be taken in siich a case. But the gene-
ral lines on which the situation may be met is indicated in our cir-

cular addressed to Indian commercial bodies.*

* Vide Appendix A.
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161. There is a strong body of opinion in India which holds that

legislation should be introduced compelling foreign companies'

operating in India to observe principles simi-

M2a^ritsr^ iar to *h se wvch we
!?

laid dow
! v,? ,'

Indian interests. . ment for regulating the payment or bounties

to steel manufacture in the Steel Industry
(Protection) Act of 1924, namely

" No bounty shall be payable to or on behalf of any company,
firm or other persons not already engaged at the com-
mencement of this Act in the business of manufacturing
any one or other of such articles unless such company,
firm or persons provides facilities to the satisfaction of

the Governor Q-eneral in Council for the technical train-

ing of Indians in the manufacturing processes involved
in the business and, in the case of a company, unless

(a) it has been formed and registered tinder the Indian-

Companies Act, 1913; and

(b) it has a share capital the amount of which is expressed
in the memorandum of association in rupees ;

and

(c) such proportion of the directors as the Governor Gene-
ral in Council has by general or special order pre-
scribed in this

,
behalf consists of Indians ".

[t is sought thereby to secure that the management of such com-

panies should be more closely identified with Indian interests, while-

the condition that the capital should be expressed in rupees would
facilitate investment by Indians and help to keep the profits in the

country . As pointed out by the Fiscal Commission, the provision
of the Indian Companies Act which require that a company trading
in India must be registered in India and have rupee capital and a

registered office in India were intended to facilitate this object.
We have seen that from the national point of view, the two adverse
results of the establishment of a monopoly or quasi-monopoly by
the Swedish Match Company are that profits instead of remaining m.
the country would be diverted abroad and that Indian capitalists
would be deprived of a reasonable share in the industry. The for-

mer result would be mitigated if the capital of the Company were

expressed in rupees and a fair opportunity given to Indians to

subscribe. We consider, therefore, that it would be advantageous if

this could be effected. But the latter result could only be avoided

by some system of sales control which as we have seen depends on
the co-operation of manufacturers. Any attempt to restrain the-

Company's policy directly by means of legislation would probably
be unsuccessful. For it has been proved by the Swedish Company
to be comparatively easy to evade a law of this nature and no
effective control would thereby be imposed on the future operations
of the Company. At the same time, we believe that the Company
would be well advised to identify itself more closely with Indian
interests by taking steps to comply with the conditions to which we
have referred. Incidents have occurred in the past which have
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given rise to much resentment and which cannot have conduced to

the welfare of the Company. With a reasonable number of Indian,

Directors, such incidents would be avoided and the Company would
be brought into much closer touch with Indian opinion. Further,
if the capital of the Company were expressed in rupees and held to

a large extent by Indians, the feeling of foreign exploitation would
be far less acute. If then it is definitely declared that match manu-
facture in India is to be protected we believe that the Swedish
Match Company would be short sighted indeed if it did not bring
its activities into closer accord with public opinion in the country *



CHAPTER IX.

Government Revenue.

162. In consequence of the growth of the industry which we
have described in Chapter I, by the end of the financial year 1926-27,

when this enquiry was referred to this Board,

^
Decline in Government

tlie revenue of the Government had been

seriously affected. Since then there has

been, a further expansion of the industry resulting in a further loss

of revenue to the Government. In Appendices F and G, we have

given the quantity of matches and match splints and veneers im-

ported since 1923-24 and also the total revenue derived by Govern-
ment. To these figures has to be added the revenue derived by
Government from the revenue duty of 15 per cent, to which mate-
rials used by the industry are liable. In 1923 practically no match
wood was imported. In the works costs the value of materials other
than wood and packing cases amount to about 3 annas per gross
and calculating the duty at 15 per cent, on that amount, the inci-

dence would be about -525 anna per gross. The approximate pro-
duction of Indian factories in 1926 was 10-7 million gross. The
duty on raw materials would therefore amount to about Us. 3|-

lakhs. In 1923-24 it is doubtful if production in India much
exceeded one million gross which would give a total duty of about
Us. 35,000. The figures regarding revenue may therefore be sum-
marized as follows :

Duty on 1923-24. 1926-27.

Matches, splints, veneers . . 1,38,01,915 89,18,223

Imported match-wood . . ... 2,60,000

Other raw materials . . . 35,000 3,50,000

1,38,36,915 95,28,223

By the end of 1926-27, Government revenue from this source had
fallen by at least Us. 43 lakhs.

163. This fall is likely to continue. If our proposals are accept-
ed, it is probable that little more than half a million gross of matches

will continue to be imported. If we assume

*nnr
Hne hk6ly t0 C n "

that asPen is Tlsed for half the matches pro-i-iiiue. i -. T _ _ . A

cluced in India on a consumption of 16-5
million gross annually, between 25,000 and 30,000 tons of aspen
would be required. Taking aspen at Bs. 100 per ton landed, the
revenue would not exceed Us. 4^ lakhs. For other raw materials a

duty amounting to -525 anna on a total production of 16^ million

( 96 )
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gross would give a revenue of nearly Us. 5^ lakhs. The future
revenue would therefore stand as follows :

Us.

Duty on 600,000 gross matches at Rs. 1-8-0 per gross 7,50,000

Imported match wood 4,50,000
Other raw materials 5,50,000

17,50,000

The revenue of Government may increase in other directions. In-
come-tax receipts may rise and more revenue be derived from rail-

way freights. Any such increase will be too slight io make any
appreciable difference in the position. Thus, as regards income-

tax, we have found that the capital invested in the industry is about
175 lakhs : allowing a return of 10 per cent, thereon, the income-tax
leviable would be less than Rs. 8 lakhs. As against this, however,
has to be put the loss of income-tax on firms importing matches.

As no approximate estimate can he made of the revenue derived

from these indirect sources, we do not taker them into account.

1G4. The figures which we have given above indicate that if

the scheme of protection is sncce>sful, Government revenue from
this source, which in 192-3-24 stood at

Tax on imported match
]{ s j 33 lakl is likp i fo f U to b t

wood considered ., 1(yl , , .

'
,

Us. 17j lakhs. Our terms of reference re-

quire us to report
" whether the loss of Customs revenue can be

made up in whole or in part by any other appropriate form of

taxation of the industry
"

in the event of the present duty being-
maintained. We have considered whether we should recommend
an increase in the duty on imported match wood. No very consi-

derable increase in revenue would result unless the duty was raised

to a very high level. Any large increase in the Customs duty on

aspen would seriously affect the manufacturer who uses this wood.
We have seen that the use of aspen for the manufacture of splints is

more economical than the use of Indian wood. It appears therefore

somewhat inadvisable to penalize its use by an enhancement of the

duty. It is true that the use of indigenous timber would thereby
be stimulated, but since the supply is insufficient for the manufac-
ture of all the matches which existing factories can produce, an

extension in the demand would result in an increase in price. Un-
less specially favourably situated those factories which use only
Indian wood would derive no permanent advantage from a measure
of this nature. We are not therefore in favour of an increase in

the duty on imported match wood.

165. We see no reason, however, why in certain circumstances an

excise duty should not be imposed on match factories in India.

On the 24th March, 1924, Sir Charles Innes
Excise duty: General

speaking in the Council of State said "If
principles suggested. the wQod

.

g imported from Sweden or Japan,
and if the splints are cut in this country and if the veneers are made
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in this country, then that will be a real genuine industry. At the

same time it will set up circumstances which undoubtedly my
Honourable friend on the right (The Honourable Sir Basil Blackett)
will have to take into consideration. I do not for a moment suppose
that the Government of India will impose on an industry of that

kind such taxation as will tax it out of existence, but I think we

may find it necessary to impose some amount of taxation on that

industry. That I think is as far as I can go at present. I should
like to make that statement in order that, if the industry is started,
it may not be surprised that we have in some way to tax them ".

The incidence of a duty of this nature on an article in very common
use is very small per head of population and is little felt by the

individual. It is clear, however, that this Board is in no position to

foresee the revenue requirements of GHoverninent and since the

level at which any excise duty (if approved) should be iixed, must

depend on Government's financial position, it is impossible to advise

on this subject. There are, however, certain general principles in

connection with the imposition of an excise duty which we desire to

bring to the notice of Government. In paragraph 150 of its report
the Fiscal Commission lays it down as a general principle that an
excise duty should not be allowed to trench on the degree of pro-
tection required for any industry. It would generally follow from
this that where an excise duty is imposed, the protective duty should
be increased by a corresponding amount. Another point, however,
to which we desire to draw attention is the effect of the monetary
unit. This should be carefully considered in determining the level

at which the excise duty (if required) and the addition to the cus-

toms duty (if any) should be fixed. If an increase in the retail

price to the consumer cannot be avoided, the duty should be fixed

at such a level as to absorb the whole of the increase in price. Any
duty short of this must result in increased profit to the middleman.
The only other matter in connection with an excise duty to which it

is necessary to refer is its possible effect on the small manufacturer.
We have already in the Chapter on Cottage Industries drawn atten-

tion to this and recommended that if possible some concession may
be granted if an excise duty is imposed. This would be all the more

necessary if any system of collection of the duty was introduced by
means of revenue labels affixed to the match boxes, since this would

impose an additional strain on the resources of the proprietors of

cottage factories.

166. The question of the methods of administration of an excise

duty is perhaps somewhat beyond the scope of this report. In the
course of the' oral evidence much attention
was directed to the subject. The various
methods of administration were fully consi-

dered and the difficulties in connection with them pointed out. It

is evident that to some extent the method of collection adopted must

tiepend on the level at which the duty is fixed. A duty of two or
three annas per gross,

which would offer no very large inducement
to smuggling or illicit manufacture, would be most readily collected
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by a system of returns similar to that at one time in force for the

collection of the Cotton Excise. On the other hand, if a substantial

duty were imposed, the possibility of manufacture in neighbouring-
Indian States and export into British India would have to be con-
sidered. In that event some, system of labelling each box might be
feasible. In many European countries each box of matches is

stamped with a revenue label. The labels are obtained on payment
from Government and affixed in the course of manufacture. Whe-
ther such a system should be adopted only for matches made in

British India or whether it should be extended to imported matches

also, would also require consideration. We may point out that the

fact that the import of matches is almost entirely in the hands of

the Swedish Match Company would probably facilitate any system
of labelling for imported matches. These and similar problems are

matters which, should an excise duty be imposed, will doubtless

receive attention from the Revenue authorities. We have referred

to them merely to emphasize the fact that the collection of an excise

duty may not be free from difficulty. If, therefore, Government

contemplates an excise duty on matches as a permanent source of

revenue, it would perhaps make for efficiency in collection and siin-

Slify

the administration of the duty, if at the commencement the

uty imposed was on a moderate scale.



CHAPTER X.

Summary of Findings and Proposals.

167. Under the stimulus of a revenue duty of Us. 1-8-0 per gross
the Match industry in India has made striking progress during the

past five years. There are at present approxi-

ls
findmgs

niately 27 factories with a capacity of 500

gross a day or over and their total capacity
amounts to about 18 million gross matches annually. The imports of
matches have declined froin 13-68 million gross in 1921-22 to

6-13 million in 1926-27.

2. The rapid . expansion of the industry lias been accompanied
by a large reduction in costs, partly due to increased output and
the introduction of up to date machinery, but mainly to the improved
efficiency of Indian labour.

3. The future prices of aspen and of Indian wood may be ex-

pected to remain more or less at their present level, namely Us. 120
a ton and Us. 40 a ton, respectively, except in Bombay where the

price of Indian wood may rise to Us. 75 a ton. -*

4. The maximum price of Indian wood at which it may be used
in the manufacture of splints in preference to aspen is about Us. 24
a ton. It would therefore appear that at the present price of Indian
wood its use in the manufacture of splints is not economically sound

except in upcountry factories where railway freight is prohibitive
and in Calcutta and Rangoon where Indian wood can be obtained
fresh during most of the year.

5. The maximum price of Indian wood at which it may be used
in preference to aspen in the manufacture t)f boxes is Us. 75 a ton
and in the manufacture of both splints and boxes Us. 49 a ton.

6. In determining the fair selling price of Indian matches and
the price of imported matches against which they have to compete,
we have taken half size matches as representative of the industry
as a whole since these constitute the bulk of the Indian production
as well as of the imports.

7. We have based our estimates of the fair selling price of

Indian matches on the costs of the Swedish Match Company's factory
at Ambernath. This factory is the largest unit in the Match indus-

try in India and is engaged solely in the production of half size

matches and its costs are kept, unlike those of other Indian fac-

tories, on a regular cost accounting system.

8. We estimate the present fair selling price, f.o.r works (in-

cluding dealers' commission) of half size matches manufactured in

India of aspen for splints and Indian wood for boxes at

Us. 1-4-0-94 per gross and of Indian wood for both splints and
boxes at Rs. 1-2-7-43 per gross.

9. We estimate the future fair selling price f.o.r. works (in-

cluding dealers' commission) of half size matches manufactured in

( 100 )
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India of aspen for splints and Indian wood for boxes at Us. l-2-560

per gross and of Indian wood for both splints and boxes at

Rs. 1-2-2-21 per gross.

10. The costs of several of the larger factories under Indian
control are lower than those of the Swedish Match Company. The
present fair selling price which we have estimated oti the basis of

the costs of the Ambernath factory, is more than sufficient to enable
Indian manufacturers to secure a normal return on their capital.

11. We find that the price at which imported half size matches
have been sold in Bombay, excluding duty but including landing
and importation charges and dealers' commission, is as low as 11
aniias 10 pies per gross.

12. The price f.o.r. works, Sweden, corresponding to a duty
free price of 11 annas 10 pies in India would probably not exceed

7\d. which w,e believe to be an uneconomical price. In our opinion
a duty free price of R,s. 1-1-4J per gross may be regarded as a fair

price for imported half size matches in India.

13. We find that the Indian Match industry satisfies all the con-

ditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission.

14. On the present fair selling price as estimated by us, we find,
other things being equal, that Indian matches should be able to

compete against imported matches with the ordinary revenue duty
of 15 per cent. The need for protection, however, arises from the
fact that imported matches are sold at uneconomical prices and
that there is at present a marked prejudice against Indian matches
which in the case of the best Indian factories is not justified by any
differences of quality.

15. Our estimate of future economies is framed on somewhat
conservative lines and we have no doubt that the industry will

eventually be able to dispense with protection if there is no unfair

competition and if the prejudice against Indian matches gradually
disappears.

16. There are two important natural advantages which India

possesses, viz.
y
the possession of a large home market and the exis-

tence of a supply of cheap labour. We estimate the present con-

sumption of matches in India at 17 million .gross a year and in this

respect India has a distinct advantage over foreign manufacturers.

17. The machinery employed in the manufacture of matches is

largely of a simple and automatic character and can be operated

efficiently by Indian workmen. The cheapness of Indian labour

therefore gives the Indian industry an advantage! over Sweden.

18. Certain materials such as chemicals are not available in

India, but it must be remembered that as far as the Match industry
is concerned, no country can claim to possess all or most of the

materials required.

19. Where aspen is used in the manufacture of splints, the price
of wood is higher in India than in Sweden but this disadvantage is
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counterbalanced by the freight and the costs incidental to the im-

portation of matches.

20. We find that in Burma, Bengal, Assam, United Provinces
and the Punjab there is an assured supply of Indian timber suffi-

cient for the manufacture of nearly half the total demand in India.
At present India supplies practically all the wood required for boxes
and packing cases which constitute more than half the total quantity
of wood

required,
and in addition supplies also a third of the

amount required for splints.

21. The existing siipply of Indian wood may be increased by a

suitable system of plantation. It appears to us desirable that local

Governments within whose territories match factories of any size

or importance have been established, should adopt a cautious pro-

gramme of plantation with reference to the probable future require-
ments of the factories.

22. We recommend that a definite research project into the
Match industry should be drawn up at the Forest Research Insti-

tute, Dehra Dun. While the project should be under the imme-
diate supervision of the Forest Economist, the appointment of a

special officer might be considered to ensure contact with local

Governments and match manufacturers.

23. PrimA facie, the measure of protection required by the in-

dustry may be estimated at 9 annas per gross which is approximately
the difference between the present fair selling price of Indian half

size matches consisting of aspen splints and Indian wood boxes and
the duty free landed price of imported half size matches. To this,

however, must be added a margin which will secure for Indian
matches in the retail market an advantage sufficient to cover the

prejudice against them.

24. In view of the limitations imposed by the minimum mone-

tary unit in use in the match trade and having regard to the possi-

bility of variations in the middleman's profit, we recommend that

the present duty of Us. 1-8-0 per gross should be maintained and
should .be converted into a protective duty.

25. In view of the fact that the prices of Indian matches are

now determined by internal competition and that a fairly long
period must be allowed for working out any scheme of plantation,
we recommend that no limit be fixed to the period of protection. It

is desirable, however, that Government should keep in touch with
the progress made by the industry from time to time.

26. We consider that the mamifacture of matches organized as a

cottage industry has hardly any futtire and that on account of the

dangerous character of some of the materials employed in it, it is

not a fit industry for development on cottage lines. We cannot
therefore recommend any special measures for the encouragement of

cottage match factories.

27. If, however, an excise duty is imposed on matches manu-
factured in India, a reduction not exceeding 2 annas* per gross
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should be made in the case of cottage factories in consideration of
^their limited resources.

28. We find that there is no ground for the complaint that the
Swedish Match Company has engaged in unfair competition with
factories under Indian control by systematically selling the products
of their Indian factories at uneconomical prices. On the other

hand, these sell generally at higher prices than matches made by
Indian manufacturers. In the case of imported half size matches,
however, uneconomical prices have been charged.

29. Considerable provocation has been offered to Indian manu-
facturers by ill considered actions on the part of some of the Com-
pany's officers such as the production and sale of inferior matches
and the employment of questionable methods of advertisement and

negotiation.

30. We have not found that the' interests of the Indian industry
have been jeopardised by the activities of the Company or that up
to the present the existence of its factories in India has been pre-

judicial to the national interest. On the contrary, we hold strongly
that the elimination of the Swedish Match Company from India will

be to the advantage neither of the industry nor of the country as ,a

whole.

31. We do not think that in the present circumstances any
action is called for against the Swedish Match Company on the

ground of unfair competition. But taking into account the vast

resources of the Company and the policy pursued by them in other

countries, it is necessary that future developments of the Company
in India should be watched. Should such developments indicate

that the Company is acquiring undue control to the detriment of

the Indian industry, we recommend that Government should take

steps to safeguard the Indian industry.

32. We consider that, if the industry is declared protected, the

Swedish Match Company should take steps at the earliest oppor-

tunity, to organize its business in India on the basis of an Indian

company iinder the control of a local directorate with suitable Indian

.representation on it.

33. Should any proposals be made by agreement among manu-
facturers to regulate output and standards of quality, we recommend
that Government should be prepared to consider them sympatheti-

cally and render such assistance as may be necessary.

34. If the scheme of protection is successful, Government re-

venue from matches which in 1923-24 stood at Ks. 138 lakhs is

likely to fall to about Ks. 17 lakhs. In these circumstances an

excise duty may, if necessary, be imposed on match factories in

India. But we refrain from recommending any definite rate of

duty as this must depend on Government's financial requirements.

35. If an excise duty is levied, it should be accompanied by a

corresponding increase in the import duty so as not to trench on the
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degree of protection afforded to the industry. Further, in levying
the duty, care should be taken to fix it at such a level as to absorb
as far as possible the whole of the increase in price.

P. P. GINWALLA,
President.

A. E. MATHIAS,
Member..

J. MATTHAI,
Member^

R. L. WALKER,
Secretary.

9th April, 1928.
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Memorandum on the supply of Indian wood for

match manufacture.

1. Though we have found that the Match industry qualifies for

protection even if its main raw material is imported, it is obviously
in the national interest that the natural re-

Importance of the use scmrces of India in match wood should be
of Indian wood.

developed. The timber which forms the
main raw material for match manufacture, is in the main of little

service for other piirposes and match wood trees in the past had been

destroyed by the forest authorities as interfering with the growth of

more valuable species. The utilisation of this timber therefore not

only brings additional revenue to Government by way of royalty
but also diminishes the expenditure on sylvicultural operations.
Due weight must also be allowed to the organization of the match
wood supply in other parts of the world. The supply of aspen,
which is generally considered the most suitable timber for match
manufacture, is provided mainly from Sweden, Finland, and Hussia.

In the latter country the management of all trade and industry is

presumably in the hands of the State, while in the former countries

the supplies of aspen are largely controlled by the Swedish Match
Company. The conditions therefore are such as to facilitate a

monopoly of supply and it has been stated in evidence before us
that one of the reasons for the increase in the price of aspen in

the year 1927 was the concession granted to Messrs. Suzuki and

Company by the Soviet Government. Against the possibility of

any such control of supplies, the development of ,the forest resources
of this country affords the surest protection. Further, a substan-
tial portion of the present production of matches in India consists of

matches made from Indian wood for which there is a ready market

amongst the poorer classes. Some description of the present posi-
tion and future possibilities in regard to the supply of indigenous
wood is therefore necessary. Moreover, since the most economical
form of match production is that in which aspen is used for splints
and Indian wood for boxes, it is essential to the future of the

industry that an adequate supply of suitable Indian wood shall be

forthcoming at a reasonable price. The question of the future
wood supply therefore calls for serious consideration.

2. A good match splint must not break readily either in manu-
facture or in striking and in order to ensure proper ignition it must

Qualities of a good
be anciently porous to absorb a certain pro-

match. portion of paraffin wax when dipped therein.
The market also demands that the colour of

the splint should be white. Colour does not, however, affect th^
utility of the match. The demand that splints should be white in
coloxir arises entirely from the conservative outlook of consumers
and is based partly on the fact that aspen of which the great bulk
of matches is manufactured, has a distinctive white colour, and
partly on the fact that the earlier and inferior products of Indiai?
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factories were made of Indian wood of darker colour. The preju-

dice is however as we have already stated, very marked and affects

the price obtainable, matches of darker wood being sold at some

two to three annas a gross less. There are certain Indian woods of

which the colour compares favourably with that of aspen: at the

same time, from the point of view of the country generally, pro-

vided the splints are otherwise satisfactory, the question of colour

may safely be ignored and in estimating the adequacy of the wood

supply, we do not propose to take this quality into account. As

regards wood for veneers for box making, the chief essential is that

the veneers when turned off fhe peeling machine, should have a

smooth surface, so that the paper may adhere evenly and the

striking surface may be smooth. Further the wood inust npt be too

brittle since in that event the wastage in box manufacture will be

high.

3. These requirements limit to a considerable extent the kinds

of wood which can be used. But there are other essentials also.

The wood must be easy to veneer, cylindrical
Qualities of suitable

jn shape, free froui knots and comparativelyim er"

cheap. As will appear later, owing to the

higher wastage in the manufacture of matches from Indian wood,
the question of price is of paramount importance. Since the cost

of extraction and of carriage to the factory constitutes the major
portion of the final cost, it follows that the timber should be readily
accessible. When trees grow not in compact blocks, but scattered

over wide areas, extraction costs must steadily increase as supplies
have to be obtained further and further afield. Such species though
otherwise siiitable, lack the element of permanence as a source of

supply for commercial manufacture, and though they may from
time to time be used in the various factories and to this extent

supplement the available supplies of match wood, any organization
of the supplies of such timber is entirely impracticable. There are
therefore four qualifications which must be looked for in selecting
timber for the manufacture of matches

(1) It must be of suitable quality.

(2) It must be accessible.

(3) Its cost must be comparatively low.

(4) The supply must be sufficient for the requirements of the

industry.
4. We think it desirable at this stage to set forth fully the

difficulties which confront us in attempting to estimate the annual
supply of match wood available in Indian

is obvious that in

. , ,
nature any conclusions at which we

arrive must be based to a very large extent on the results of investi-
gations and research carried out by the Government Departments or
by private bodies. Such questions as the distribution of the various
species of trees suitable for match manufacture, the qualities ofthe different kinds of timber, their treatment and the proper
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methods of storage, are matters which necessitate careful research

and protracted investigation. On problems of this character, wa
are forced to accept in the main the results of investigations con-

ducted by others and the degree of accuracy which can be claimed

for our conclusions is thus lin??ted by the amount of attention

which has already been devoted to these subjects or the stage
which research has as yet reached. Unfortunately, the information

which we have been able to obtain is extremely scanty. No-

authoritative tests of Indian wood have been undertaken by the

Dehra Dun Forest Research Institute with a view to determining
its suitability for match manufacture. It is true that samples of
various kinds of wood have been sent to different match manufac-
turers to be tested. But the results of such tests cannot be accepted
without considerable reservations. Opinions of manufacturers are-

very divided and frequently entirely inconsistent with each other.

Thus as regards genwa (Excwcaria Ayallocha), while the Swedish
Match Comparfy report this to be very suitable for splint manu-
facture, some of the local manufacturers allege that it is very
inferior. A similar conflict of opinion is to be found between
Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company and the Swedish
Match Company as to the relative merits of sawbya (sterculia carr^

pamdata). The reason for this divergence of views is to to be found

partly in differences in the standard of comparison and the relative

importance attached to colour, but mainly to the condition in which
the samples were received. To obtain the best results, the log
should be veneered fresh before the sap has dried and it is clear that
the results of experiments must vary extensively according to the

period which has elapsed since the timber was felled and the climatic

conditions to which it has been subjected. It is impossible there-

fore to ascertain which of the various woods at present in use for

match manufacture are the most suitable. Nor indeed can we
exclude the possibility that certain species at present rejected might
yet if subjected to proper treatment, give satisfactory results.

5. Matches are manufactured from soft woods for which until

recently there has been little demand in India. Until the Match
Information regarding industry was established on a considerable

distribution of match scale, inany of these timbers were unsale-
wood trees scanty. able and the trees were rightly regarded by
the Forest Department as weeds impairing the growth of more
valuable species. It is natural, therefore, that no enumeration of
such species was attempted and save in a few areas in Burma 110

record is available of the stocks now existing in the forests. Further,
little is known of the rate of growth, the liability to disease or the'

possibility of plantation of match woods. In such circumstances
no estimate of future supplies is possible, for which even a reason-
able degree of precision could be claimed. The most which we can
attempt is to set forth on a conservative basis an estimate of the
minimum annual supply within reach of the existing centres of the
Match industry and obtainable by the factories at about present
price.
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6, Though the material at our disposal will not support a defi-

nite conclusion as to which Indian timber is the most suitable for

match manufacture, there is ample evidence
Suitability of Indian tjiat satisfactory results have been obtained

manU"

from several species. We find that in every
factory in India including the Swedislj.

Match Company's factories, Indian wood is used for the manufac-
ture of boxes, practically no imported wood being used for this

purpose. In 1926, 10 million gross of matches were manufactured,
requiring for the manufacture of boxes alone between 20,000 and
25,000 tons of Indian wood. Purchasers were found for the whole
of this output and so far as we are aware, no complaints have been
received as to the quality of the boxes. It appears, therefore, that
match boxes of serviceable quality can be manufactured on a com-
mercial scale from Indian wood. For splints imported aspen wood
is still largely used, but the output of matches made entirely of

Indian wood is by no means negligible. Out of the total output
of matches manufactured in India, about one-third is of splints of

Indian wood. The important factory of Messrs. Adamjee Hajee
Dawood and Company in Rangoon uses no imported wood while the

Gujerat Islam factory and the factories in the Central Provinces,
the United Provinces and the Punjab obtain their supplies of timber

entirely from Indian forests. We do not contend that such matches
are equal in appearance and finish to the aspen match. Save in

colour, however, the matches produced by Messrs. Adamjee Hajee
Dawood and Company are but slightly inferior while all matches
manufactured of Indian wood by the larger and better equipped
factories are in our opinion of serviceable quality.

7. During recent years a larger number of Indian woods have
been found suitable for match manufacture in varying degrees.

Kinds of timber used. ^T ' TrollP in h
j

s memoir on Match manu-
facture states that of the 59 samples of

Indian woods tested by Mr. A. Roller, Berlin, 51 were reported
suitable for match manufacture in varying degrees, but in the light
of later experience many of these species would now be rejected.
The Forest Research Institute gives the following list of woods
which have at one time or another been reported as useful for match
making by actual manufacturers in India :

Species. For splints. For boxes.
Bombax malatjaricutn (eimul) . . . Poor Good
Bombax intig/te (didu) .... " v*vuu.

Q-meli'na crborea .

"_ FaVr
8terculia ca.nrtawilata (Andaman popita^ Fair Good
(Burman sawbya )

Spondias niangifvrti 'gwe) . . Fair
Excaeatria AgaUoclii (gemva) . . . Good. Good'
Albizzia stiptfata (manlettanse)
Manyifera indicn (mango! .' . Very ffood 11
Populw euphratica (river poplar) . Fair. Good
Populne ciliata (hill poplar; ...

., _ *

Loplwpetalum Wiohtianum . . Good. Good.
Hohgarn * Arnottiana

. . .

Trewii muliflora .

BtereoBpermum chelono tiles
.

Sarcocephahis cordatus {probably the raaulet-
of Eurma).
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Species. For splints. For boxes

Altfonia schotaris .

Sotwellit serrata (salai)
Iduchaninia, latifolia

Symplocos 9pp.
Pinus excelea (blue pine)
Picea Morinda (spruce)

Satisfactory .

Fair. Fair.

Good.

Very good.
Good bnt difficult

to work.

8. In view of the stage which manufacture of matches from
Indian wood has now reached, we believe that there can be no

T .. , reasonable doubt that India contains timber
Local supplies of wood.

of a quality guitaMe for match manufacture.
But far more careful experiments under varying conditions are

needed before it can be decided which of the various species now
in use give the best commercial results. We are thus faced by an
initial difficulty. If, as in Europe, a single species of wood were
used in all factories alike, the problem before us would be more

easily approached. Unfortunately such is not the case. Indian
wood dries very rapidly and stored under Indian conditions quickly
deteriorates. This, combined with the difficulty and expense of

transport, necessitates at present the use of local supplies and since

the soft woods differ both in kind and in distribution in the various

provinces, the kinds of timber iised in the different factories vary
considerably. Thus while in Burma sawbya (Sterculia camparw-
lata) letpan or simul (Bombay malabariciim), maulettanshe and
bonmeza are largely used, in Bombay Bombax malabaricum (simul),
BosweUia serrata (salai), Odina Wodier (shembat) and mango are

the main kinds in use. It is necessary, therefore, to consider the

question of the wood supply with reference to the various groups of

factories.

9. Of the 27 factories with a maximum capacity of 500 gross
or more of matches daily, four are situated in Rangoon, ten in

Bombay, and six in Calcutta. Of these the
Distribution of factories,

largest and most important are:

Capacity gross of boxes

per annum.
1. Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Com-

pany's factory at Rangoon . . . 1,800,000
2. Swedish Match Company's factory, Amber-

nath, Bombay 3,000,000
3. Bombay Match Works 1,500.000
4. Anclheri Match Company .... 1,050,000
5. Esavi India Match Manufacturing Company,

Calcutta 1,650,000
6. Swedish Match Company's factory, Calcutta . 1,575,000

TOTAL . 10,575,000

These six factories have a capacity equal to the total Indian out-

put in 1926 and could supply more than half the present require-
ments of India. We propose therefore to commence our examina-
tion of this subject by directing our attention to the question of

wood supply in llangoon, Calcutta and Bombay.
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10. In Chapter II of our report we have found that wher*

Indian wood is used for the manufacture of both splints and boxes,

the. economic price as compared with asper*
Price of match wood.

ig Rg ^ per t()n Eor the manufacture of

splints only in the absence of special circumstances the economic

level of price is Es. 24 per ton and for the manufacture of boxes

Bs. 75 per ton. The present general level of price is Es. 40 per
ton and our estimate of the available supply of Indian wood is

based on this figure.

11. The total capacity of match factories in Eangoon is 2-8

million gross matches annually. Nearly all matches manufactured
in Burma are full size matches. According-

Supply of match wood ^o present practice, one cubic foot, of timber
will produce about 3 gross of matches. An

annual supply of 9-3 lakhs of cubic feet or about 18|- thousand tons

of timber therefore is required. This quantity does not appear
large and primd facie it would appear that in Burma, with its

30,000 square miles of reserved forest and 150,000 square miles
unclassed forest, there should be little difficulty in obtaining this

supply. But although undoubtedly Burma contains a supply of

match wood sufficient not only for its own requirements but also

probably for those of the whole of India, the difficulties of extrac-

tion and transport are such that but a fraction of this supply is

available. The trees at present most commonly used for the manu-
facture of matches in Burma are sawbya (Sterculia campanulata),
letpan (Bom-baa rnialabariciim)j maulettanshe (Sarcocipliolus cor-

datus) and bonmeza (Albizzia stipvlata}. Of these the two latter

are the most suitable for splints, though splints of good quality
are also made from sawbya and of fair quality from letpan. From
all four kinds boxes of good quality are made. Didu (Bomber,r in-

signe) and gwe (Spondias mangifera] are also sometimes used both for

splints and boxes. Except bonmeza all these are fairly plentiful,
but unfortunately with the exception of sawbya they occur scattered

over wide areas. Sawbya is common in the Insein Division and

though mixed with other species is sufficiently plentiful to render
extraction over a series of years not unduly expensive.

12. The following is an estimate supplied by the Forest Depart-
ment of the supply of match wood which could be landed at

Forest Department Rangoon at the present price, namely, be-
estimate. tween Es. 35 and Es. 40 per ton.

Annual supply
Area Stock of match during a

accessible woo?, 18' felling
1

and over. series of
15 years.

INSEIN DIVISION. Acres. Tone. Tons.
Reserves

*S5$fc}.", 120,500 31,629 3,000

Western plains scries . . . 46,941 . 11,186 1,000
MAGWE DIVISION . . 60 sq. miles. 26,000 8,600
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PYINMANA DIVISION.

Mynbyin
Yonbin
Palwe

Kaing
Yanaunginym ....

Total

Area
accessible.

Acres.

80,000

32,000

26,000

13,341

13,078

Stock of match
wood, 18'

and over.

Tone.

34,320

15,680

10,920

13,000

3,660

149,620

Annual supply
during: a
felling
series of

15years.
Tons.

3,400

1,500

1,000

1,300

360

"14,160

For the Insein Division estimates are based on a 25 per cent,

enumeration, for the Magwe division on enumeration of a few

plots over a limited area, for the Pyinniana division on a 5 per cent,

enumeration in the Mynbyin, Yonbin and Palwe reserves, and on

a 20 per rent*, enumeration in the Kaing and Yanaunginyin
reserves. Exploitable girth has been fixed at 5 feet at breast height.
The species of match wood enumerated were

In Insein Division

Sawbya, Gwe, Maulettanehe, Didu and Letpan.

In Magwe Division

Didu, Letpan and Gwe.

In Pyininana Division

(a) Mynbyin Reserve Didu, Letpan, Gwe and Maulettanshe

(b) Elsewhere. Yeimme, Didu, Letpan, Gwe, Maulettanshe
and Lettock.

It is necessary to explain that no great degree of accuracy is

claimed by the Forest Department even for this estimate, though
it is based on actual enumeration of a percentage of trees in differ-

ent areas. We have, however, been informed that the Forest De-

partment's estimate is framed on most conservative lines and in

our opinion it may be taken as representing the minimum annual

output which is obtainable within easy reach of Rangoon.
13. This estimate excludes from consideration the match wood

available from Tenasserim Division which we have fceen informed
is by no means negligible. In addition there

uppy a equa e. ^ ^Q available a limited supply from un-
classed forests, while if the present price were raised to an average
of Rs. 40 per ton, the Forest Department's estimate might also be

slightly raised. On the whole, we think that 16,000 tons is the safe

estimate of the minimum annual permanent supply. Match fac-

tories in Burma, however, are not entirely dependent on the Burma
forests for their supply of timber. At the present time Messrs.

Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company are importing annually
between 4,000 and 5,000 tons of match wood from the Andamans.
This supply is, however, dependent on the continued running of

the Government steamer between the Rangoon and Port Blair.
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14. The Indian wood in use in Calcutta is mainly genwa (Ex-
caecaria Agallocha), though papita (Sterculia campanulata) and

dhup (Ailanthus malabarica) from the Anda-
Supply of wood for man islands are also used. The larger fac-

Calcutta.
tories use imported aspen for the preparation

of splints of superior quality, but Indian wood only is used in the

manufacture of boxes. Genwa (Exccecaria Agallocha) is found in

large quantities in the Sundarbands. Owing to the difficult nature

of the forest and the unhealthy climate, 110 organized extraction of

this timber has so far been undertaken. It is cut and brought to*

Calcutta by local fishermen iji their boats, each consignment being

comparatively small though the total annual output is very large.
On arrival the timber is sold to middlemen who control the market.

Transport to Calcutta occupies a considerable time and supplies are-

intermittent, partly owing to weather conditions and partly to want
of organization. In consequence the condition in which the logs
arrive varies considerably, and this variation probably accounts for

the different reports which we have received as to the suitability
of this wood for match manufacture. The representative of the
Swedish Match Company has, however, informed us that except in

the hot weather months, splints of good quality can be manufac-
tured frDm genwa while it has been in g-eneral use for the manu-
facture of boxes.

15. The supply of genwa timber from the-

fattonc^
6 f r ^^ f Sundarbands in the last three years has been,

as follows :

Tons.

1924-25 141,008

1925-26 166,404

1926-27 ... .... 193,649

The Conservator of Forests reports that only a small portion of"

this was probably suitable for the manufacture of matches, that no
estimate of the annual supply can be formed until the working plans
have been

'

completed and that it is not certain that the present

output can be continued in future
years.

The present capacity of

Calcutta factories is about 4-2 million gross. The average output
of full size matches from genwa wood is at present not less than

2f gross per cubic foot. Approximately, therefore, not more than
1-7 million cubic feet or some 34,000 tons of genwa is needed

annually to meet the requirements of the Calcutta factories if both

splints and boxes are made from it, and half this quantity if it is

used only for the manufacture of boxes. It must be remembered
*,hat genwa is used largely for other purposes besides the manu-
facture of matches. But even so, the requirements of the match
factories form a very small proportion of the output of the forests

and we t5)ink there shoxild be no difficulty in maintaining a regular
permanent supply, Present prices vary somewhat at different times-
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<of the year, but the average price may be taken at about Us. 40

per ton.

16. The local supply can, to some extent, be supplemented by
importation from the Andaman Islands. The Swedish Match Com-

Q . , .

t pany has supplied us with its latest report
.Supply from Andamans. ^ ^ pOBsi ty of match wood extraction

from this source. The species of timber at present exported for

match manufactiire from the Andaman Islands are papita (Sterculia

campanulata), dhup (Conarum euphyllum), didu (Bombax insigne)
and bakota. The latter has been found by the Swedish Match Com-

pany to be excellent for splints, but their report regarding papita
is discouraging. This wood, known as sawbya in Burma, has been
found to give satisfactory results when extracted from Burmese
forests and the difference in quality is presumably due to the differ-

ent growing conditions, in the two areas. No final conclusion, how-

ever, has been arrived at and the matter is admittedly one for

further enquiry and experiment. Mr. Bonnington, the Chief

Forest Officer of the Andamans, estimates the total quantity of

match wood in the Islands at 960,000 tons. This estimate, as an
estimate of the total available quantity of match wood extractable

at about present rates, is confirmed by the report of the representa-
tive of the Swedish Match Company. Great difficulties exist, how-

-ever, in shipping logs to India. Communication is maintained by
means of two Government steamers. Most of the cargo space is

required for more valuable timber. Further, since this has already
been sawn into squares in the Government saw mill, its transport is

relatively cheap. It is doubtful whether at present as much as

2,000 tons a year can be transported to Calcutta and the,re is no

.assurance that in the future even this supply can be maintained.

Match wood logs must be exported with the bark unremoved so that

the wood may not dry. They must also be cylindrical and for this

reason occupy more space. As a commercial proposition a high
freight would be necessary on such wood even in normal circum-

stances, while the fact that there is very little cargo shipped to the

Andamans necessitates even higher freights than would ordinarily
be charged. Further, since match wood logs are wet, they must
>be loaded in the bottom of the ship lest they should spoil other

cargo. Landing charges are therefore heavy while it is probable
that, since shippers require a certain minimum quantity to be
loaded in 24 hours, heavy demurrage charges will also be leviable.

It seems improbable therefore that the Andamans will become an

important source of supply for match wood in India within any
treasonable period of time.

17. With the exception of factories in Gujerat nearly all fac-

tories in the Bombay Presidency use imported aspen wood for their

Supplv in Bombay.
s

P,

lints -

^wing
BIainly to their darker

colour, splints of Indian wood find practi-
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cally no sale in the city of Bombay; and though a certain propor-
tion of matches of local wood are manufactured for the up-country

market, the bulk of the production of splints is from aspen. Boxes,,

however, are manufactured of Indian wood when this is available.

The total capacity of the Bombay factories is about 8-5 million gross
of boxes per annum mostly of half size. Output is at the rate of

5 gross half size boxes per"cubic foot of Indian wood. At the rate

of 50 cubic feet per ton, the amount of wood required works out to-

about 33,000 tons annually of which half (or about 17,000 tons) is

required for the manufacture of boxes. The kinds of wood in most

common use in the factories' are simul (Bombax malabaricum),
shimat (Odina Wodier), mango (Mangifern indica) and salai (Bos-
wellia serrata). Most of these trees occur scattered ovey areas and
in the absence of larg^ siipplies in the vicinity of Bombay, extrac-

tion and transport must become steadily more costly. No enumera-
tion of such woods has been undertaken in the Bombay Presidency
and the Forest Department have very little information on the

subject. The Chief Conservator estimates that possibly some 4,000
tons would be available annually from the Colaba and Thana Divi-

sions at the present market price about Us. 40 per ton. At a

somewhat higher price a further supply might be forthcoming
from East "Khandesh where the stock of BosiceUia serrata is stated

to be considerable. From this source an annual supply of some

2,000 tons might possibly be secured. On^our present information

an annual supply of not more than 6,000 tons of match wood might
be secured, if the price rose considerably.

18. The only factory which appears to have sufficient supply
of Indian wood is the Gujerat Islam Match factory. In 1911, the

gu j cant management of this concern undertook plan-uppy scan y.
tatioii of siinul (Bombay malabaricum) over

an area of some 130 acres. Until this plantation yields mature
wood for match manufacture, the Company claims to be able to

obtain sufficient supplies of timber from the Dangs and Panch
Mahals forests. Other factories use Indian wood when obtainable,
but there is a general complaint that Indian match wood is difficult

to obtain and supplies are available only at irregular intervals.

During the monsoon months no local timber can be extracted and
it is therefore necessary to acciimulate stocks for considerable

periods. A large number of the factories around Bombay were
started for the purpose of dipping imported splints and it is natural'
therefore that the question of storage attracted little attention.

Probably as a result of this, the Bombay factories, unlike the
factories in Burma, do not store their logs in water. We have
been informed by the representative of the Swedish Match Company
that little protection is afforded by this form of storage. The
authorities of the Forest Research Institute at Dehra Dun are of a
different opinion. The matter is one for further investigation.
According to the opinion which we quote below, it affords a prac-
tical method of preserving timber against the attacks of the borer
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insect.* At our inspection of the Ambernath factory of the West-

ern India Match Company, we found that not only had the Indian

wood in store been attacked by this insect but the aspen wood was
also infected. Obviously the wastage in the manufacture of

matches must be much higher when timber is used which has been

damaged in this way. It appears to us, therefore, that the present

supply of Indian timber is not adequate for the needs of the

Bombay factories and that in the future there is little probability
of augmenting it, if reliance is placed merely on the natural

resources of the forests. Further, unless means can be devised to

render timber immune from the attacks of the borer insect, the

possibility of infection of aspen wood from stocks of Indian wood

may render the use of the latter positively detrimental to the

industry.

19. In addition to the three groups of factories at the seaport

towns, well equipped factories have also been established at Dhubri
_ , . in Assam, at Bareilly in the United Pro-
Other factories.

vinreg md ^ Lfthore in the pun
j
ab . The

Assam Match Company situated at Dhubri in Assam
has an assured supply of simul and niachilus wood. The

Bareilly factory uses simul, Odina Wodier, Holoptelea integrifolia
and Trewia nudiflora, the latter being iised almost entirely for

splints. The capacity of the factory is 1,500 gross daily and the

amount of wood required per annum is some 3,000 tons. From the

Utilization Report of the United Provinces for the year 1926-27, it

appears that some 400 tons of Trewia nudiflora is available annually,
while the supply of simul is placed at some 3,000 tons annually.
Holoptelea integrifolia and Odina Wodier are also stated to be
common and situated in localities which admit of easy transport.
If the Forest Department's report is correct, it appears that no

difficulty should arise in regard to the wood supply of this factory.
In this respect the situation of the Mahalakshmi factory near
Lahore is less favourable. Supplies of simul have to be obtained
from the United Provinces and transported over considerable dis-

tances. Satisfactory results have been obtained from the blue pine
(Finns exceha), the logs being boiled before use. Supplies of this

timber amount to some 6,000 tons annually and although at present
this is more than sufficient for the requirements of the factory,
there are other commercial uses for this wood, and it is doubtful
whether over a series of years the .required amount will be obtain-
able at a price which will enable manufacture to be undertaken

* Mr. C. V. Swee, B.S.M.F., in his treaties on seasoning methods for
'Indian timbers remarks :

" Immersion in water is of marked benefit in connection with the storage
of logs and timbers either awaiting conversion or facilities or

proper seasoning. As has been pointed out, the storage of wood
in the form of logs or squares on land is decidedly hazardous.
Therefore where storage is necessary, immersion in fresh water is

much to be preferred to ordinary storage on land. Cracking and
splitting are prevented and organisms of decay will not develop.

Likewise insect attack is prevented."
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on economic lines. Spruce and silver fir, of which there are ample-

supplies, have been tried, but yield good results only when veneered

immediately after cutting. Transport difficulties have so far ren-

dered it impossible to secure delivery of the logs at the factory in a

fresh condition. At present efforts are being made to overcome this

difficulty by manufacturing splints and veneers out of hill poplar
and willow* in Kashmir and transporting them to the factory. It

is, however, not yet possible to determine from such experiments as-

have been carried out whether this method offers any prospect of

ultimate commercial success.

20. While on the whole the present situation in
regard

to the

supply of Indian match wood is not unsatisfactory, it must 'be-

remembered that one of the chief natural

^Possibility
of planta- advantages which the industry enjoys at

present is the low price at which match wood
can be delivered at the factory. It is essential for the progress oi

the industry not only that the quantity of wood available should be-

increased, but that its price should, as far as possible, be reduced.

We have, therefore, considered the possibility of Government

undertaking the plantation of suitable species of timber in conve-
nient localities thereby reducing to an appreciable degree the costs

of extraction and transportation. At our request the Chief Con-
servator of Forests, Burma, has drawn up an estimate of the cost

of producing utilivable standing timber, after allowing for com-

pound interest at 4 per cent, on the outlay (Statement No. 2). It

has been explained to us that in the absence of reliable information,
as to rate of growth, outturn per acre, etc., no accuracy can be

claimed for this forecast. It is, however, believed to be on the safe-

side. If plantation were undertaken through the agency of com-
munities practising shifting cultivation (taungya) the cost of

formation would not, we are informed, exceed Rs. 30 per acre.

Without the assistance of such tribes the costs might extend to as

much as Us. 120 per acre. Taking this latter figure as the basis

of calculation, we find that on a 20 years' rotation, match wood
can be produced at Us. 10-12-0 per ton of 50 cubic feet. In 1926X
Messrs. Adamjee Hajee Dawood and Company paid a royalty oil

Us. 12-8-0 per ton for wood extracted from their forest concession,

in the Insein Division and were able to obtain delivery at their

Rangoon factory at the low price of between Rs. 35 and Rs. 40

per ton.

21. On these figures it would appear that after covering the cost

of plantation together with compound interest at 4 per cent., Gov-
~

i u * i
eminent would obtain a profit of Rs. 1-12-Or-

fto financial obstacle. , TXJ.-LT. i. JL

per ton. It must, however, be remembered
that the match wood at present available in Government forests is=

scattered and often not easy to extract. With comparatively com-
pact plantations in easily accessible areas the cost of extraction
should be substantially reduced and it should be possible to increase
the royalty, should this be thought desirable, while at the same
time enabling the manufacturer to obtain delivery at his works in*
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Eangoon at a price substantially below that prevailing at present.
Even under the most unfavourable circumstances, therefore, it does,

not appear that a scheme for the plantation of trees suitable for

use in the Match industry is liable to objection on financial grounds,,
while in favourable circumstances the profits secured may well

prove to be considerably in excess of that obtained from the planta-
tion of other species. The opinion of the Conservator of Forests,.

Assam, where plantation of simul has been undertaken during the

last 14 years by the agency of tribes practising shifting cultiva-

tion, is in general agreement with this conclusion. We consider,

therefore, that financial considerations form no obstacle to the-

provision of all the match wood required by the industry by means
of plantation.

22. It appears to us, therefore, desirable that Local Govern-
ments within whose territories match factories of any size or im-

portance have been established, should
Cautious system of undertake a cautious system of plantation

plantation recommended. .., . ^ *

i_ T i E .

with reference to the probable future re-

quirements of the factories. Consistently with the payment of a

royalty which should not be leis, allowing for the costs of plantation
and the rotation of fellings, than is obtainable from plantation of

other species of timber, it should be the aim of Local Governments
to reduce the cost of timber at factory and thus encourage the

development of the industry. We have been informed by the

Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma, that by re-arranging the

present programme of plantation and by employing the services of

communities practising shifting cultivation, 1,000 acres of reserved

forest could be planted with match wood in Burma annually at th&
low cost of Us. 35 per acre. At this rate the cost of formation and

supervision plus 4 per cent, compound interest would be covered by
royalty of Ks. 5 per ton produced and provided suitable localities

for plantation rould be selected and the cost of extraction and

transport thus reduced, it appears that timber could be delivered

profitably at Ilangoon at a price much below that at present pre-

vailing. The present requirements of Burma match manufacturers,

amount to about 18,500 tons of wood annually, while there is an
assured supply of some 16,000 tons a year. So ambitious a scheme
of plantation as 1,000 acres a year does not appear to us to be

necessary unless it is found possible to supply the match factories

in Calcutta at an economic price.

23. Calcutta is fairly well supplied with wood, and no scheme
of plantation within reasonable reach of Calcutta appears feasible.

But in Bombay the question of the supply of
Possibility of planta- i n(iian wood at a reasonable price is acute.

tion in Bombay. n , . ,, .
* ,1-1,1,

Speaking generally, it may be stated that

the Bombay factories are unsuitably situated in regard to the

supplies of Indian wood. The industry was at first concerned

merely with dipping imported splints and constructing boxes from

imported veneers and the profits which accrued from this method of

evading the enhanced customs duty on matches imposed in 1922,
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rendered rapidity of construction and vicinity to the port the main

objects at which manufacturers aimed in erecting their factories.

Such important considerations as the location of the wood supplies,

the possibility of providing tank storage or even the vicinity of

permanent markets were matters of minor consideration. In order

to obtain the fullest and most economic utilization of Indian wood,
it is probable that some redistribution of factories would be neces-

sary. At present the Bombay factories supply approximately 5-15

million gross boxes a year, while the import of foreign matches at

that port is 1*3 million. The. total demand is, therefore, 6'45

million. We have been informed by the Forest Department that

at the present price the Bombay forests are capable of a permanent
supply of 4,000 tons of match wood annually, which is .sufficient

for the production of about 1 million gross annually. For the

production of the balance (5-45 million gross) on a 20 years' rota-

tion, it would be necessary to plant some 800 acres annually or if

boxes only were made of" Indian wood, some 400 acres annually.
Plantation on so large a scale would not be undertaken without

very careful experiment and research, particularly in a province
where the local demands on the forests are perhaps greater in rela-

tion to their size than is the case elsewhere. We consider, however,
that the question of plantation should receive the careful attention

of the Local Government and that such steps as may be found
feasible to increase the supply of Indian wood should be under-

taken.

24. In estimating the requirements of the Match industry in

respect of timber, we have taken no account of the amount of wood

p required for packing cases. Owing to their
'

inflammable nature, matches must be most

carefully parked. For this purpose wooden oases are used, in-

variably lined dtiring the monsoon months with zinc, and at other
times of the year in certain provinces with tar paper. Many kinds
of Indian woods are suitable for the construction of packing cases
and in the seaport towns there is also a very considerable supply of

wood reclaimed from used crates and oases. We think, therefore,
that the supply of timber for this purpose is adequate and that no
detailed investigation into this subject is called for. Packing
charges form a very small part of the cost of production of matches
and in this respect Indian manufacturers are at no disadvantage
as compared with their foreign competitors.

25. We have indicated generally the directions in which the
solution of the problem of the supply of Indian match wood lies.

The information at our disposal is not suffi-
1
'

cien* *<> enable TO to advise on such matters
as tne desirability of undertaking plantation

work in all provinces, far less to determine the most suitable
localities for such plantation. Clearly these are matters which
must form the subject of separate investigation by the Forest^
Department. A necessary preliminary to any such investigation
is an authoritative decision as to the most suitable kinds of timber
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for match manufacture in the various provinces. We have already-
stated that the Dehra Dun Forest Eesearch Institute has not as

yet undertaken the work of testing the various kinds of timber

with a view to determining their relative merits for match manu-
facture. Tests by match manufacturers though, useful for com-

parison with results obtained at the Institute, cannot be accepted
as conclusive. For their conclusions are liable to be influenced not

only by conservatism and possibly by their own manufacturing
interests, but also by lack of knowledge as to conditions of growth,
length and method of storage in respect of the timber which is the

subject of experiment. We recommend that a definite research

project into the Match industry should be drawn up at Dehra Dun
Institute. It will, of course, be necessary to instal siich machinery
as will .ensure that the enquiry is conducted under commercial
conditions. The problems to be investigated will include the suit-

ability of the various kinds of Indian timber for match rnanu-

fact^re, the best method of storage, the extent to which the quality
of the wood can be improved by previous treatment such as steam-

ing or boiling, and tlie prevention of attack by insects. We men-
tion these merely as an indication of the extent io which investiga-
tion is needed in this industry and the list is by no means exhaus-
tive. We desire to emphasize the fact that the reliability of the
results arrived at by the Research Institute must depend largely on
the extent to which provincial forest departments co-operate. On
such matters as the selection of fellings, the conditions of growth,
the method and time of storage of the logs selected for experiment,
the Institute must depend primarily on the ab^istarice it receives

from officers of the Local Governments. Considerations of this

nature incline us to the view that while the research project should
be conducted under the immediate supervision of the Forest
Economist at Dehra Dun, some method of close contact with Local
Governments must be devised. For this purpose the appointment
of a special officer might well be considered whose duty it would be
to keep in touch both with the provincial departments and also with
the development of match manufacture in India.
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Letter from the Tariff Board to all Chambers of Commerce and Associations

of Indian Match Manufacturers, and Traders, No. 946-A., dated the 5th

December 1927.

I 'am directed to forward for the information of yoiir AsjoTStion
* copy

of the remarks made by Sir Padamji P. Ginwala, President of the Indian
Tariff Board, in resuming the enquiry into the Match Manufacturing In-

dustry in India.*

2. The Board is anxious to obtain as full and complete an expression af

commercial opinion as is possible, on the problems which are now engaging
its attention. From the President's remarks it will be observed that there

are certain aspects of the enquiry which have not yet been brought speci-

fically to the
9
notice of your Xsl^atloV Further, certain of the proposals

which have been received involve considerations of general policy on which

it is desirable that your ^STon should have an opportunity of express-

ing an opinion, while the future organization of an industry engaged in the
manufacture of a commodity in such common use as matches is a matter of

considerable general interest.

3. An important aspect of the case which has been pressed on the notice
of the Board concerns the activities of the Swedish Trust. As your

Association
*8 aware

>
th*8 Trust has in recent years obtained a dominating

interest in the match trade of almost every country and its policy is avowedly
aimed at securing a controlling interest in the match trade of the world.

In pursuance of this policy, it is alleged, the Trust aims at securing a

dominating position in India, partly by eliminating the smaller Indian
concerns by means of unfair competition, partly by working arrangements
with the larger Indian factories should this appear to be the most feasible

course. Having acquired that control, it is alleged that the Trust will raise

prices in India, thereby exploiting the country for the benefit of foreigners
The remedy which has been most commonly proposed is the imposition of a

special excise duty on matches manufactured by firms or companies financed

by foreign capital.

4. The case as it has been presented to the Board combines two points of
view. First, objection is taken to the employment of foreign capital in
Indian industries and the demand is advanced that such enterprises should
be specially taxed. The question has already been considered by the Exter-
nal Capital Committee appointed by the Government of India in 1925 and it

is unnecessary to deal at length with the matter here. It is sufficient to

point out that considerable difficulty must be anticipated in determining
whether a firm is or is not financed by foreign capital and that the possi-

bility of evasion of any such form of taxation is a serious consideration
which must not be overlooked. The other aspect of the case concerns the

possibility of the establishment of a monopoly. It is urged that it is un-
desirable in the interests of the country to allow the smaller industrialists to
be crushed, thereby enabling a single firm or group of firms to fix prices
considerably in excess of the cost of production. The objection applies
equally to a monopoly whether engineered by an Indian or foreign firm but
an excise duty on foreign capital is proposed as an ad hoc measure, since
the danger of monopoly at present threatens from a foreign firm. It is

?

however, by no means clear that this proposal would be effective. Apart
from the fact that no data have been put forward on which it would be

possible to estimate the amount of excise duty sufficient to prevent unfair

competition, it appears not impossible that the measure may precipitate
the crisis which it is designed to prevent. The Swedish Trust has at its

[* Vide Oral evidence, dated 22nd November 1927.]

( 121 )
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command exceedingly large capital resources and faced with the prospect of

closing its factories in India as a result of the excise duty, it may resolve-

on the one hand to initiate a price war regardless of cost or, on the other

hand, to buy out the larger factories in this country. In either event, it

might be argued that a corporation of this size would have no great difficulty

in effecting a practical monopoly, when the special excise could be passed on
to the consumer. Another possibility which must not be overlooked is that

the Swedish Trust would comply with all the requirements of the law re-

garding Indian capital and would thus not be liable to the special excise

duty. Practical control of the policy might still remain in Swedish hands
and the danger of monopoly would remain.

5. The risk of the country being exploited by a single firm or combination
of firms of match manufacturers could however be met by the establishment
of a regulated monopoly. It 1s in this direction that European countries-

have generally sought for a solution of the problem created by the Swedish
Match Trust. There are several methods by which in existing circumstances
this effect could be attained. The first and perhaps the most obvious method
is by establishing a monopoly both in manufacture and sale. The Swedish
Trust controls the largest and best equipped group of factories in the country
and with its long experience of manufacture, it is indisputable that it could

produce a standard article of good quality at a low price. From a purely
financial point of view it might be considered a good proposition to hand
over the monopoly both of manufacture and of sale of matches in India to
this Trust on payment of an annual sum to Government. Conditions might
be made regarding the employment of Indians, the issue of Rupee capital,
the quality of the goods and the price at which they were to be sold. A
system of this kind js in force in Greece and Poland, where the Swedish-
Trust holds a monopoly. This, however, would mean that match manufac-
ture would cease to be a national industry and on grounds of sentiment
alone such a proposal affords no practical solution of the problem. A second*
method of securing control is by the establishment of a Government mono-
poly both of manufacture and of sale. This is essentially the system which
is at present in force in France. There are, however, well-known objections*
to State manufacture and it is generally accepted that Government is nor-

mally not in a position to manufacture either so well or so cheaply as a>

private firm or a company.
6. Another means of preventing exploitation is by establishing a monopoly

in sale, manufacture being carried on by private agency but the production
regulated by requiring that the manufacture of matches should be under
license. The establishment of new factories or extension of existing factories
would then be controlled. Sale could be entrusted either to a separate-
organization or retained in the hands of Government itself. In the former
case it would be necessary to form a separate sales syndicate, to which the
monopoly would be entrusted. A system of this nature is in force in

Germany, where a sales organization has been formed, the capital being
contributed by the match manufacturers who also form the directorate of
the corporation. Definite quotas of production are fixed for each manu-
facturer and all sales are effected by the sales organization. Government,
however, retains the right of controlling the price at which the sales syndi-
cate sells, should this appear, excessive. Factories are licensed by Govern-
ment and an increase in the production of matches either by the construc-
tion of new factories or extension of existing ones can thereby be prevented.
At the present time the number of match factories in India is large and
their size varies n cm the large up to date factory employing the latest

machinery to the small factory where all processes are carried out by hand.
There is, therefore, great difficulty in securing any effective organization of
manufacturers and the introduction of the German system in its entirety-
would be by no means easy. At the same time some development of this
method of control may appear feasible. It might be possible to organize a
Bales corporation comprising interests independent of match manufacturers.
In that event it would be necessary to fix the price at which such a cor-
poration purchased its supplies, the price at which it disposed of them, and
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the proportion in which purchase was to be effected from each factory. The

opinion of your 3^^ requested as to whether any such corporation

could he formed and, if so, whether an arrangement on these lines would

prove satisfactory.

7. There remains the system of Government monopoly of sales. Restric-

tion of manufacture by means of licensing will still be necessary since Gov-
ernment could not undertake to purchase matches to an unlimited extent.

It would also be necessary to fix the price at which Government would

purchase from manufacturers. As regards selling arrangements, various

methods are possible. Government wholesale depots might be established in

the larger centres. But this would involve the organization of a new de-

partment oh a somewhat extensive scale and might well be objected to on
the ground of expense. Financial control, however, might be secured on
much the same lines as obtains in the excise department for the sale of

country liquor in some provinces. Purchasers might be required to pay into

the Treasury both the cost price and the excise duty on matches. On pro-
duction of the Treasury voucher by the purchaser the manufacturer would
then supply the required quantity of matches and would obtain payment
from the Treasury, on presentation of the voucher. This method, however,
might be considered cumbrous and unsuited to the requirements of the
trade.

8. .Jf a monopoly in sales is considered desirable, the most s'atisfactory

arrangement would appear to be to entrust it to an independent sales cor-

poration. Till, however, the organization of such a corporation becomes
feasible or if it is found impossible, Government may administer the mono-
poly through its own agency with the assistance of a committee representing
manufacturers, traders and general commercial interests. The function of

such a committee inter alia might be to advise from time to time as to the

price, quality, amount and distribution of output among the various factories.

The import of matches might be undertaken by the Government acting with
the advice of the Committee referred to above or might be controlled by a

system of licence.

9. Any such system of monopoly presupposes that the factories under-

taking manufacture are well equipped and of reasonable size and it would
follow, therefore^, that the smaller factories would disappear. The opinion

of your Association
*s requested as to how far such a result is desirable. I

am to point out that the concentration of match manufacture in a few
factories organized on a large scale would probably result in a substantial
reduction in the cost of production. Turther, a sales organization acting
through a single agency would reduce the cost of distribution and the
absence of competition would render unnecessary the very large number of
-different labels at present in use. With the kinds of labels reduced to a

minimum, a still further reduction in costs could be effected while the
elimination of competition would also result in the reduction of the profits
of the middleman, which the Board has been informed are excessive. Fur-
ther, mass production in well equipped factories may reasonably be ex-

pected to raise the quality of Indian matches while with a standardized

product the prejudice against Indian matches, based mainly on* the output
of the smallest factories established in unsuitable localities, is likely to

disappear rapidly. I am also to point out that at present there exists a very
real danger of over-production, specially in particular localities. The growth
of the Match industry around Bombay renders it increasingly difficult to
secure a market for the goods produced. Competition is therefore intense
nd there has been a very rapid fall in price. A system of control on these

lines will tend to prevent over-production and wasteful competition and to
ensure a reasonable standard of quality. It will also secure a fair profit
to the manufacturer and generally help to 'stabilise prices and at the same
time safeguard the Government revenues. It will further have the advan-
tage of maintaining a substantial share of the production in the hands of

Indian manufacturer . I am now to request that your ^'"fti ^^
'"""a" 2
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favour the Board with its views on the various matters dealt with in the
enclosure and in particular as to how far it considers a system of Govern-
ment monopoly in matches is desirable both in the interest of the industry
and of the country in general. If it considers such a system desirable. I

am to enquire which of the methods outlined in this letter it would consider
would secure the best results. The Board would esteem it a favour if your
reply could be submitted at a very early date. I am to express regret that

it has not been possible to consult the
'AssoeiaHoiS

on *^ese Pin*s before,

but many of the considerations and suggestions which form the subject of

this letter, could not be stated as definite issues until the examination of
witnesses had reached an advanced stage.

10. In conclusion, I am to explain that the Board has arrived at no
conclusion as regards the various matters which form the subject of this

letter and that any views which have been expressed must be regarded as
illustrative only.
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REPORT ON EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT AT AMBARNATH ON THE BRD
AND 4TH JANUARY 1928, TO FIND THE PERCENTAGE OF WASTAGE OF
DIFFERENT CLASSES OF WOOD DURING THE PROCESS OF MANUFAC-
TURE OF SPLINTS AND BOXES.

Letter dated the 26th January 1928, to A. E. Matthias, Esq., I.C.8*
Member of the Tariff Board, 1, Council House Street, Calcutta.

I understand from our Technical Staff that you made your own notes of

the tests that were carried out at Ambarnath during your visit there. All
the same, I presume that a copy of the report I received on the subject
would be useful to you as a check on your own figures. I have gone through
the figures, and would like to point out what you probably realise yourself,
that it is practically impossible with a commodity like match timber to

arrive at an accurate test which can be used %s a kind of permanent
standard. There are too many variations with this timber, not only with

regard to seasons and different times of storage, but also in respect of the
structure and shape of each individual log. I think this is also apparent
in connection with the tests under review, as the result is unduly unfair
to the Indian wood and at the same time particularly unfavourable to Aspen.
I have, of course, always emphasised in my evidence before the Board that

Aspen is an eminently suitable timber for match making, but in all fairness
I must admit that the percentage achieved at Ambarnath during your
visit exceeded anything that I have seen during my experience in practical
working.

At the same time, the three experiments give a useful indication of the
variations that can occur with regard to the yield of different kinds of
match wood. The experiment with Shemut further shows that when it

comes to old wood, practically anything can happen in the way of

wastage.

Enclosure No. 1.

"Report regarding investigation in order to find the percentage of waste m
different stages of manufacture.

The first investigation carried out was with one Shemut log (Odina
Wodier), measuring 8 ft. 3 in. in length and 34 in. in girth.

The following data were obtained:

Gross weight of the log 300 Ibs.

Lbs.

Waste of cut end pieces 16'0

Waste in block stripping ..... 20*5

Waste in peeling (only outer box veneers were
peeled) 136"0

Waste in chopping 8'6

TOTAL . 180 or80pr
cent.

The nett weight of chopped veneers was 107 Ibs. which together with
the weight of the waste leaves a balance of 13 Ibs. not accounted for, due
to the fact that when cutting the blocks from the logs the saw-dust
could not be collected.

( 125 )
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Of this 107 Ibs., 68 Ibs. were sent to box making department.

The issue from the box making machines was 60'5 Ibs. of wet boxes and
14'5 Ibs. of waste i.e., total 75 Ibs., in which figure is included the paste and

paper used, viz., 4'5 and 2 Ibs. respectively. The figures show a balance of

0*5 Ib. which cannot be accounted for.

The weight of the boxes after drying was 31 Ibs.

In order to test these outer boxes throughout the manufacture, inner

boxes of other wood were used and 18 Ibs. of the latter were required as

well as 1 Ib. of labels giving a total of 50 Ibs. The weight of the ready
boxes after labelling was 37 Ibs. and the weight of the waste 14 Ibs. Total

51 Ibs. leaving a balance of 1 Ib. not accounted for (Paste?).

Of above boxes, 1,272 were sent to the box filling department and filled

by machines. After having gone through the box filling machines 772

boxes were found to be all right and 500 boxes found to be faulty in one

way or another mostly due to breakage of the outer boxes.

Summary.

In the following summary it has been presumed that the whole log has

gone through the manufacture and gone in a wet stage throughout in

which case the following figures will be reached at:

Original weight of log 300 Ibs.

Lbs. Per cent.

Waste in cross cutting .... 1^ 6

Waste in stripping 20*5 7

Waste in peeling 135'0 45

Waste in chopping 8'5 3

Waste in box making .... 20*5 7

Waste in labelling 24*5 8

Waste in box filling .... 25'0 8

Waste not accounted for . . . . 13'0 4

TOTAL . 263 87

which means 13 per cent, of the measured in wood has actually been
used.

Consequently the amount needed for a case of 50 gross will be as
follows :

C. ft.

For boxes only . . 10 With a theoretical content
of 1*32 c. ft. per case.

For splints . . . *14'70 With a theoretical content
of 1'91 c. ft. per case.

3470

or for 100 gross 49'40 real cubic feet which corresponds to 391 Indian cubic
feet according to Mercer's table. v

* This figure is uncertain as no test was carried out as far as splints are
concerned.
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Enclosure No. 2.

Report regarding investigation in order to find the percentage of waste in

different stages of manufacture.

The second investigation carried out was with one Sawar log (Bombay*
Malabaricum), measuring 14 ft. 6 in. in length and 47 in. in girth.

The following data were obtained:

Gross weight of the log 1,013 Ibs.

Lba.

Waste of cut end pieces 28*0

Waste in block stripping 266'0

Waste in outer box peeling and chopping . . 130'0

Waste in inner box peeling and chopping . . 130*0

Waste in bottom peeling and chopping . . . 59'5

Waste in cutting and trimming blocks for outer
box peeling 128'0

TOTAL . 725

The weight of the chopped veneers was as follows:

Lbs.

Outer box veneers 61*5

Inner box veneers .......
Bottom veneers

TOTAL

/Summary.

In the following summary it has been presumed that the -whole log ha*

gone through the manufacture and gone in a wet stage throughout. In
order to keep the equilibrium between the different kinds of veneers tome
veneers from other logs had to be used.

The percentages work out as follows :

Cross cutting

Block stripping ......
Cutting and trimming blocks

Outer box peeling and chopping
Inner box peeling and chopping
Bottom peeling and chopping
Waste in box making ....
Waste in labelling

Waste in box filling

TOTAL WASTE . 795*6

Cutting and trimming of blocks made an additional waste of 128 Ibi.

but if this quantity had gone through the peeling machines about 50 per
cent, would have been useful veneers.
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Consequently the total waste will be reduced to 795'5 or 72 per cent.

which means that 28 per cent, of the measured in wood has actually been

used.

Consequently the amount needed for a case of 50 gross will be as

follows :

C. ft.

For boxes only ... 4*7 With a theoretical content
of 1*32 per case.

For splints . . . *6'8 With a theoretical content
of 1*91 per case.

TOTAL
,

. 11*5

or for 100 gross 23'0 real c. ft. which corresponds to about 18' Indian

c. ft. according to Mercer's table.

Enclosure No. 3.

"Report regarding investigation in order to find the percentage of waste
in different stages of manufacture.

The third investigation carried out was with one Aspen log (Populus
Jo,poica), measuring 10 ft. 5 in. in length and 14 in. in diameter.

The following data were obtained:
Lbs.

Gross weight of the log 893 Ibs.

Waste of cut end pieces 8
Waste in stripping 35
Waste in peeling 165
Waste in chopping 28

TOTAL . 236

The log in question gave us 667 Ibs. of box veneers of which 110 Ibs.

were sent for box making, labelling, box filling, etc., and the waste worked
out as follows:

Per cent.
v

Outer box making 1-3
Inner box making 2*0

Labelling TO
Box filling 0-2

Summary of percentages.
Per cent.

1-0

4-0

19-0

3-0

1-3

2-0

1-0

O2

TOTAL . 31-5

Roughly 32 per cent.

which means 68 per cent, of the measured in wood has actually been used.

*This figure is uncertain as no test was carried out as far as splints
are concerned.
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Consequently the annunt needed foi a case of 50 gross will be as

follows :

cut.

For boxes only . . . 1*95 With a theoretical content
of 1*32 c. ft. per case.

For splints . . 2*80 With a theoretical content
of 1*91 e. ft. per case.

TOTAL . 4*76

or for 100 gross 9'59 c. ft.

Eombay, 9th December 1928-

[N.B. Throughout the above experiments the wastage for splints has
been calculated by the Swedish Match Company dn the assumption that the

wastage involved in the manufacture of splints and boxes is the same. This
is not correct. In para. 18 of the Report, therefore, the wastage for splints
has been calculated on the basis of the proportionate percentages set out in

para. 17 of the Report.]
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Mr. Ivar Kreuger's Memorandum regarding the Match trade in India*

During the past years a considerable agitation has been carried on in
India against the Swedish Match Company, advocating special laws and
regulations discriminating against the Swedish Match Company in favour
of the local Indian Match Manufacturers. The latter, many of whom have
taken a very active part in the agitation, evidently hoped to gain advantages
for themselves in this way and to create difficulties for an important com-

petitor.

In this agitation two charge3 have generally been brought against the
Swedish Match Company, viz., that it carries on a systematic dumping
policy with the object of destroying the business of the local Indian Match
Manufacturers, and that the Company is aspiring to a monopoly of the
Indian match trade in order to be able to charge the public

*

exorbitant

prices for its products.

In order to give the Indian Tariff Commission an opportunity to form
a correct opinion on these questions the Swedish Match Company desires
to give a short outline of its general price policy.

It must be evident to anybody with experience in the export business
that a Company like the Swedish Match Company, doing business in all

different parts of the world, cannot adopt a uniform price policy for all

countries. The selling price of matches must vary not only according to
the manufacturing cost of different types of matches but *also according
to local competition, purchasing power of the public, popularity of a certain
trade-mark and a great number of other factors. In many instances the
monetary system of a country is decisive for the retail price which the public
has to pay. For example, in the United States the retail price of matches
will be at least 1 cent a box and in Great Britain at least 1 penny a box,
independently of the price charged by the manufacturer. It is natural
that in such cases the Swedish Match Company will be able to obtain for
its well-established trade-marks considerably higher prices than its com-
petitors, and a lowering of the prices quoted by the Swedish Match Company,
for its products would not then be of any benefit to the public. In other
countries like India where the retail price of matches plays a greater role

to the public than in the United States and England and consequently is

more closely dependent upon the price charged by the manufacturer, it is

necessary for the Swedish Match Company to maintain prices on practically
the same level as the competitors. Even in India old established trade-

marks may for a certain time admit of higher prices to the public, but if

any considerable difference in price exists the more expensive brands of

matches will soon lose their hold on the market and ultimately disappear.

It is generally recognised that for an industrial enterprise to carry on
a regular dumping policy it is necessary to have a large home market pro-
tected by high tariffs so that the profits obtained from the home market can

compensate for the losses made on the export business. This condition is

not fulfilled for the Swedish Match Company, for which the home market

only amounts to a few per cent, of the total trade, and it would therefore

be absolutely impossible for the Company to adopt dumping as a general

policy.

As far as the Indian factories under the control of the Swedish Match
Company are concerned, the instructions given from Sweden have been that
matches should not be sold except at prices at least covering all costs includ-

ing all overhead charges.

In the case of matches exported from Sweden, profit has for the last

years been kept on a very nominal level in order to keep our prices in line

with other match exporting countries supplying the Indian market.

( 130 )
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In view of the uncertainty regarding the view of the Indian Government
upon the existing high import duty on matches, namely whether it is to he
continued to be looked at as a purely revenue duty or whether it is in

future to be considered a protective one the Swedish Match Company has
wanted to maintain its well-known Swedish brands in the Indian market even
at an extremely small margin of profit to itself.

However, should the duty be declared a protective one, the price policy
outlined above would not be continued.

Regarding the charge that the Swedish Match Company is trying to*

establish a monopoly in India it must be emphatically denied that the policy
of the Company is to establish such a monopoly.

Except in cases where the Swedish Match Company has made agreements
with Governments, the Company has never aimed at obtaining a monopoly
of the trade, but only at getting the opportunity to compete on equal terms
with its competitors.-

In orcfer to understand the position of the Swedish Match Company
with regard to the development of the Match Industry in India, it must
be pointed Out that the modern match industry has been made possible
entirely through Swedish inventions and that during the last 80 years the
most important improvements in manufacturing methods and machinery
have originated in Sweden. For half a century the Swedish Match Industry
has had a firmly established trade in India. Under such conditions it seems
that the Swedish Match Company has a strong moral claim to participate
in the Indian match trade, and the efforts made by the Swedish Match
Company to maintain or strengthen its position in India ought not to be

regarded as unjustified or aggressive. For more than 50 years the Company,
or its predecessors, has been the main factor in deciding the prices in the

export markets, and no case can be shown where the Company has abused
its position by 'charging excessive prices to the public.

When our competitors have claimed that we were charging excessive

prices in different countries they have been unable to give any other instances
than the prices of matches in countries with State monopolies, such as Peru.
It is entirely incorrect to take the prices in such countries which have been
fixed by the Government as an indication of the Swedish Match Company's
price policy. Under such conditions the price paid by the public largely
constitutes a tax which the Swedish Match Company is collecting for the
Government.

As a matter of fact all agitation against our Company arises from the
fact that wo consistently refused to over-charge the public for our goods and
on account of our large turn-over and efficient manufacturing methods
and selling organisation have been able to sell at a price that does not
satisfy our competitors' claim for profit.

It may be stated without exaggeration that the possibility for the Swedish
Match Company to work under the same conditions as its competitors in

different countries constitutes the chief protection for the public against
having to pay abnormally high prices for matches and any special legisla-
tion with a direct or indirect aim to putting the Swedish Match Company
in a disadvantageous position compared to its competitors cannot fail to

carry with it as a consequence an increase in the prices the public has to

pay.
For everyone who wants to look at the situation in a fair way, it must also

be quite clear that a company doing its main business outside its own
country is so dependent upon public opinion that it cannot retain its markets

except by giving the public a better and more efficient service than the

Competitors are doing.

The Swedish Match Company feels convinced that the Indian Tariff Com-
mission will recognise that the Company has a fair claim to compete for
the Indian match trade on equal terms with other competitors, and that the

general policy of the Swedish Match Company is neither aggressive nor
monopolistic in its tendency.
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It is, however, admitted by all parties that the present situation in the
Indian match trade is not sound and calls for legislative measures to be
taken by the Government. In deciding what measures should be taken, it

seems to us that the main considerations of the Government would be to

decide if the local match industry can establish a claim to protection and
in such case how large this protection should be.

If, as a condition for protection, it is maintained that the Indian Match
Industry should ultimately be able to exist without protection it must be
stated that this condition is not fulfilled. The cost of manufacturing matches
in India is at present considerably higher than the cost of manufacturing
matches in Sweden, including freight from Sweden to India, and it *is

hardly probable that this difference can be materially reduced.

Furthermore, the wood problem and the question of deterioration of

both Indian and imported wood during storage has not yet been satisfactorily
solved.

It may however be argued that an Indian Match Industry has already
been established on the basis of existing legislation and that the Indian
Match Industry therefore has a right to claim a reasonable protection even
in the future. It is for the Indian Government to decide how large an
amount of protection ought to be given to the Indian Match Industry, but
it seems illogical of the Indian match manufacturers to ask for excessive

protection at the same time as they claim that the Indian Match Industry
will ultimately be able to compete with imported matches without any
protection whatever.

The revenue from imported matches shows continuously decreasing figures
for the last few years, and the decrease has been especially marked and

heavy during the current year.

Should the present prohibitive tariffs be maintained the consequence
will be that all possibility of import and with it a high quality standard will

disappear.
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APPENDIX F.

1. Imporli of matcket into India faring ike years 1910-1 1 to 1927-88 (Mem month*)

() CountrieH of origin.



1. Imjuirtt of mah'ket into /mlfa 'hriny the year* 1910-11 to 1927-38 (Kkw

(11) Shares of each Province.
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4. Imports of veneers for match boxes and empty boxes during the calendar

years 1924 to 1927.

*
Figures are for nine months April to December, 1924.
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6. Imports of undipped splints into India during the Calendar years 1924
to 1927.

*
Figures are for nine months April to December, 1924.
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2. Works costs of the Santa Cruz Match Works, Bombay.

Figures supplied on 25th 'November 19S7.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 1.

vfhe following items in the above factory are paid for on " Piece Work Jl-

Paymants hereunder indicated being per unit of one case of 100 gross :

Rs. A. P.

Veneer levelling for splint chopping machine at
0-0-3 per tray, 40 trays per case . . 10

Outside boxes As. 8 per 10,000, calculated on
15,000 boxes per case 12

Inside boxes As. 9 per 10,000, calculated on

15,000 boxes per case 13 6

Labelling 0-1-6 per 1,000 boxes . . . .166
Levelling splints, 0-1-0 per cart . . . .100
Framing splints, 0-2-6 per cart . . . .280
Releasing machines, 0-1-3 per cart . . .140
Match boxes filling at 0-2-3 per tray of 200 boxes . 10 2

Dozen packing, 0-0-9 per tray of 42 dozen . .143
Dozen labelling, 3 pies per 2 trays of 42 dozen
each ! . .033

Gross packing, 3 annas per 100 bundles of gross
each 060

Case packing 050
20 10 6

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 2.

Present cost of safety matches made by the aboi ; factory, Unit case 100 grojt+

Rs. A. p.

Aspen wood at Rs. 120 per ton, 13 cubic feet per
case 31 4 6

Outside boxes, As. 8 per 10,000 . . . . 12

Inside boxes, As. 9 per 10,000 . . . 13 6

Splint chopping, including veneering for boxes . 6 11 . 3

Labelling 0-1-6 per 1,000 166
Starch, 4 Ibs. per case . . . . . .090
Colour 038
Flour paste 020
Oil 030
Petrol and lorry charges 090
Waste and grease, etc 040
Label brushes 006
Staff at factory 300
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Rs. A. p.

Baskets, buckets, mats, tarpaulins and other

sundry purchases including replacements of
machine parts . .

"

. . .400
Levelling 100
Framing 280
Releasing 140
Box filling 10 2

Dozen packing . . . . . . .143
Dozen levelling, 3 pies per 84 dozen . . .033
Gross packing, As. 3 per 100 bundles . . .060
1,225 dozen papers at 0-4-6 per ream of 480 . . 11 6

210 gross papers at Be. 1-9-3 per ream of 480 . 11

Empty case with nails 500
Oil paper, Rs. 11-12-0 per roll for 25 cases . ,076
Case packing 050
Side chemical brush, one brush lasting for only two

cases 026
Daily wages for overseers and coolies employed

for drying, dipping, paraffining including fire-

men, etc. 500
Labels, small boxes, at 0-3-6 per 1,000 . . .346
Labels for dozen packets at 14 annas per 1,000 . 116
Labels for gross packets at Re. 1-12-0 per 1,000 056
Chemicals and paraffin 12 9 6

Bombay godown charges and staff . . . .200
Selling commission, half anna per gross . .320
Interest on outlay 400
Non-agricultural assessment on land . . .080

Total cost per case of 100 gross . 105 14 11

Paper rolls for outside and inside boxes . .280
Total cost per case . 108 6 11

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 3.
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2 Polishing Machines ....
10 Framing Machines ....
8 Releasing Machines ....
1 Paraffining Machine ....
1 Tipping Machine
1 Drying Chamher
Glue boiling and Side Chemical Tank
200 Carts with frame

Trays with and without compartments
Steam Engine and Boiler

Electric Dynamo and Fittings .

Extra Accessories such as Benches,
'Brushes, Tables, etc

Work Shop Tools

Erection charges including foundation

pullies, shaftings, etc. ....
Working capital including outstanding .

One Motor Lorry

TOTAL

Us. A. P.

500

8,000

1,200

1,000

3,200

5,000

1,000

20,000

5,000

10,000

2,000

5,000

3.000

15,000 G

2,50,000

4,96,400

7,000 *

5,03,400

per cent, clearingPrices for machinery include 2$ per cent. Duty and
and transport charges to site of factory.

In order to arrive at f .o.b. price of machinery at port of shipment, deduct
10 per cent, for freight and shipping charges.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 4.

Chemical used in the manufacture of 100 gross boxes of matches

in the above factory. ,

Iron Oxide, Ibs. 4, oz. 2 at Rs. 12 per cwt. .

Manganese, Ibs. 4, oz. 2 at Rs. 12 per cwt. .

Glass powder, Ibs. 1, oz. 1 at Rs. 10 per cwt.

Kissel, oz. 15 at Rs. 8 per cwt

Sulphur, oz. 12 at Rs. 8 per cwt.

Bichromate of Potash, oz. 4 at Rs. 31 per cwt. .

Glue, Ibs. 3, oz. 3 at Rs. 30 per cwt. .

Potash Chlorate, Ibs. 19, oz. 8 at As. 3 per pound
Rosin, oz. 3 at Rs. 18 per cwt

Paraffin, Ibs. 13 at As. 3-4 per pound .

Amor Phos, Ibs. 2, oz. 2 at Re. 1-4-0 per pound .

Antimony, Ibs. 2 at Rs. 48 per cwt.

Rouge, oz. 4} at Rs. 6 per cwt

TOTAL 12 7 6
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 5.

Prices of 'Ambernath Matches in Bombay market reduced as under :

B-s. A. p.

September 1924 . 2 3 per gross.

October 1924 . .210
April 1925 . . 1 15 with special reduction of As. 2 for

malab.

July 1925 . . 1 14

March 1926 . . 1 12 6

June 1926 . . 1 10 Ten thousand cases sold at Ke. 1-7.

September 1926 .170
October 1926 . . 1 6 a Inferior quality sold at Re. 1-3.

November 1926 .180 for lots under ten cases.

J 7 9 for lots of ten cases.

1 7 6 for lots of 25 cases.

1 7 for lots of 50 cases.

166 for lots of 100 cases.

Since the above date there has been no appreciable change in price. Our
matches have all along sold at annas two to three under Ambernath prices
owing to the popular belief that the Ambernath Works being owned by
Swedish Match* interests would naturally turn out a better grade article

than the Indian-owned factories who were not backed by the knowledge,
experience and resources of Swedish manufacturers.

3. Works costs of the Andhery Match Company, Bombay.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENTS HANDED BY THE ANDHERY MATCH COMPANY ON
THE 29TH NOVEMBER 1927.

* # #

No. 9.

Statement showing total expenditure on the production of matches for the
year 1926-27.

Per case of 100 gross \ sized Safeties

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers .

2. Cost of paper
3. Cost of chemicals

4. Cost of other raw materials ....
5. Factory labour

6. Power and fuel

7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance of

building, plant and machinery .

8. General services, supervision and local office

charges
9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, etc

10. Cost of packing cases

Depreciation, etc. . 2 1

92 11
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No. 10.

Statement showing works cost per gross of matches.

Per 1 gross of $ sized Safeties
1926-27.

Rs. A. P.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 03 3'69

2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . . 00 9*10

3. Cost of chemicals 01 7'44

4. Cost of other raw materials .... 6'14

5. Factory labour 05 606
6. Power and fuel 00 1*44

7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance
of buildings, plant and machinery . 6'00

8. General services, supervision and local office

charges 00 9*50

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,
insurance, etc. ..... 2*00

10. Cost of packing cases 01 2*50

14 5'87

Depreciation, etc. . -4*00

14 9-87

No. 11.

Chemicals.

Per gross.

Rs. A. P.

Chlorate of Potash, 3 casks 336 Ibs. per 25
cases 00 7'42

Other chemicals 1'30

Paraffin 00 4'20

Side pasting chemicals . ..00 2'64

Glues . 00 3-88

1 7'44

Blue paper on veneers (inner and outer).

No. 12.

Cost of empty case for 100 gross J size matches.

Per case.

Rs. A. P.

Packing wooden case for 100 gross . . 480
Tin lining 2 12

Labour 040
780
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Per case.

Rs. A. P.

Tarpaulin instead of zinc, 3 yds., at Rs. 0-2-0 per

No. 14.

Labour of 100 gross $ size matches per process.

(1) Engine Ruston Proctor, 55 h. p.
R*. 15,000.

2-ton fuel (crude oil), per month, cost

Rs. 150 per 2 ton, 1 month 25

days.
Rs.

1 Driver .... 75

1 Engineer .... 150

1 Fitter 75

Per
100 gross.

300 For 62,500 gross a
month . . Re. 0-12-1
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Per
100 gross.

Ha. A. P.

Lubricating oil 2 drams each of 4 gallons at Rs. 3

per gallon.

<2) Cutting logs in pieces by saw driven by four, six men
at Re. 1-0-0 to Rs. 1-2-0 for handling the logs,
cost per gross ....... 043

<3) Removing bark by hand, 6 coolies, each Re. 1-0-0

to Rs. 1-2-0 046
Rs. A. P.

(4) Two machines for peeling

Veneers for splints by machines 2
machines by day each machine 3 men
operators at Rs. 1-8-0 each in all

2 assistant coolies at Re. 1 .

8 Women at Re. 0-8-0 ....
10 8 L3 6

(5) Two Chopping machines

Each machine 2 men operators at

Rs. 1-4-0 280
4 men carriers at Re. 1 . . 400

680 084
(6) Five machines for peeling veneers for boxes

Each machine 2 operators at Rs. 1-4-0 280
2 carriers at Re. 1 . . . . 200

480 14 5

(7) Three Lining Machines
1 Operator at Rs. 1-4-0 . . . 140
1 Assistant at Re. 1-0-0 . . . 100

240 044
) Cutting Veneers for over box and drawer

(2 parts)

2 sets veneers
} 3 Machineg>

1 bottom j

Each
1 Operator at Rs. 1-8-0 .

3 Coolies at Re. 1 ....
480 089

Box making by hand, i.e., veneer pasting
by hand

600 Women employed 1,000 sets outer drawers and
box pasting (per gross 0-1-9) 7 gross Rs. 0-12-0 .

At home (3,60,000 sets per day for 2,500 grossj

Average earning per day, Re. 0-8-6. ... 10 15

K
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Per
100 grow.

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. F~

(9A) If worked by machines

8 machines (4 for outer and 4 for drawer)
Each Machine

1 Operator, at 180
1 Assistant, at 100

280
1 Muccadam for 4 machines, at

1 Pasteman (Kaiijiman), at

1 Sweeper, at

2 Coolies (carriers)

600 180

400 5 12 8

(10) Two Splints Levelling Machines

Two Selecting Machines

Each-
One operator, at . . . 140 140
Two coolies, at . . . . 100 200

340 084
(11) Six coolies for filling trays for frame,

each man at Re. 1-0-0 ... 6 3 10

(12) Frame filling machine 18 h. p.

2 Operators by day at Rs. 1-8-0

2 Muccadams by day at Rs. 2-8-0 .

2 Sweepers by day at Re. 0-12-0 . 180 680 268

.(13) Parafhmng 12 men
2 men at Rs. 2-0-0 . . . . 400

10 men at Re. 1-0-0 . . . . 10 14 090

(14) Dipping 2 Basin Table

2 men each at Rs. 1-8-0 . . . 300
4 coolies each at Re. 1-0-0 . . 400 700 090

<15) Chemical mixers, Glue levers, etc., 16

men
3 Men at Rs, 2-0-0 . . . . 600
3 Men at Rs. 1-8-0 . . . . 480

10 Men at Re. 1-0-0 . . . . 10 20 8 13

<16) Eight coolies for handling carriers,

each at Re. 1-0-0 .... 8 061
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Per
100 gross.

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P.

. <17) Releasing machines, 6 men
2 Men at Rs. 1-8-0 each ... 300
6 Coolies at Re. 1-0-0 each . . 600
1 Muccadam at Rs. 2-8-0 . . . 280
2 Sweepers at Re. 0-12-0 each . . 180 194 120

10 494
(18) Four coolies as tray carriers from re-

leasing machines to Women fillers

at Re. 1-0-0 400 027
(19) Filling of boxes with splints

Filling by piece per 100 gross at

(Re. 0-2-0 per tray) Rs. 8-5-4.

216 (1J gross) per gross at Re. 0-1-4.

A woman turn out about 6 trays a

day.
A boy turn out about 3 trays a day.
7 Muccadums at Rs. 1-8-0 . 10 8

1 Supervisor at Rs. 2-8-0 . . 230
3 Sweepers at Re. 0-12-0 . . . 240 per 100 grs.

15 4 099 8 15 1

<20) Sides-Pasting 12 men
2 Men at Rs. 1-8-0 . . . . 300
10 Men at Re. 1-0-0 . . . 10

1 Muccadum . . . . . 280
2 Coolies tor bringing paste . . 200

17 8 10 11

{21) Packing labour by piece

Dozen packing at Re. 1-0-0 per 100

gross..

Gross packing at Re. 0-4-0 per 100

gross.
Case packing at Re. 0-4-0 per case of

100 gross.

or labelling by machines 4 machines
cost each Rs. 16,000 per day per
machine.

1 Operator at Rs. 1-4-0.

1 Coolie at Re. 0-12-0.

2-0-0

at Re. 0-2-0 per 3,000 pieces or about Re. 0-0-3 per grow,
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4. Works costs of the Bombay Match Works.*****
Statement showing works cost for 100 gross of matches, latest*

Rs. A. p.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 37 8

2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . . 600
3. Cost of chemicals 916
4. Cost of other raw materials . . . . 7 14 6

5. Factory labour . 23 1 6

6. Power and fuel 076
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance

of buildings, plant and machinery . . 200
8. General services, supervision and local office

charges 3 10

9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, depreciation, etc. . . . 600
10. Cost of packing cases including tarred paper 550

TOTAL . 100 6 9

The above figures are for boxes made with machinery. If boxes are-
made by hand it comes to Rs. 108-15-9.

18. Statement showing works cost for 100 gross of matcfies in the year 1926*

Rs. A. p.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 39 12

2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . . 600
8. Cost of chemicals 10

4. Cost of other raw materials . . . . 980
5. Factory labour 80

6. Power and fuel 100
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance

of buildings, plant and machinery . . 183
8. General services, supervision and local office

charges 700
9. Miscellaneous, c.gr., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, depreciation, etc. . . . 30

10. Cost of packing cases including zinc lining . 780

TOTAL . 122 4 8

The above figures are for boxes made with machinery. If boxes are
made by hand it comes to Rs. 133-12-3.
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14. Statement showing works cost for 100 gross of matches in the year 1926.

Rg. A. P.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 42
2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . . 600
3. Cost of chemicals 980
4. Cost of other raw materials . . . 8 14 6
5. Factory labour 27 6
6. Power and fuel . . . . . . 12
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance

of buildings, plant and machinery . . 180
8. General services, supervision and local office

charges 563
9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, depreciation, etc. . . . 900
10. Cost of packing cases including tarred paper 5 14

TOTAL . 116 4 9

The above figures are for boxes made with machinery. If boxes are
made by hand it comes to Rs. 127-12-9.

15. Statement of works coits for 100 gross of matches latest for sulphur
matches half size.

Rs. A. p.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 40 10
2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . 830
3. Cost of chemicals 15 3 2
4. Cost of other raw materials . . . 18 13
6. Factory labour 28 3 2
6. Power and fuel 075
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance

of buildings, plant and machinery . . 200
5. General services, supervision and local office

charges 380
9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, depreciation, etc. . . . 680
10. Cost of packing cases including zinc lining

and soldering . . . . . . 830
TOTAL . 121 10 9

19. Statement of works cost for 100 gross of matches for sulphur matches
fiUl size.

Rs. A. p.

1. Cost of wood for splints and veneers . . 56 4
2. Cost of paper for labels and wrapper . . 12 3
3. Cost of chemicals 25 6 2
4. Cost of other raw materials . . . 13 3 6
5. Factory labour ... 43 6
6. Power and fuel 090
7. Ordinary current repairs and maintenance

of buildings, plant and machinery . . 200
8. General services, supervision and local office

charges 500
9. Miscellaneous, e.g., rent, municipal taxes,

insurance, depreciation, etc. . . . 680
10. Cost of packing cases, zinc lining, sol-

dering (two cases) 17 8

TOTAL . 181 15 8
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1. Statement showing the movements of the Tariff Board.

Calcutta . . . 2nd October, 1926 to 20th February, 1927.

Burma . . . 22nd February, 1927 to 2nd April, 1927.

Calcutta . . . 5th April, 1927 to 14th May, 1927.

Shillong . . * 15th May, 1927 to 14th July, 1927.

Calcutta . . . 23rd July, 1927 to 23rd October, 1927.

Bombay . . . 25th October, 1927 to 6th January, 1928.

Dehra Dun . . 8th January 1928 to 28th January, 1928.

Bareilly . . . 16th January, 1928.

Lahore . . .17th January, 1928.

Calcutta . . . 30th January, 1928 to 16th February, 1928.

Bombay ... . 18th February, 1928 to 9th April, 1928.

2. List of Match factories, timber depot, etc., visited by the Board.
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2. List of Match factories, timber depot, etc., visited by the Board
oontd.



APPENDIX K.

List of Matchfactoriesfrom which representations and replies to question-

naire were received by the Tariff Board.
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fast of Matchfactoriesfrom which representations and replies to question.-

naire were received by the Tariff Board contd.

MGIPC L~102 STB 6-7-281,250.










